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editorial
PEACE SHOULD PREVAIL IN VALLEY

P

eace must return to Jammu and Kashmir, which has been on the boil for several decades. The
growing role of non-state actors has only worsened the condition over the years. The inability
of our successive Central and state governments in blocking the flow of aid to separatists from
abroad and within the country has always provided a kind of financial and moral cushion to the
unscrupulous forces to carry out their anti-India activities in the Valley.
When the BJP came to power at the Centre under the leadership of Prime Minister Narendra Modi,
the nation hoped that things would improve in the strife-torn Valley. The hope further got a boost when
the BJP decided to be a part of the state government in alliance with the PDP. However, there was little
improvement in the condition at the ground level. The stone-pelting on armed forces assumed a critical
dimension.
Finally, the BJP decided to break the alliance with the PDP and bring the state under the President's
Rule. Now the Centre has decided to send National Security Guards (NSG) commandos or the Black
Cats to the Valley and assist the state police in carrying out anti-terror operations. It is said the Centre
had credible inputs to doubt the PDP's commitment and determination to eliminate terrorism from the
state. Also, a feeling was gaining ground that the PDP was overtly or covertly inciting the stone pelters.
However, everybody wants peace to be back in the Valley, but the use of muscular power must be
made with all care and precautions so that the innocents do not bear the brunt of India's war against
terror in Jammu and Kashmir. Even the locals should realize that giving shelter to terrorists or antiIndia forces is fraught with life threatening risks. Hence, they should join hands with the governments
in establishing peace in the Valley.
The use of commandos during encounters with terrorists or in flushing them out from the Valley
will surely give the state police an edge, but that may not also be a guarantee to establish a lasting
peace which the people of Jammu and Kashmir have been craving for long. That will be possible only
when the Central and state governments are able to nip the flow of help to anti-India forces in the
Valley in its bud. Till then, the battle for peace will continue in the Valley.
It's also important to mention here that the rapid political events in Jammu 7 Kashmir unfolded
following death of Indian soldier Aurangzeb by the terrorists. His sacrifice was duly recognized by
Army Chief Bipin Rawat who visited his village. General Rawat along with senior Army officials went
all the way to the remote Salani hamlet in the frontier Poonch district and conveyed to Aurangzeb's
family that forces stood with them in their hour of grief. Aurangzeb, who belonged to the 44 Rashtriya
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Rifles, was on way home to celebrate Eid when terrorists abducted and shot him dead on June 14.
Aurangzeb's sacrifice offers more than what meets our eyes. He has proved once again that
common youths in the Valley have not fully fallen in Pakistan sponsored nefarious trap, solely
designed to keep the Valley on boil. Notwithstanding the fact that death was staring at him, Aurangzeb
did not bother even an iota in telling the terrorists that he had encountered many mercenaries during
operations carried out under the leadership of Major Rohit.
He exhibited true patriotism and fearlessness, which also reminds us of great martyrs Bhagat Singh,
Veer Savarkar and Raj Guru, who did not hesitate in admitting their valorous acts to their British
tormentors and embraced the gallows. It will also be not an exaggeration to say that Aurangzeb proved
he was a true Muslim, who during the holy month of Ramzan did not resort to lies to save his own life.
Aurangzeb's sacrifice has not left behind a vacuum but an opportunity for the Government of India,
the PDP-BJP regime in the state and the Army to reach out to the Valley's youth in a holistic manner
so that they are not misled by the unscrupulous anti-national forces. The abduction and killing of
unarmed Aurangzeb by militants only indicate that terrorists are rattled from within and they need to
be crushed in a befitting manner.
Since May last year when Lieutenant Ummer Fayaz was killed by militants in Shopian where he
had gone to attend a family marriage, the Indian Army has firmly been giving one after another blows
to terrorists. Only on Monday, the Centre announced to resume operations against militants, which led
to the elimination of two terrorists in Bandipora, an indication of the fact that there is not going to be
any let up in India's fight against terrorism in the Valley.

30th June 2018

Sidharth Mishra
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secretary’s desk
W

e continue with our endevour to establish high bench marks for scholastic research. It's with
great humility and also sense of achievement that we announce that The Discussant was
successfully audited by an international agency for impact factor - International Scientific
Indexing. In these years, this journal has proved to be an asset in promoting research among young
scholars across the universities.
The Discussant has come to be recognized as journal of honest endevour. We have completed five
years of unbroken publication of The Discussant as an RNI registered quarterly periodical. We had
received the ISSN accreditation a year earlier.
We were also listed by the University Grants Commission as a recognized inter-disciplinary journal
in the field of social sciences. And now we have been successfully audited for impact factor and
allotted 1.254.
I am happy to share with you that our online edition too is crossing new frontiers and getting
accessed from new territories, which gives our writers a global exposure unthinkable for any journal
of our vintage. The online edition too has been successfully audited for impact factor.
The edition in hand is a special edition as it has a section on the discipline of media studies. We
were knowledge partners for an ICSSR-sponsored national conference on media studies with
Vivekananda School of Journalism and Mass Communication (VSJMC) under the aegis of VIPS
(GGSIPU). This edition also contains full length papers on foreign policy and also short articles of
much intellectual interest.
As I we have repeatedly mentioned in reports at the beginning of the various past editions, the
members of Centre for Reforms, Development and Justice including Centre president, self and other
members have taken up academic activities in the right earnest participating in seminars and
deliberations of national importance.
We last year completed publication of a commemorative volume on the seven decades of IndiaNepal Relationship in association with the prestigious BP Koirala Foundation. We have also completed
a project sanctioned by the Uttar Pradesh government on the riverside cultures.Now we are in the
process of bringing out a volume on Delhi' politics.
We welcome young scholars to associate with us with ideas and proposal for an intellectual
enterprise, where we can join hands.

With Warm Regards

30th June 2018

Dr Sanjeev Kumar Tiwari
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REVISITING INDIA’S NEPAL POLICY
DR. SANJEEV KUMAR TIWARI*
ABSTRACT

P

rime Minister Narendra Modi continues to insist on greater cooperation and better ties with India’s neighbourhood
almost four years into his tenure. His swearing-in ceremony in May 2014 was in itself an imposing start to his
‘neighbourhood first’ policy. This paper brings to focus India’s policy towards its immediate neighbour, i.e. Nepal,
under Modi thus far. Modi’s recent visit to Nepal in the month of May 2018 further recapitulates his commitment towards
having a better relationship with Nepal. The paper seeks to reiterate the bilateral ties, the elements of continuity and change
and explore future prospects for ties under Modi given existing challenges and opportunities. The current dispensation has
been focusing on having a robust neighbourhood policy - the three-pronged impulses of geography, regional integration
and geo-economics; development imperatives; and security concerns. All these impulses have been at work between India
and Nepal. The renewed vigour with which Modi-led government has been pursuing the Nepal policy has, thus, proved to
be a testimony to recalibrating India’s foreign policy with Nepal.
Keywords: India, South Asia, Neighbourhood First, Samridhi, Suraksha, Samman, Samvad, Sanskriti, Development
cooperation, South-South cooperation,

INTRODUCTION
When Narendra Modi took oath as the 14th Prime Minister of India in May 2014, he made an unprecedented diplomatic
outreach to India’s neighbours by inviting their heads of government. The audacious move generated great euphoria and
excitement, especially among the observers of South Asian politics and relations (Madishetty 2017). Experts on foreign
relations found a sudden optimism in this bold move initiated by Modi. They considered it a never-to-fail stride in
enhancing greater cooperation and understanding in the region and among the neighbours. Trust surplus, one of the
hallmarks of neighbourhood first policy, suddenly pushed the trust deficit to the brink. This optimism in the air, a by* Dr. Sanjeev Kumar Tiwari is an Associate Professor in Department of Political Science, Maharaja Agrasen College, University of Delhi
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product of the resounding majority Narendra Modi led Bhartiya Janata Party got in the General Elections of 2014, was not
there for long. Global attention was geared to this unparalleled step undertaken by the charismatic leader of India. This
was the beginning of a sojourn of ‘Neighbourhood First Policy’ with a renewed vigour and vision.
Generally, India’s foreign policy was understood to rest on two important pillars - economic interest and national
security (Madhav 2018: 9). When the BJP came to power, three more pillars were added. As such, India’s foreign policy
today is guided by the five pillars of ‘Panchamrit’. While the first two pillars remain economic prosperity (Samridhi) and
national security (Suraksha), the third pillar added is ‘Samman’ or dignity of India. The next pillar, ‘Samvad’, is about
greater engagement. The fifth pillar - Sanskriti - uses our cultural and civilizational links as a tool of our foreign policy
(Ibid: 10).
For the neighbourhood we generally use the term “Neighbourhood First”. The term means we give our neighbourhood
a priority, a degree of attention, care, consideration, resources and energy. None of this should be confused with
optimism. This kind of attention has not been given by previous policy makers (Jaishankar 2018: 11). The second aspect
of Neighbourhood First is regionalism. We have not always approached regionalism confidently in the past but today, we
are big, secure and confident enough to develop regionalism non-reciprocally. It is in our interest that our neighbours share
and grow with the prosperity of India (Ibid.).
According to foreign affairs analyst Dhruva Jaishankar, India’s neighbourhood first policy has four aspects (Jaishankar
2016). The willingness to give political and diplomatic priority to its immediate neighbours and Indian Ocean island states,
providing them with support as needed, greater connectivity and integration, and to promote a model of India-led
regionalism with which its neighbours are comfortable. Modi realizes that his domestic agenda of development and rapid
economic growth cannot be fulfilled without a stable and conducive neighbourhood. He has often emphasized that India
cannot grow in isolation and that there is a lot to gain by mutual cooperation and shared prosperity in the region (Ibid.).
India’s neighbourhood is made up of three interlocking components: (1) While India dominates its region, its
dominance is severely contested, particularly by Pakistan; (2) as a consequence, India’s region is neither internally
peaceful nor externally cohesive; and (3) China, although an extra-regional player, now rivals India for influence in India’s
neighbourhood and may well end up exercising significant regional leadership in South Asia (Sahni 2016: 60). India
perceives its neighbourhood not as a launch pad but as a drag anchor. This explains why India is now seeking to ‘break
out’ of its region and find new regional frameworks involving both sub-regional as well as super-regional (i.e., pan-Asian)
cooperation (Ibid: 61). The deep meaning of regional integration is permanent friendship between neighbouring countries.
In contrast, an unintegrated region is organizationally primitive and yields suboptimum outcomes. So there is great
wisdom in Modi’s ‘neighbourhood-first’ policy (Ibid: 62).

INDIA-NEPAL RELATIONS
India’s relations with Nepal are civilizational, and more multilayered than with any other country in the world.
Somewhat different from India’s other relationships in the neighbourhood, India-Nepal relations are determined by
geography, defined by history and shaped by strong people-to-people exchanges across an open land frontier straddling
five north Indian states. In 2013, 67 percent of Nepal’s manufactured exports went to India. Similarly, nearly 64 percent
of Nepal’s imports come from India (World Integrated Trade Solution). Disembodied trade, or trade in services, which
remains undocumented, might account for a higher percentage. Over 40 percent of Nepal’s foreign investments originate
in India.
Over the past decade, Nepal’s numerous transitions have taken it from a civil war and insurgency to a democratic
order and from a monarchy to a republic. The Maoists were socialized and mainstreamed in a peace process that began
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in New Delhi with the signing of the 12-Point Agreement between the Maoists and the major democratic parties of Nepal.
The People’s Liberation Army was finally dissolved in April 2012 (Prasad 2016: 96). Needless to say, India-Nepal
relations have been further reinforced by the geography, history, culture and religion across the borders.

INDIA’S NEPAL POLICY
India’s Nepal policy, right from the beginning, was aimed at helping Nepal to emerge as an independent and stable
neighbouring state. Taking a step ahead, India invited Nepal for participation in the first Asian Relations Conference held
in New Delhi in March 1947, as an independent state. India was, thus, reconciled to the fact that Nepal, being an
independent state, must be encouraged and provided with opportunities to come out from isolation and thereby
establishing contacts with the outside world (Baraith 1989: 80). However, the security aspect was never ignored and
India was aware of the impending threat of China after its takeover of Tibet which ceased to be a valuable buffer between
India and China since 1950.
India’s policy towards Nepal, since then, has been geared to securing a reciprocal friendship, believing that such a
relationship would be beneficial to both India and Nepal. The Treaty of Peace and Friendship signed between India and
Nepal in 1950 continues to be the cornerstone of this cordial relationship. This treaty provided for everlasting peace and
friendship between the two countries, both of which agreed to acknowledge and respect complete sovereignty, territorial
integrity and independence of each other. It was also agreed that the ‘two governments would inform each other should
any serious friction or misunderstanding with any neighbouring state cause any breach in the friendly relations subsisting
between them’ (Ministry of External Affairs). The 1950 Treaty, thus, ‘binds the two countries through socio-cultural and
economic linkages. Taking the open border into account, no impediment is placed on the movement of people crossing
the border, availing avenues for livelihood’ (Thapliyal 1998: 178). However, in the 21st century, the intensity of the
relationship can be gauged from the speech which Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi gave to the Constituent Assembly
in Kathmandu in August 2014, in which he suggested that the relationship between the people of India and Nepal can’t be
measured by ‘pieces of paper’ signed by the governments of the two countries (Mohan 2015: 57).
In this context Jawaharlal Nehru said in Lok Sabha on December 6, 1950:
Regardless of our feelings about Nepal, we were interested in our own country’s security, in our own country’s
border. Now we have had from immemorial times, a magnificent frontier that is to say, the Himalayas. It is not quite
as difficult as it used to be; still it is difficult, very difficult.... The principle barrier to India lies on the other side of
Nepal and we are not going to tolerate any person coming over that barrier. Therefore, much as we appreciate the
independence of Nepal, we cannot risk our own security by anything going wrong in Nepal which permits either
that barrier to be crossed or otherwise weakens our frontier (Parliamentary Debates 1950: 1269).
Nehru further stressed the rationale of Indian policy towards Nepal in the following words:
Nepal in old days that is to say, the British days of India, was an independent country; called so. But strictly
speaking, it was not very independent, except internally... But her foreign relations were strictly limited to its
relations with the Government of India, that is to say, the British Government functioning in India.... Now when we
came into the picture we assured Nepal that we would not only respect her independence, but we wanted to see
Nepal develop into a strong and progressive country. We went further in this respect than the British Government
had done; that is to say, Nepal began to develop other foreign relations. We welcomed it. We did not come in the
way; although that was something far in addition to what had been the position in British time. Naturally, and quite
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frankly, we do not like, and we do not propose to be any foreign interference in Nepal. We recognize Nepal as an
independent country we wish it well. So our relationship is intimate and no other country’s relationship with Nepal
can be as intimate, and every other country must have to realize and appreciate this intimate geographical, cultural
and other relationship of India and Nepal (Ibid: 1268).
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s bilateral visit to Kathmandu in August 2014, the first such goodwill visit undertaken
by an Indian premier in 17 years, initiated a two-way political re-engagement between India and Nepal. This was preceded
by a ministerial Joint Commission meeting, held after a gap of 23 years, and was followed by Modi’s visit for the South
Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) Summit in November 2014. Although India has remained invested
in Nepal’s stability and progress since its independence, Modi lifted the vision of the relationship to a new level. He
underlined the inseparability of India and Nepal and projected the latter as New Delhi’s partner of the first rank (Prasad
2016: 97). His half-hour speech in the Constituent Assembly, and his gestures during the visit, impressed both the Nepali
people and leadership, cutting across Nepal’s political spectrum. The veteran Kathmandu-based journalist Vijay Pandey
said that Modi effectively changed the public perception of India’s attitude towards Nepal and won goodwill for India in 30
minutes in a way that Indian diplomatic efforts had not been able to achieve in 30 years (Ibid.). Whether or not this view
is widely accepted, there is not even an iota of doubt that the visit did mark a change in mindset about India’s
determination to reconstruct a new development partnership with Nepal.
The ties that bind India and Nepal range from the historic colonial legacy to the cultural, linguistic and religious
commonalities, to developmental and economic co-dependency.Likewise, during his first visit to Nepal, Modi announced
an additional concessional line of credit worth $1 billion earmarked for infrastructure and hydropower projects as per the
smaller nation’s priority, but addressed Modi’s ‘HIT’ formula - highways, i-ways, transways. “Nepal should not be left
behind among the nations of the world,” he stated, and then continued with how India benefits from the equation: “I want
to double the amount of electricity India is providing Nepal today…for now we will remove darkness here and a decade
later Nepal will come to our help” (Bradnock 2002: 4).
He positively reinforced the constitution writing process in Nepal by encouraging members of the Constituent
Assembly to draft a constitution that sprang from the womb of the peace process. In a subsequent visit for the SAARC
Summit three months later, he further advised that the constitution should be inclusive and drafted by consensus, not
majoritarian voting. He believed this would unite Nepal, increase confidence about its future stability and open the doors
for its rapid economic progress. Modi also frontally addressed a couple of difficult issues that have clouded India-Nepal
relations in recent years. Both sides agreed to review, adjust and update the 1950 Treaty of Peace and Friendship and to
resolve pending boundary issues, including Kalapani and Susta, by reviving the Boundary Working Group. They also
decided to expedite the formation of an Eminent Persons Group on India-Nepal relations to suggest measures to further
expand and consolidate the multifaceted ties of the two countries.
Modi sought positive outcome on the federalism issue with the widest possible consultations, without India involving
itself with the constitutional processes. Upon arriving in Nepal in November 2014, he clarified that India expected Nepal
to adopt an inclusive and equitous constitution. “I request all political stakeholders to draft the Constitution by early next
year as committed through consensus, which will reflect aspirations of all communities, including Madhesis, Pahadis and
Maoists ... failing to do so can cause difficulties to Nepal and your difficulty despite our expertise to help you in this field
is a matter of sadness,” he said (Press Trust of India 2014).
The trust deficit towards India is fomented by sections of the Nepali elite who believe their political fortune is tied to
defining their nationhood and interests in opposition to India. Both the monarchy, while it lasted, and the communist
parties tended to identify India as their principal antagonist, given India’s natural affinity for the democratic forces in Nepal.
The Maoists profited by defining ‘Indian expansionism’ as “the principal enemy of the Nepalese people” (Prasad 2016:
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100). India’s principal challenge in Nepal is to overcome this negative image. India is Nepal’s steadfast partner, supplying
to it essential commodities ranging from salt to petroleum products. India is constructing a petroleum pipeline from Raxaul
to Amlekhganj for Nepal’s future energy security, besides halving the transportation costs. India’s development
partnership in Nepal straddles every conceivable area of economic activity, from socially oriented small projects to the
infrastructure sector. The resounding success of Modi’s two visits in terms of their public resonance, and his push to
substantially increase India’s commitments for infrastructure building in Nepal, including bridges, roads, railways and an
oil pipeline from Raxaul to Amlekhganj for Nepal’s future energy security encouraged him to visit Nepal for the third time.
During his third 2-day visit to Nepal, as the Prime Minister, on 11 May 2018, Modi reiterated that his visit “reflects the
high priority, India, and personally I, attach to our age-old, close and friendly ties with Nepal” (Press Information Bureau
2018). He further opined that these high-level and regular interactions reflect India’s commitment to the ‘Neighbourhood
First’ policy, in consonance with the motto of ‘Sabka Saath, Sabka Vikas’ (Ibid.). He was also committed to helping Nepal
achieve its vision of ‘Samriddha Nepal, Sukhi Nepal’. People-centric approach has remained the cornerstone of India’s
policy towards Nepal and Modi’s statement that “my visit will further cement our people-centric partnership with Nepal
on the basis of mutual benefit, goodwill and understanding” (Ibid.) is a testament to it.

THE MODI FACTOR
Since the strategic interests of a country do not undergo significant change with a change of government, the general
thrust of foreign policy engagements remains largely unchanged. Therefore, just as previous governments have realized
the link between India’s own development to that of its region and thus stressed the importance of improving relationships
with neighbouring countries, so has Modi. However, the vision and the commitment to impending issues were missing for
long.
A change of leadership, however, can bring about a new emphasis or prioritization in a country’s international agenda,
and a leader can influence the timing and manner in which perhaps inevitable conclusions are played out. For instance,
with his ‘neighbourhood first’ policy, Modi has placed fresh and much-needed stress on the importance India accords to
its neighbourhood. Not only in terms of policy formulation, but the manner in which he began to undertake implementation
of said policy from the very day of his swearing-in ceremony has increased the immediacy with which India is pursuing
this constant objective.
During his third visit in May 2018 also, Modi and his Nepalese counterpart ‘reviewed the close and multifaceted
relations between the two countries at different levels and reiterated their resolve to work together to take bilateral relations
to newer heights by strengthening ongoing cooperation in diverse spheres as well as expanding partnership for socioeconomic development on the basis of the principles of equality, mutual trust, respect and mutual benefit’ (Ministry of
External Affairs May 2018). Underscoring the importance of trade and economic ties, connectivity, cooperation in water
resources, Modi also visited Janakpur and Muktinath symbolizing the cultural and historical connect between India and
Nepal.

CONCLUSION
India and Nepal, bound by geographical proximity and cultural contiguity, are a classic case of ‘friends in need and
partners in progress’. While India and Nepal have no conflict of national interests, they still have to develop a habit of
cooperation and learn ways to effectively manage the opportunities and challenges that lie before them. This would make
it easier for Indians and Nepalese to relate to each other and insulate the relationship from the vicissitudes of political
change in both countries.
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Nepal’s support on One Belt One Road (OBOR) initiative has made India apprehensive about Nepal’s future strategy.
Some scholars have argued that India-Nepal relations have been rather one sided favoring India. In Nepal, the political
environment is polarized between the Nepali Congress being pro-India and the other parties having a moderate position
between India and China. In 2015, when Nepal was adopting the post monarchical constitution there were controversies
with regards to the Madhesi party demanding a redraw of federal boundaries. National identity, sense of belonging to a
particular national community and sharing a common physical community-language, cultural values have been present
with the Nepalese for a long time. The demands for self-determination by the Madhesis contradict the majority opinion.
This ethnic divide in Nepal has created an uneasy atmosphere where Madhesis have close cultural ties with India whereas
the Pahari dominated political parties are susceptible to inclining towards China for the reasons of self-determination by
Madhesis (Fernando and Gupta 2018). For India to strengthen its neighbourhood first policy it should take a close
consideration into these domestic matters when framing its foreign policy agenda on Nepal.
Besides the compelling economic logic, Modi is also watchful about growing Chinese penetration into South Asia.S.D.
Muni, an expert of South Asian affairs, opines that China prefers strong, assertive and centralized regimes at its periphery.
This is evident from the fact that China never supported or encouraged democratization in any of its neighbours. For India,
the reset of relations with Nepal is, thus, a part of the broader reset in the regional context where India is feeling the pinch
of alienated neighbours emboldened by an assertive and affluent China, strategically propelled to expand and deepen its
presence in India’s neighbourhood, including the Indian Ocean, under the cover of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)
(Muni 2018).
As far as India’s stance on Nepal-China relations is concerned,New Delhi has continuously insisted that Nepal ‘is free
to explore any practical option it wants’. External Affairs Ministry spokesman said in March 2016, ‘Our relations with Nepal
have their own natural logic. Is there any other country in the world which can have the kind of relationship that Nepal has
with India?’ (Ministry of External Affairs 2016). However, with growing Chinese interests in Nepal, India needs to bring
greater purpose to economic engagement and investments in Nepal.China has deepened its engagement with Nepal
across social, political and economic spectrum, but at the same time understands its geopolitical limits in Nepal and
realizes that it still cannot completely replace India in Nepal. Pragmatists in Beijing also know the dangers of moving too
far and too fast and provoking an Indian reaction. That is probably the reason why China continues to look at Nepal as a
bridge between India and China and maintains that Nepal must benefit from the development in India and China and a
stable and developed Nepal will be of common interest to India and China (Kumar 2016: 28). Recalibrating India’s Nepal
policy, thus, becomes an utmost necessity in this changing scenario. Enhancing India’s development assistance to Nepal
(Rs 650 crore for 2018-19) and its promise to expedite the completion of several pending projects is a great move in this
direction.
India needs to look to the past in order to move ahead with Nepal and establish a relationship which is based on
sovereign equality, as enshrined in the commitment of the 1950 treaty. For a better South Asian region and democratic
experience in South Asia, India must take Nepal’s apprehensions into consideration and help in building on its nascent
democratic order. This would require India to view Nepal beyond the realms of security and an erstwhile component of its
sphere of influence. Moreover, India must recalibrate its foreign policy with Nepal encapsulating security arrangements
and economic engagements so as to secure a better future for India, Nepal and the South Asian region. Modi, undoubtedly,
is the ray of hope for the expeditious implementation of the economic and development cooperation projects.
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SARDAR PATEL AND THE TIBET QUESTION
DR. RAHUL MISHRA *
SAURABH DUBEY **
ABSTRACT

I

t is popularly believed that Sardar Patel was a leader with impeccable understanding of India’s domestic politics and national
security. His success in integrating princely states with the Union of India in the initial years of independent India has contributed
immensely in strengthening this image.
However, this paper argues that Sardar Patel’s vision and understanding of India’s foreign policy was remarkably insightful,
especially in the context of India’s Tibet policy vis-à-vis China. This paper revisits the history of Tibet’s relations with both China and
India; Tibet’s annexation by China and Sardar Patel’s stand on the issue of Tibet. The paper argues that events would have taken a
completely different turn had Sardar Patel’s insights, his long-term perspective on India’s relations with China were incorporated in
India’s policy towards China and Tibet.

INTRODUCTION
Flipping through the pages of history, one realises that Sardar Patel has been one of the most important leaders of India whose
contribution to India’s freedom struggle was remarkable. Sardar Patel’s contribution in shaping up of modern and united India, which
has a concrete and comprehensive cartographic personality, has been even more important. Patel’s contribution, for instance, in
integrating the more than five hundred princely states with the Union of India, demonstrating his role as one of the statemen in
shaping modern India.
In fact, it was Patel’s idea and his contribution that we are living in the country as it exists today. Sardar Patel was a leader with
impeccable understanding of India’s domestic politics and its diverse nation. Had Patel not intervened in the Hyderabad episode,
*The writer is a Consultant at the Ministry of External Affairs, Government of India.
** The writer is Assistant Professor of Political Science at Shaheed Bhagat Singh College (Evening), Delhi University.
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the Nizamshahi would have continued unabated, creating law and order crisis for India. It was all due to Patel’s firm determination
and resolute action that India acquired a comprehensive shape as a nation state. His views on Goa and Kashmir were equally clearheaded and strategically insightful.
Sardar Patel’s vision and understanding of India’s foreign and security policy was no less remarkable particularly in the context
of India’s Tibet policy vis-à-vis China. For instance, way back in the 1950s when China militarily took over Tibet, Patel had said that
the step would throw several long-term challenges for India. In his letter to the then foreign secretary, he stated that the turn of events
open long time strategic threats to India, and it was exposed to non-friendly countries on two sides of the border. He also alluded
to a possible China-Pakistan nexus, though at that time China Pakistan relations were at a nascent stage. It was only after resolution
of China-Pakistan boundary dispute in March 1962 that China and Pakistan started inching closer in military and strategic terms.
Of course, India as a factor played a crucial role in letting China and Pakistan strengthen their bilateral relations. Today, one of the
most important challenges facing India is the China-Pakistan nexus and their joint activities in the form of China Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC), and infrastructure investments made in the Pakistan Occupied Kashmir. Thus, it is important to analyse Patel’s
foreign policy. Overlooking his insights and contributions to the Indian foreign policy would not do justice to him.

TIBET’S SAD JOURNEY FROM AN INDEPENDENT NATION
TO THE TIBETAN AUTONOMOUS REGION OF CHINA
As a nation, as a civilization, and a cultural unit, Tibet is as old as the Indian and the Chinese civilisations. A thousand years
ago, these civilizational entities co-existed. A major turn came to the Tibetan history, when in the fifth century; Buddhism was
adopted during the reign of Thori Nyatsen who was the twenty-eighth king of the Yarlung dynasty. According to the historical
sources, the boundary between Tibet and China was demarcated for the first time in 783 AD.
Later, in 821 AD, another landmark agreement was signed between Tibet and China which clearly laid out the terms of
engagement between Tibet and China in terms of boundary relations and relations between the two states and its peoples. The terms
of the treaty were engraved on three pillars which testify its existence even today. As per the Treaty agreement signed in 821 AD:
Tibet and China shall abide by the frontiers of which they are now in occupation. All to the east is the country of great China;
and all to the west is, without question, the country of great Tibet…
Between the two countries no smoke or dust shall be seen. There shall be no sudden alarms and the very word ‘enemy’
shall not be spoken… This solemn agreement has established a great epoch when Tibetans shall be happy in the land of
Tibet, and Chinese in the land of China.1
From the above, it is clear that even several centuries ago; Tibet was an independent, enjoying its existence separately from
China. The two countries- China and Tibet had two separate and distinct identities. According to the historical chronicles, Tibet, in
its glorious days, also went to the extent of making several attempts at controlling the region and gave a tough time to the Chinese
emperors. However, during the eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries, Tibetan leadership weakened; but interestingly, the Chinese
were also partially colonised by the Western powers, namely Britain, which weakened China more than the Tibet. All this while,
Tibetans were positively disposed towards the Western forces, while not being antagonistic to either India or China.

THE LHASA CONVENTION
In the modern era, the first ever convention between Tibet and British India was signed on September 7, 1904. Highlighting the
significance of the agreement, noted historian Shakaba states:
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It is quite clear that the British were dealing with Tibet as a separate and independent state, particularly since the 1904
convention makes no reference to China or to Chinese authority in Tibet. The Manchu Amban, the Bhutanese representative,
and the Nepalese officer merely witnessed

SIGNIFICANCE OF TIBET
Highlighting the significance of Tibet from a diplomatic and strategic point of view, noted academician George Ginsburg states
in his work titled, “Communist China and Tibet”:
He who holds Tibet dominates the Himalayan piedmont; he who dominates the Himalayan piedmont, threatens the Indian
subcontinent; and he who threatens the Indian subcontinent may well have all Southeast Asia within his reach, and all of
Asia.2
Ginsberg’s statement is as true and relevant today as it was seventy years ago. Today, China dominates the Southeast Asian
region, has a strong presence in Central Asia and is making inroads in the Indian subcontinent.
The Curzonian canons, which guided the British strategists in India, were based on the foundation that in order for India to shape
the fate of its neighbourhood, and extend its influence beyond the immediate region, it is important to either have the neighbours
weak and divided, or create buffer states between India and a powerful neighbour located in the neighbourhood. Tibet was a key
aspect of the British strategy vis-à-vis China.
Mao’s China, on the other hand, was also cognisant of the strategic importance of Tibet and its role in tethering the strategic
ambitions of its South Asian neighbour. It is often believed that by handing over Tibet to China, India made a grave mistake, and
both India and Bhutan are suffering even today because of the mistakes made in the past, not to mention the Tibetan people who
have been the helpless victims of the Chinese atrocities. As Claude Arpi points out:
The government of India, upon inheriting the past treaties of the British should have kept the British mantle with its
advantages for Indian security and the sense of responsibility vis-à-vis Tibet; unfortunately, fearing to be labelled a neocolonialist state, they failed lamentably giving no thought to the consequences which would follow.3
Tibet is often termed as one of the saddest geopolitical tragedies of the twentieth century. A country, which, for most
of its history has had an independent existence and largely uncontested history, suffered first at the hands of the British
Empire during late 19th and early 20th century, and later, its annexation by China-led by Mao Zedong in 1950. “Having
maintained complete independence of China since 1912, Tibet has a strong claim to be regarded as an independent
state…But it is for India to take a lead in this matter…If India decides to support the independence of Tibet as a buffer as
a buffer state between itself and China, Britain, and the USA will do well to extend formal diplomatic reconciliation with it.”4
Unfortunately, neither the international community nor major powers of the world could take decisive steps to intervene in
the matter.
The Peoples’ Republic of China, under the leadership of Mao Zedong used the so-called “century of humiliation”, at the hands
of the western powers to justify and reclaim its place in the world. Sadly, China has been using the same to justify its claims in all
the cases, ignoring centuries of history only to suit its interests. Its assertions with regard to the Spratly and ParacelIslands, and the
East China Sea disputes are a case in point.
Even today, the oppression of the Tibetan people and suppression of Tibetan voices continues unabated. The sacrifices made
by thousands of Buddhists, who immolated themselves or died at the hands of the Peoples’ Republic of China, seems to have gone
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waste today. Thousands of Tibetans are living in exile even today in India and elsewhere in the world with no prospects of them
going back to their homeland.
The question really is how come countries across the world, which have been sensitive to the peoples’ rights to selfdetermination, right to protect (R2P) and democratic freedom of people of the world have kept their eyes and ears shut to the
demands and rights of the Tibetan people.

THE SIMLA CONVENTION: THE SALIENCE OF
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE BRITISH AND CHINA
The Simla Convention is considered the cornerstone of Tibetan history. For decades, this was considered a landmark defining
agreement, including by the Chinese. Scholars have pointed out that the Chinese government never disputed the equal status of
the Tibetan plenipotentiary during and after the conference. On April 27, 1914, the Chinese representative initialled the convention,
the preamble of which mentioned the Dalai Lama as a party along with the British Emperor and the President of the Chinese
Republic. At no time did the Chinese government mention the equal status of Tibet as one of their reasons for refusing to accept
the Simla Convention of 1914.
Those who advocate the Chinese position argue that since China never ratified the convention, it has the option to not honour
it. While it is true that China never ratified the Convention and, therefore, it never came into force. But the point to be remembered
is that the “Macmahon Line” was formalised independently of the Simla Convention, through the direct exchange of letters between
the British and the Tibetan representatives. The Simla Convention, and the map attached to it are of significance in showing that
China regcognised the treaty-making powers of Tibet and that China was aware of the fromalisation of the “McMahon Line” by India
and Tibet.5
Some scholars attribute Chinese aggression and eventually the 1962 attack on India to such trivial matters that it represents
how insecure and unconfident China was in its relations with Nehru’s India. This is reflected even in terms of scholarly arguments.
For instance, according to a Chinese scholars, Yun-Yuan Yang,
The following incidents involving Tibet led to a continuing deterioration in the India - China bilateral relations: (1) China’s
disapproval of India inviting China and Tibet separately to the Asian Conference; (2) Tibet’s claim to India’s border area
involving the McMahon Line; (3) China’s insistence on reviewing and then terminating the 1908 Tibet Trade Regulations,
which was disputed by India; (4) while bypassing China to travel abroad, the Tibetan trade delegation kept close contacts
with New Delhi; (5) when the Chinese Mission at Lhasa was expelled, India questioned China’s suzerainty over Tibet; and
(6) the former British Representative remained in Lhasa after independence to represent the new India.6
From the above it is clear that more than territorial aspects or control over Tibet. It was the Indian claim to Asian leadership
and attempt to influence over Tibet, and carrying on with the British Indian approach that Chinese leadership could not stomach.
It is difficult to imagine whether India could befriend China in any which way. A country which was determined to not let any
other country get ahead of it, had to do it. Thus, while the credit must be given to Nehru for at least trying to befriend China and
strive to live in a harmonious and peaceful environment, with neighbours, it would have been better if Patel’s perspectives were put
into consideration while shaping India’s approach towards China and Tibet.
The fact of the matter is that unlike Patel, Nehru trusted China. He was of the view that since both India and China have suffered
at the hands of the British imperial powers, the two should work together and lead the newly independent states of Asia, Africa and
other parts of the world. Putting too much trust in China without verifying the Chinese intentions and actions proved costly for India.
A price that it had to pay not just in terms of losing away Tibet and making Tibet a perpetual colony of China, but also losing the
1962 war, which according to the Chinese Premier Mao Zedong, was to ‘teach India a lesson’.
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PATEL’S APPREHENSIONS ON CHINA
Patel was aware that as communist China gains more and more strength and capabilities, its aggressive tendencies
would also increase. He expressed his apprehensions about China on several occasions. Over the years, Chinese
behaviour towards its neighbour proves that no matter how hard China tried to push aggressive tendencies under the
carpet, it has always been one of the defining features of the Chinese foreign and security policy towards the region and
beyond. On almost all its disputes, China has shown firm and assertive postures. As noted historian R. C. Majumdar
argues:
There is, however, one aspect of Chinese culture that is little known outside the circle of professional historians. It is the
aggressive imperialism that characterises the politics of China throughout the course of her history, at least during the part
of which is well known to us… It is characteristic of China that if a region once acknowledged her nominal suzerainty even
for a short period, she should regard it as a part of her empire forever and would automatically revive her claim over it even
after a thousand years whenever there was a chance of enforcing it.7

TIBET: LOSING THE BUFFER STATE BETWEEN INDIA AND CHINA
This agreement had been delineated in agreements that the British had entered into with Tibet, which had functioned for decades
as a separate entity, its people united in their devotion to their spiritual-cum-temporal ruler. At the time of Chinese military action in
Tibet, the leader of Tibet Dalai Lama was 15 years old in 1950. Till that time, the Indo-Tibetan trade was regulated by a treaty between
New Delhi and Lhasa, where India enjoyed a special diplomatic status. Tibet’s expanse, altitude and autonomy gave India a strong
sense of safety in the north. That China claimed rights over Tibet was known but for long years China had seemed divided and
preoccupied, and apparently both unwilling and unable to exercise more than a nominal suzerainty. In 1949, however, China acquired
a strong and assertive leadership, and the Sardar grew anxious.8
It is noteworthy that Chinese claims over Tibet were not put to question, negotiated or decided through a court of arbitration.
The Tibetans did not get enough opportunity to put their points across as a distinct civilizational unit if not as a country. Nevertheless,
Chinese control over Tibet threw open.
Nevertheless, India did not raise objections to Chinese claims, did not consider British India’s claims as its own, and accepted
to the Chinese argument that all treaties and agreement of colonial times should be rejected. Indian leadership including Nehru and
Patel never had any intentions of occupying Tibet. However, leaving Tibet all by itself did not turn out to be a good decision. As one
India based Briton, a General, had said two Years earlier that “rather than see a Chinese occupation of Tibet, India should be
prepared to occupy the plateau itself.”9
While the opinion of the British General sounds alright from a military strategy point of view, it would not have been accepted
morally or diplomatically by the Indian leadership including Sardar Patel. Referring to the statement by the British General, Rajmohan
Gandhi opines:
This was not in Vallabh Bhai’s mind; his aim was only to hinder Peking’s occupation of Tibet, and he had no conscientious
objection to taking help, if offered, from countries like the UK and the USA. Neither the end nor the means were acceptable to
Nehru, who was trying in 1950 to build a relationship with Mao Tse Tung, and Chou En-lai and also to lay the bridges between
Peking and the Western powers. Unwilling to look at China’s activities in Tibet, or at the danger to the rights that India had
enjoyed there, Jawaharlal was satisfied with a note from Peking in August 1950 stating that it would “liberate” Tibet by
“peaceful and friendly” means.10
Sardar Patel’s letter to Nehru on 7.11.1950 clearly shows how deeply concerned Patel was, and how accurate his
understanding of Chinese behaviour was. In his letter, Patel stated:
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I have carefully gone through the correspondence between the External Affairs Ministry and our Ambassador in Peking and
through him the Chinese government. The Chinese government have tried to delude us by professions of peaceful
intentions….There is no doubt that during the period covered by this correspondence the Chinese must have been
concentrating for an onslaught on Tibet. The final action of the Chinese in my judgement is little short of perfidy. The tragedy
is that the Tibetans put faith in us; they chose to be guided by us; and we have been unable to get them out of the meshes
of Chinese diplomacy or Chinese influence….we had a friendly Tibet, which gave us no trouble…we seem to have regarded
Tibetan autonomy as extending to independent treaty relationship….The Chinese interpretation of suzerainty seems to be
different. We can, therefore, safely assume, that very soon they will disown all the stipulations which Tibet has entered into
with us in the past. The undefined state of the frontier and the existence on our side of a population with affinities to Tibetans
or Chinese has all the elements of potential troubles between China and ourselves. For the first time after centuries, India’s
defence has to concentrate itself on two fronts simultaneously….In our calculations we shall now have to reckon (apart
from Pakistan) with communist China in the north and northeast.11
Highlighting the sequence of Indian response before, during, and after the Chinese takeover of Tibet, Rajmohan Gandhi argues
that when, in a complete contrast to its earlier promise, China announced military action to liberate Tibet, India did not show remorse
and protest against the Chinese action. On that contrary, India’s response was an “unsigned and unofficial” note handed by the
Indian envoy Panikkar to the Chinese foreign office expressing “regret and surprise”12. Furthermore, even an unsigned and
unofficial letter by the Indian envoy met with the Chinese protest, which in its response called the Indian action “affected by foreign
influence hostile to China in Tibet”.13 That turned out as a major shock for India. Rajmohan Gandhi argues that, “even this did not
jolt Nehru who insisted that friendly relations with China had to be the cornerstone of India’s foreign policy.14

PATEL’S PERSPECTIVE ON CHINA
Clearly, realities on the ground were different from what Nehru had envisioned for India-China relations. Right from the
beginning, Patel had a different and clear view on China and its nefarious designs on Tibet. Speaking in the summer of 1949, when
China was yet to fall under the control of the Communists led by Mao Zedong. Patel said:
We have to strengthen our position in Sikkim as well as in Tibet. The farther we keep away the Communist forces, the better.
Tibet has long been detached from China. I anticipate that as soon as the Communists have established themselves in the
rest of China, they will try to destroy is autonomous existence. You have to consider carefully your policy towards Tibet in
such circumstances and prepare from now for that eventuality.15
From the above, it is clear that Patel had anticipated a Chinese encroachment in Tibet and other bordering areas, considered
vulnerable territories for India.
Later, when the communists gained control of China and renamed the country as the Peoples’ Republic of China, Nehru and
Patel had a difference of opinion. In his letter to Nehru, Patel stated:
It seems your intention is to recognise China soon after the U.N. session ends, even if that means that others are not ready
by then or prepared to do so. My own feeling is that we do not stand to gain anything by giving a lead… In case, however,
you feel that we must recognise China earlier than others, I feel that we might have a discussion in the Cabinet.16
To this, Nehru’s response was:
Our advisors are of the opinion that it would be definitely harmful to recognise…after the Commonwealth have done so. It
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would mean that we have no policy of our own, but follow the dictates of other countries. If you like, I shall put it up before the
Cabinet. But the date [of recognition] will have to be left open.17
Evidently, a clear difference of opinion divided Nehru’s approach with that of Patel, a difference which in later years made a lot
of difference in India’s understanding and ties with Tibet and China also.

CONCLUSION
In contrast to Nehru’s internationalist approach, Patel had a staunch nationalist approach to foreign policy, which was evident
on numerous occasions; most prominently on the issue of China and Tibet. For instance, in the aftermath of the Korean war which
begun in June 1950, attempts to restore peace were started. India supported the United Nations’ resolution to call for assistance to
South Korea and ask North Korea to withdraw its troops. Nehru took a step forward in calling for peace between the two Koreas
and also end the distrust between Mao’s China and the USA. Patel, on the contrary, found this step irrelevant keeping in view India’s
national interests, and rather focussed on Chinese activities with regard to Tibet.
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CHANDAN*
ABSTRACT
India has always stood for greater solidarity with the global South. This has also paved the way for India’s support and
cooperation for sharing of her limited resources and developmental experiences. Based on mutual respect and equality of
partners, India’s development cooperation is demand-driven, without conditionalities, and mutually beneficial. It also promotes
goodwill and local capacity at grass-root levels. In sync with “neighbourhood first” policy, India’s development cooperation in
South Asia promotes such mutually beneficial solidarity at the regional level as well, which can contribute for collective peace
and prosperity of the region. In this process, India also strives for some strategic gains which are essential in defence of its
vital national interest.
Key Words: India, South Asia, Development assistance, Development cooperation, South-South cooperation.

INTRODUCTION
Being the second most populous country and the largest democracy in the world, one of the core concerns for India has
been the development of human potential through various means and methods. The large and diversified population has
endowed India with rich experiences on the path towards growth and development. On the other hand, democratic political
functioning has bestowed inclusive character in this development process.
Owing to her own unique experiences, India has always been a vocal supporter of the collective development of the global
South. Shared colonial past is one of the reasons for such solidarity. In order to promote such goals of collective development,
India believes in sharing of not only best developmental experiences but also her limited resources with the rest of the
developing world. India prefers to call such assistance or cooperation for the development of the global South as ‘development
partnership’ under the broader framework of South-South Cooperation (SSC), which is distinct from the North-South
*PhD Candidate, Centre for Russian and Central Asian Studies, School of International Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi
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Cooperation (NSC) practised and promoted by members of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD).
Based on mutual respect, equality and mutual benefit, SSC is a strategic solidarity and horizontal cooperation among
countries of the global South. Within this framework, India’s development cooperation has some unique features. With a focus
on promoting goodwill and local capacity, India’s development cooperation is demand-driven, without conditionalities and for
mutual benefit among partners. This makes the whole process more participatory in nature.
In this background, this paper seeks to explore and analyse India’s development cooperation in her immediate
neighbourhood in South Asia. The paper begins with a brief survey of India’s development assistance to her neighbouring
countries in South Asia which is primarily based on information provided by the Government of India. This would be followed
by a discussion on India’s objectives or motives behind such efforts in South Asia.

“NEIGHBOURHOOD FIRST”: AN IMPORTANT DIMENSION
In South Asia, India shares borders with all other South Asian countries. On the other hand, none of other South Asian
countries (except Afghanistan and Pakistan) shares borders with any other South Asian country. India also has historical and
cultural linkages with her neighbours which are reflected in India’s linguistic, ethnic as well as religious diversities. As a result
of this unique geostrategic placement of India in South Asia, India’s role, as well as responsibility, becomes very crucial in the
region. Moreover, Chinese annexation of Tibet forced South Asian countries to rethink in terms of strategic balancing. It not
only alerted India, the biggest country in the region but also smaller neighbours of India. Such circumstances also provide
impetus to India for pragmatic and viable geopolitical calculations which could benefit all countries of the region.
India’s “neighbourhood first” policy, in this context, reflects a crucial step in order to prioritise its neighbours in the Indian
subcontinent. The development cooperation between India and her South Asian neighbours also reflects these realities. During
2010-11, India extended around `24.61 billion in grants and loans to her South Asian neighbours (except Pakistan) which
amounts to 80.61 per cent of total grants and loans provided to all foreign governments (Ministry of Finance, 2013). This
increased up to `71.73 Billion in 2015-16 which constitutes 82.2 per cent of total expenditure on grants and loans to foreign
governments (Ministry of Finance, 2018). Such huge concentration of India’s development assistance in South Asia
necessitates a closer observation.

Afghanistan
India and Afghanistan share
special bonding based on strong
historical and cultural linkages as well
as mutual trust. The presence of other
countries like China, Iran, Pakistan,
Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan
and
Uzbekistan in Afghan neighbourhood
makes Afghanistan strategically
significant for India. For India,
Afghanistan is also a gateway to
Central Asia. The Strategic Partnership
Agreement signed between India and
Afghanistan in 2011 has further
consolidated their relationship. One of

Source: Adapted from Union Budget data on 'Actual Expenditure' on Grants and Loans to Foreign
Governments. Ministry of Finance (2013-2018).
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the defining features of this strategic partnership is mutually beneficial development cooperation, which encompasses a
comprehensive approach to include not only infrastructure development and institution building but also human resource
development and capacity building in Afghanistan.
India is Afghanistan’s fifth largest partner for development assistance, and the largest in the region (Mullen and Arora, 2016,
p.1). India’s development assistance has supported immensely in the post-war reconstruction and development process of
Afghanistan. India has already provided development assistance worth over US$ 2 billion to Afghanistan for different projects.
Among these, some of the completed projects are the construction of the Afghan-India Friendship Dam (earlier known as Salma
Dam) in Herat province, the Afghan Parliament, Zaranj-Delaram road in Nimroz province and 220 KV Transmission Line from Pule-Khumri to Kabul with sub-stations in Chimtala, Doshi and Charikar. India has also pledged an additional US$ 1 billion for capability
and capacity building in diverse spheres of Afghanistan (Ministry of External Affairs 2017a, p. 2). Subsequently, some important
new projects are in the pipelines which include the Shahtoot Dam, road connectivity to Band-e-Amir in Bamyan province, low-cost
housing in Nangarhar province for resettlement of Afghan refugees, and a gypsum board manufacturing plant in Kabul. In addition,
as part of Small Development Projects (SDPs), India has committed to take up 116 new Community Development Projects in 31
provinces of Afghanistan (Ministry of External Affairs, 2017b).
Since 2001, more than 10,000 Afghan students have acquired educational and technical skills in Indian through Indian
Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR) fellowships. Many Afghan government officials have also obtained technical skills through
various capacity building programs under Indian Technical and Economic Cooperation (ITEC). India has further extended these
human resources and capacity building programs for Afghanistan, one of the largest such programmes in the world, till 2022
(Ibid.).

Bangladesh
In 1971, India was the first country to recognise Bangladesh as an independent and sovereign state. India and Bangladesh
share 4096.7 km of their border which is one of the longest common borders in the world. The historic India-Bangladesh Land
Boundary Agreement (LBA), which came into force in June 2015, has strengthened mutual trust between these two
neighbours. This symbolises the cordial relations between these two neighbours.
The development cooperation between India and Bangladesh began with India’s assistance for Bangladesh’s
reconstruction and development during the early 1970s. During 1973-74, the supply of essential goods and services for
Bangladesh’s speedy economic recovery started to shift towards cooperation in other fields such as transport, water
management, trade and industry (Abrol, 1989, p. 42). In the present context, Bangladesh is the largest recipient of India’s Lines
of Credit (LoCs), which is worth US$ 8 billion comprising of 3 LoCs for various developmental projects. In addition, India
provides grants to Bangladesh. Bangladesh section of the Agartala-Akhaura rail-link is one of the biggest projects undertaken
with the support of India’s grant (Ministry of External Affairs, 2017c). Moreover, under grant assistance, the budget for SDPs
in Bangladesh was increased to `600 million in 2015 (Ministry of External Affairs, 2016a, p. 5). India also provides ICCR
scholarships and training under ITEC programmes for human resource development and capacity building of Bangladesh.
Under ITEC programmes, around 800 training slots are provided to Bangladesh annually (Ministry of External Affairs, 2017c).
Besides, the development partnership between India and Bangladesh encompasses cooperation in other sectors such as
power and energy sectors as well as rail and road connectivity projects.

Bhutan
India and Bhutan share “unique and special relationship”, which is also marked by Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
first foreign visit to Bhutan. India and Bhutan signed Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation in 1949 which was revised in 2007.
The threat perception arising out of Chinese occupation of Tibet brought Bhutan closer to India after 1958. India drafted and
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financed Bhutan’s first three five-year development plans (Abrol, 1989, p. 38-39). Among South Asian neighbours, Bhutan has
emerged as the single largest beneficiary of India’s development assistance. The development cooperation between India and
Bhutan includes diverse fields like infrastructure and energy, transportation and communication, technical assistance,
modernisation of agriculture as well as capacity building programmes.
Among these, the hydro-power sector occupies the central position which is also mutually beneficial. On the one hand, it
provides clean and cheap energy to India, and on the other, it generates huge revenue for Bhutan. Three hydroelectric projects
(HEPs) - 336 MW Chukha HEP, the 60 MW Kurichu HEP and the 1020 MW Tala HEP - are already providing electricity to India.
In 2008, ten more HEPs, with a total generation capacity of 10,000 MW, were identified. Of these, three projects - 1200 MW
Punatsangchu-I, 1020 MW Punatsangchu-II and 720 MW Mangdechu HEPs - are in their final phases of construction.
Bhutan’s Supreme Court building has also been constructed with India’s development assistance. India has, further,
pledged to support Bhutan’s 11th Five Year Plan (2013-18) with economic assistance worth `45 billion. India also provides
assistance for Bhutan’s human resource development and capacity building. There are various undergraduate and
postgraduate scholarships to promote such development in Bhutan. Some scholarships, in this context, include NehruWangchuck Scholarship (74 scholarships has been provided since its inception in 2010, and fund for this scholarship has been
doubled to `20 million per annum), Ambassador’s Scholarship programme (fund for this scholarship has been doubled to `40
million per annum), and ICCR Scholarship (96 scholarships for engineering education has been extended since its inception in
2012). In addition, 400 training slots are provided to Bhutan under India’s ITEC/TCS Colombo Plan to upgrade technical skills
of officials and experts. India is also assisting Bhutan in an e-Library Project for basic IT infrastructure to schools and colleges
covering all the 20 districts of Bhutan (Ministry of External Affairs, 2018).

Maldives
India was one of the first countries to recognise and establish diplomatic relations with the Maldives after its independence
in 1965. The significance of India-Maldives relations is underlined by the fact that almost all Prime Ministers of India have
visited the Maldives. India supported the Maldives in development of its fishery sector, the main source of external revenue for
the Maldives, and also assisted (the first country offering such facility) in establishing modern banking facilities by opening a
branch of States Bank of India (SBI) in the Maldives (Abrol, 1989, 45).
As part of development cooperation, India is at the forefront in supporting Maldives for the establishment of many of its
leading institutions such as Indira Gandhi Memorial Hospital (IGMH), Faculty of Engineering Technology (FET) and IndiaMaldives Faculty of Hospitality and Tourism Studies (IMFFHTS). India was among first countries to provide humanitarian as
well as economic assistance to the Maldives during the disasters due to the tsunami in 2004 as well as tidal surges in 2007.
Apart from LoC worth US$ 40 million for construction of 500 housing units, India has also offered US$ 100 million Stand-by
Credit Facility (SCF) to the Maldives (Ministry of External Affairs, 2016b).
As part of capacity building, India provides scholarships to Maldivian students under ITEC/TCS Colombo Plan, ICCR
scholarships and SAARC Chair Fellowship. In addition, India provided economic assistance for US$ 5.30 million project for
Technology Adoption Programme in Education Sector in the Maldives (Ibid.).

Nepal
India and Nepal share “special relationship”, which is underlined by open borders and free movement of people across
borders. India-Nepal Treaty of Peace and Friendship (1950) marks the formalisation of India-Nepal relations with some special
provisions, such as facilities and opportunities for Nepali citizens in India at par with Indian citizens.
Nepal was the first country where India established Indian Aid Mission (IAM) way back in 1954. IAM was renamed as
Indian Cooperation Mission (ICM) in 1966 in order to emphasise cooperative and participatory nature of India’s development
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assistance (Chaturvedi, 2016, p. 28). India’s development assistance to Nepal is one of the most diversified forms of
development cooperation and covers a range of areas such as infrastructure development as well as capacity building and skill
development through assistance for education, health and community development.
Since 1951, India has provided assistance for more than 551 large, intermediate and small-scale projects in Nepal which
amounts to approximately NRs. 76 billion. These projects include diversified fields for infrastructure development such as
hospitals, telecommunications, road and bridge projects, rural electrification projects, drinking water projects, the
establishment of Integrated Check-Posts (ICPs) along the India-Nepal border, cross-border rail links, flood control and river
training (Ministry of External Affairs, 2017d). For instance, India has provided more than NR 4.5 billion as grants to Nepal for
river training and embankment construction along Lalbekeya, Bagmati and Kamala rivers (Ministry of External Affairs, 2017d).
Since the inception of development cooperation between India and Nepal, India has also gifted 602 ambulances, 118
school buses and 17 fire tenders to Nepal, in addition to 4 LOCs amounting to US$ 1.650 billion for infrastructure development
and post-earthquake reconstruction projects (Ibid.). It is noteworthy, in this context, that development assistance for SDPs (a
total of 474 till 2015) at the grass-root level is the hallmark of India-Nepal development partnership. In fact, India promoted
SDPs in Nepal since Nepal’s second five-year plan (Chaturvedi, 2016, p. 111).
In the aftermath of the devastating earthquake in Nepal in April 2015, India remained at the forefront for providing
assistance to Nepal not only for rescue and relief measures but also for reconstruction and rehabilitation activities. 16 teams
of India’s National Disaster Response Force (NDRF), as well as medical teams, were immediately sent to Nepal for rescue and
relief operations, followed by relief materials and restoration of 3 power sub-stations in Kathmandu valley. The initial relief
assistance from India amounted to US$ 67 million, followed by India’s commitment for grant of US$ 250 million and LoC of
US$ 750 million for post-earthquake reconstruction (Ministry of External Affairs, 2017d).
India also provides around 3000 scholarships annually to Nepali citizens for different courses at undergraduate, postgraduate and PhD levels in Indian institutions. Capacity building and skill development with the support of Indian scholarship
and technical training have created one of the largest groups of Nepali citizens trained by India (Adhikari, 2014, p. 332).

Sri Lanka
India is Sri Lanka’s closest neighbour and Sri Lanka is India’s closest maritime neighbour. Sri Lanka is the only South Asian
state with which India has Free Trade Agreement (FTA). Moreover, India is Sri Lanka’s largest trade partner. These aspects
reflect closer ties between India and Sri Lanka.
During initial phases, India’s development assistance to Sri Lanka was nominal, mainly in the credits and technical
assistance (Abrol, 1989, p. 43). However, since the end of armed conflict in Sri Lanka, India is Sri Lanka’s leading development
partner not only for rehabilitation, reconstruction and reconciliation but also for human resource development and capacity
building. In this effort, India came up with comprehensive and inclusive development assistance plan for Sri Lanka which is
illuminating lives of Sri Lankan people, especially Internally Displaced People (IDPs), in a remarkable manner.
This includes development projects and programmes on resettlement and shelter for IDPs (comprising family packs of
daily use items, roofing sheets, housing projects), industrial development ( comprising strengthening of fishnet factory,
industrial estate, Handicraft villages), transportation (including railway projects, rail buses, etc.), livelihood and employment
(comprising starter-packs of agricultural tools, artificial limbs, bicycles, boats, fishing nets, cold storage units, trishaws,
tractors, repair of small business units), power, health (comprising medicines, emergency medical units, medical equipments,
hospitals, Emergency Ambulance Service), education and research (including renovation of schools, educational equipments,
e-learning centres, language training centres, buses, specialised centres, scholarships), vocational training, and women
empowerment. SDPs are an integral part of India’s development cooperation with Sri Lanka. The High Commission of India in
Sri Lanka provides a detailed account of India’s development assistance efforts in Sri Lanka.
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Overall, India’s pledge to Sri Lanka has reached up to `23 billion as grants and `129 billion as LoCs (Ministry of External
Affairs, 2017a, p. 21). As per data provided by EXIM Bank of India, a total of 8 LoCs have been extended by India to Sri Lanka
since 2004. India’s flagship Housing Project in Sri Lanka, with a total grant of more than `13.72 billion till date, is at the
forefront of this development cooperation. This is followed by education and research with a total grant of more than `1.37
billion till now (Ministry of External Affairs, 2017e). In addition, India also offers more than 700 scholarships (at undergraduate,
postgraduate and research levels) to Sri Lankan students as well as 370 slots annually (under ITEC/TCS Colombo plan) to Sri
Lankan citizens (Ministry of External Affairs, 2017a, p. 22).
India also responded with empathy and urgency during natural disasters in Sri Lanka in 2004 (tsunami) and 2017 (drought
in March and floods in May). In recent times, India is also partnering in Sri Lanka for mega projects with a focus on
infrastructure development.

OBJECTIVES OF INDIA’S DEVELOPMENT PARTNERSHIP
Sharing of developmental experiences and resources promotes stronger bonding and greater integration between India and
her South Asian neighbours which, in turn, becomes conducive to strengthen mutual trust. Subsequently, this also promotes
SSC and strengthens it further in other regions of the world as well. However, there must be some other reasons for such
generosity in India’s development assistance to her South Asian neighbours, as India herself is a developing country with a
huge population size. That is why, it is considered that ‘pragmatism is the key to the genesis and evolution of Indian
development cooperation policy’ (Chaturvedi, 2016, p. 3).
Development assistance is often perceived as one of the most significant and credible diplomatic tools of foreign policy
(Mason, 1964; Hook, 1995, p. 15; Lancaster, 2007, p. 11-12). In the context of India’s foreign policy, Raja Mohan finds an
Indian “grand strategy” through demarcation of the world in three concentric circles. India’s immediate neighbourhood, which
is the primary zone of influence for India, is the first and the innermost circle (Raja Mohan, 2006). India’s development
cooperation is in sync with this strategic demarcation of the world. Huge concentration of India’s development assistance in
South Asia reflects the strategic significance of this region for India.
A stable and peaceful Afghanistan, which is also a gateway to Central Asia, is in India’s interest as it would reduce
dependence on Pakistan for access to Central Asia, a region rich in minerals and energy resources. Development assistance
to Bangladesh is also geared towards expanding trade linkages as well as gaining easy access to India’s north-eastern states
through cross-border rail and road linkages. The Maldives, with its strategic location along major international shipping lanes,
expands India’s geostrategic reach through refuelling facility for Indian Naval Ships.
India’s development assistance to her South Asian neighbours is also aimed at restricting the Chinese influence in South
Asia. It is to be noted, in this context, that Afghanistan, Bhutan and Nepal share their borders with China which makes them
more vulnerable to Chinese influence. This becomes even more alarming for India because of China’s intensified campaign in
favour of its strategic Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). Moreover, Bhutan and Nepal share their borders with India as well as China.
Taking into account geostrategic significance of these countries, the extension of development assistance to these countries
is one of the tools in order to safeguard India’s national security. On the other hand, a smaller amount of development
assistance to other neighbours promotes goodwill and friendly relations (Abrol, 1989, p. 36).
Through development assistance in South Asia, India also strives for regional leadership (Bijoy, 2010, p. 68), which would
provide a strategic advantage to India at regional and global platforms as well. On the one hand, it would enhance India’s
strength at other regional and multilateral platforms. On the other, it would not only strengthen India’s claim for permanent
membership of the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) but also add supporters for this claim. It must be noted, after all,
that India has always advocated the idea of mutual benefit in the context of development cooperation.
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CONCLUSION
India’s development cooperation with its neighbours in South Asia is multi-faceted and customised to the requirements of
India’s neighbours which, in turn, add value and strength to their relationships. Other underlying objectives, in this context,
should be perceived as mutual gains through development cooperation. India’s neighbours, however, often view India’s action
with suspicion because of India’s dominant size and role in the region. As a result, they tend to move towards strategic
balancing between India and China. To allay such fears or concerns, the Government of India should come up with some
official document on development cooperation policy, such as White Paper, to highlight framework and vision for development
cooperation not only with its neighbours but also with the rest of the developing world. Publication of such official document
would also clarify India’s stand and would restrict speculations about India’s intentions.
In addition, India needs to take proactive steps, not reactive actions, to maintain close relations with her South Asian
neighbours and integrate them into her own developmental pathways. Through sustained endeavours for development cooperation
with her neighbours, and also for a greater role in SSC, India can ensure collective peace and prosperity in South Asia.
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ABHISHEK MISHRA*
“England has to fulfill a double mission in India: one destructive, the other regeneratingthe annihilation of the old Asiatic society, and the laying of the material foundations of
Western Society in Asia” — Karl Marx1

T

he construction of railways in India was a colonial initiative of the mid-19th century and represents the marriage of the
regenerative and destructive dimensions of the colonial state. For a century, its development and nature was shaped by
colonial needs and consciousness.Historically, railways were the symbol of industrial progress and in countries like
United States, Germany and Russia they played a catalytic role in the Industrial Revolution. However, in the Indian context it
did not have the same impact as in the other countries. This is an inherent distortion in our economic development and history.
This distortion compels us to examine the development of railways in India. On examination, the retardation of Indian economy
can be explained by engaging with the following questions. First, what was the context and reasons behind the introduction of
railways in Indian subcontinent in 1840s? Where did the capital come from? What was the principle used in the geographical
location of the lines?Therefore, through this paper, we will try to understand the nature and development of railways in India
from the late 19th century till independence. This will in turn enable us to understand the impact of railways on the colonial
economy.
Let us first discuss the various modes of transportation in pre-rail India. There were mainly two modes of transportation;
bullock carts or pack bullocks and riverboats. Pack bullocks were capable of carrying only two maunds and travelling at less
than ten miles a day, were the least efficient mode of pre-rail transportation. By the mid-19th century the pack animals were
replaced by Bullock carts, which could carry 20 to 40 maunds a day. It was relatively expensive but more efficient and time
saving means of transportation, which was employed for internal provincial commerce and long distance, trade in central India
*Research Scholar at the Department of History, University of Delhi
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and Punjab. This transition coincides with the improvement of roads and opening of trunk roads. The riverboat transportation
was mainly employed in east UP where the rivers Ganges and Gogra were navigable. This was cheaper mode of transportation
and could carry 100-1000 maunds in a day but it had its own limitations. Upstream transportation was extremely slow,it was
very seasonal in nature during monsoon and dry seasons it was not feasible. Due to canal building, the water levels were
reduced and risk involved was higher than land transportation. In general, “pre-rail Indian commerce was constrained both
spatially and temporally by the slow speed, seasonality and high coast of traditional transport technologies” . Economically, in
pre-rail India we observe growth in some provinces. From the mid-1840s the population was increasing, commerce was
expanding and market conditions were improving in United Province, Central Province and Punjab. It is in this material context,
railways were proposed in mid-19th century. For a project as extensive as railway building in a vast country like India,
substantial amount of capital needed to be invested. Though there were some Indian merchants who showed interest in
railways such as Dwarkanath Tagore. Rabindranath Tagore’s father’s firm, Carr, Tagore & Co was willing to finance one third
of the capital for railway building in Bengal in 1844. But after Dwarkanath’s premature death, the Indian merchants only played
a passive role.
The conception, promotion and launching of India’s railways were all British .We shall discuss the Company’s motivations
later; let us first establish the source of capital. With the Industrial Revolution entering a new phase in Britain and continental
Europe in the second quarter of the 19th century, the main investors were London merchants, textile manufactures, agency
and mercantile houses who wanted to invest in the railways keeping in mind India’s potential as an overseas market for their
textile industry and as a cheap source of raw material. The P&O and other shipping companies were interested, as they desired
to obtain regular supplies of coal at Indian ports.The heavy industries such as Iron and Steel would also benefit from such an
extensive program but Railway building in any country needs governmental support needless to say in an empire as territorially
large as India. Therefore, the East India Company needed some incentive to undertake such an extensive project. The
availability of capital doesn’t mean the East India Company and the British Parliament were prepared to invest it in India. In
1844, the company rejected the project due to the virtual government guarantee of interest the investors wanted and its
impracticality.But by the 1853 Lord Dalhousie in his famous minute was pressing for the expansion of the experimental lines
in Madras, Bombay and Bengal presidency. The reasons for the change in stance were twofold: Political and Commercial. By
the 1840’s East India Company’s control over India was slipping . There was need for greater military and administrative
centralization. While the investors were conceptualizing the railways as a commercial tool, the Colonial administrators
perceived it was as an apparatus of rule. As Lord Dalhousie would argue that:
It cannot be necessary for me to insist upon the importance of a speedy and wide introduction of railways
communications throughout the length and breadth of India’s glance cast upon the map recalling to mind the vast extend
the empire we hold…. now hold it in subjection- a single glance upon these things will suffice to show how
immeasurable are the political advantages to be derived from a system of internal communications, which would admit
of full intelligence of every event being transmitted to the government, under all circumstances… would enable the
government to bring the main bulk of its military strength to bear upon any given point in as many days as it would now
require months, and to an extend which at present it physically impossible.
The intended primary purpose of the railways was clearly military. This is reinforced by Governor H. B. Frere’s speech, ten
years later on the day of opening of the Bhore Ghaut Incline of the Great Indian Peninsula Railways. Where he points out that;
Equally unnecessary would it be to dwell on the value of the railways as a military machine” and “It is no exaggeration
to say, that the completion of our great lines of Railways will quadruple the available military strength of India
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Therefore, the prospect of the railways becoming a ‘military machine’ acted as an important motivator for undertaking
construction. On the other hand, the second reason was commercial. As discussed earlier, the industries in Britain needed raw
material and overseas market. The railways were to facilitate this interest by penetrating the Indian resource base while creating
a market for British textile. As Lord Dalhousie suggests
And if the political interests of the state would be promoted by the power which enlarged means of conveyance would
confer upon it of increasing its military strength even while diminished the numbers and costs of the army, the
commercial and social advantage which India would from their establishment are, I truly believe, beyond all present
calculations
Dalhousie camouflaged in the India’s interest the commercial advantages of Britain. Moreover, the location of stations and
railway lines were dictated both by military and commercial needs. Dalhousie’s minute extensively discusses the proposed
lines in Bengal, Madras and Bombay Presidency while stressing on their viability and strategic advantages. The strategic
military and commercial interests of the East India Company and British cabinet compelled them to introduce railways in India
during the period of depression in Britain between 1847 and 1849. As mobilization of capital was difficult, the investor’s
demanded a guaranteed return in the form of annual dividends. The negotiations between the company and the promoters were
articulated in the form of the Contract of 1849. The railways would be funded and managed by the private companies and the
government of India would supervise railway policy, it also guaranteed a 5 per cent annual interest on their investment and if
the revenue of the railways would not meet this stipulated amount the government would pay the same. This was a peculiar
arrangement as in other developing countries the railways were a public sector undertaking. As reflected in the contract, The
Government of India didn’t want to directly invest time and money in the railways. Though there were changes in this
arrangement between 1850 and 1924 but why did this kind of arrangement evolve in the Indian context?
Lord Dalhousie was aware of the success of experimental lines but in his minute he states the”government ought not to
undertake the making of railways “. His argument was that “the Governments in these presidencies is at present [1853]
deficient in the agency they would require for the purpose “. By agency he refers to the number of engineers and officials
needed for the construction of the railway line. He further suggests
I think it is far better that railway works should be entrusted to the parties ready to execute them by professional
engineers of undoubted competency, under control of the government, then that public works in other parts of the
country should be starved through the withdrawal if the engineers for whom no adequate substitute can be furnished,
merely in order that the railways works may be executed at something less cost and something less time than European
agency would spend upon them
Moreover, Dalhousie argues that as railways were been built for commercial purposes therefore it doesn’t “fall within the
proper functions of any government” . Constructions of canals, improvement of the roads and irrigations were the proper
functions of state. The Court of Directors accepted Lord Dalhousie’s recommendation and in 1854 contracts was given to the
East Indian Railway Company (EIR) and Great Indian Peninsula Railway Company (GIP) for the expansion of railways in India.
The terms of the contract were similar to that of 1849. In sum, the government encouraged capital investment from private
companies but did not invest directly in the railways. This was the basic principle established by the colonial administrators in
1853.But this arrangement was inefficient as the railway companies could not build any line or invest any money without the
approval of the East India Company (EIC). The Company wanted to keep the cost low and the approval mechanism led to
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clashes between the builders and government supervisors. There were only 300 miles of operational lines on the eve of revolt
of 1857. Had more railways been open, the government would have much less difficult time reasserting its authority . In 1858
with the transfer of power from the EIC to the British parliament, the approval system was replaced by post-audit system based
on the recommendation of an inquiry .The speed of railway building accelerated in this period. Between 1857 and 1869 about
£150 million of British capital was invested in India, particularly in railways . However, the revenue generated on these
investments was not even close to five per cent except for the Calcutta- Delhi line. For two generations after the 1850 the
railways, instead of contributing to government revenues, acted as a drain on government finances . The Government of India
had advanced £15 million as interests to the company investors. Due to this peculiar structure based on guaranteed interest
policy, Private companies invested money lavishly. In this light in 1870s, the Government tried to build railways independent
of the private companies but this attempt was unsuccessful due to two reasons. First, the government was taking loans in
London during the depression phase and in India 1870s witnessed a series of famines. The Secretary of state closed down
the project and experiments of state owned and state operated lines were scraped.The model, which was adopted in 1879,
was based on government ownership and private management of Railways. The interest rate was reduced to 4 per cent and
eighty per cent of shareholders were paid off. Broadly speaking this kind of contract dominated the railways scene from 1880
to 1924 . In 1924 based on the report of Sir William Acworth’s committee, the Government of India removed the private
companies and placed the railways completely under state ownership and management. This system was inherited by the
post-colonial state. Interestingly, like the early colonial state, the contemporary state intends to privatize some aspects of the
Indian Railways. Nonetheless, the construction of railways in India had a rapid pace. In 1860 there were 843 miles of track,
which increased manifold to 4799 miles in 1870, 15,940 miles in 1890 and to 35,612 miles in 1920s. By 1946-47 India had
40,500 miles of railways. To run these lines India employed in that year nearly 1,050,000 men, who had in their charge 9000
locomotives, 225,000 freight cars, and more than 16,000 passenger coaches . By 1938-39, £550 million was invested in
Indian railways and nearly half of the capital was British.
Historically, Railways had both positive and negative impact on the colonial economy but there introduction has been
generally associated with the destructive dimensions of the colonial state.There is a need to empirically grasp the significance
and importance of the railways in India while transcending the conventional nationalist understanding aptly summarized by
Daniel Thorner as:
The steel of the railways pierced the older India to the heart and the blood ran out.
The notion of the self-sufficient village society being destroyed by the railways needs to be abandoned as the Indian
subcontinent till the 19th century had been a leading textile exporter and the self-sufficient model stands on uncertain grounds
historically. The more direct impact of the railways was that the spatial and temporal constraints of the pre-rail Indian
transportations were eliminated and it provided an efficient and cheap mode of overland transportation even in the monsoon
season. While the Bullock cart had the capacity of 20 Maunds per day, the railways expanded it to 3500-7500 Maunds per
day. To encourage commerce and eliminate competition, the freight rates were intentionally reduced from 0.35 pies in 1870 to
0.18 pies in 1900s. The railways integrated the regional centers of commerce and a unified pan-Indian market emerged in the
20th century. The railways also had an impact on the provincial and regional price levels for medium and low value goods. An
all India market for grains, oilseeds, sugar and cotton emerged. The creation of wide new markets for lower value crops raised
their prices disproportionately within the interior production areas . The expansion of market and emergence of new
competition from suppliers in western and central India led to change in crop trends within United Provinces (UP).The peasant
economy responded by increasing commodity production due to the price movements in cash crops such as cotton,
sugarcane and poppy. Regional specialization and competition emerged in raw cotton production. Demand for UP sugarcane
expanded as markets were extended within the Punjab and within central and western India . The UP grain acreage increased
between 1880 and 1914 due to the increase in the prices contrary to the nationalist assertion of forced commercialization in
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this region and substitution of grain for cash crop.
Moreover, the production was based on the peasant household and the very nature of peasant commodity production,
which is based on mixed cropping, indicates that though there was cash crop production it could not uproot grain production.
50 per cent increase in acreage of jute cannot mean 50 per cent decline inacreage of grain production.The 'terms of trade’ for
agriculturist improved substantially during the late 19th century and early 20th century in which the railways played an
important role. The distribution of these advantages and betters terms of trade depended on variables such as “the holding
size to family worker ratio, the form of land tenure, a cultivator’s caste and a family’s income from supplementary outside
activities” .The introduction of railways also had an impact on famines in India. While during the 19th century, grain shortage
and crop failure caused widespread famines of 1876-1880 and 1896-1900. Famines changed both in nature and intensity
during the railway era, major regional food shortages were no longer visible after 1900 as internal ‘crop failure grain’ reached
maturity . Famines became more of lack of purchasing power than grain shortage. Pilgrimage was also affected by the
increased connectivity of the railways. Railways contributed to the growth of the commercial and religious dimensions of
pilgrimage . Railway lines were deliberately routed through pilgrimage sites so as to increase pilgrim traffic. There was both a
qualitative and quantitative change. Pilgrimage became more ‘performable’.
Due to the increased accessibility of the pilgrimage sites, ‘the act of pilgrimage’ became more embedded in the sociocultural life of the Indian. The dividing line between sacred space and everyday space has been reduced because the former
is now more accessible .The season nature of pilgrimage also changed and the melas and festivals seized to be the peak
periods due to the increased convenience of journey. To some extent railways had a catalytic role in the commodification and
commercialization of pilgrimage. The carriage and wagon of the train emerged as a new social and commercial space.
However these wagons were third-class carriages mainly meant for animals and goods, which led to spread of diseases.
Nonetheless, the railways in India had some regenerative aspects and it revolutionized the means of transportation.
However, historically Railways were also an agent of drain of wealth. The railways to some degree contributed to the
decline of handloom industries in Indian subcontinent. It had two dimensions. First, the railways directly integrated and
intermeshed the economies of Britain and India. The extraction of raw material and cash crops such as cotton, indigo and
opium was accelerated but there was no direct relationship between the colony and mother country. The railways integrated
India to the world economy via multilateral channels. Second, the railway network facilitated the penetration of British textiles
and piece goods into the colonial economy. The Indian cloth could not compete with cheap mechanized Lancashire cloth.
Similarly, the steam ginning and cleaning mills eliminated the hand workers of the cotton preparation. Therefore, railways in
India had both regenerative and destructive impacts but it didn’t lead to the industrialization of India. India alone of the countries
with great railways network is unindustrialized. This in turn brings us to the ‘distortion’, which I referred to, in the beginning.
We have already studied the evolution of railways in India, we can now explain why it had a peculiar kind of impact it had on
our economy.
The unsatisfactory role of the railways in the economic evolution of India can be explained by three reasons. First, the bulk
of the capital, which had been pumped into the railways, had its origin in London. Therefore, the returns, which the government
guaranteed,did not lead to formation and accumulation of capital in India. Further, as the interest was guaranteed the private
companies were not interested in increasing passenger traffic. There was wasteful construction and the companies had a high
rate and high fare policy. Second the ‘Buy British’ policy of the Private companies did not allow for the development of railways
related industries in India as all the equipment and supplies were imported rather than produced in India. Moreover, the
companies were not interested in the training Indians for the higher positions, nor in giving them advanced technical training .
Unlike the other leading industrialized nations, India till the 1920s did not produce any equipment for its own railways. This
eliminated the impetus for industrial development and this retarded our growth as heavy industries play an important role in
the Industrial Revolution.Finally, all of these trends emerge from the structure and arrangement of the railway ownership and
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management in India. The semi-public and semi-private nature of railways created the distortion. The companies, which
operated the railways, were London based and they served the interest of the British. The virtual absence of the Indian
consciousness in the articulation of the railways led to the unsatisfactory performance of the railways in the context of Indian
economy. The railways were geared and developed for British needs.Daniel Thorner suggests that if “Indian railways probably
would have contributed more to India’s indigenous economic development had they been throughout a state enterprise”, he
doesn’t suggest that it would have been totally different but a “lesser evil than the private enterprise” . Let us explore this
proposition.
The development of Chinese railways provides us with an alternative model. Unlike India, the pressures for railway building
in China were both from internal and external. The European mercantile interests and the Chinese gentry took the initiative for
railway building. Railways were the integral part of ‘self-strengthening’ movement in China. The patterns of development of
the railway lines were similar to India. The railways in China were first built in areas of greatest economic activity, between
points of commercial significance . But due to the dearth of capital and absence of private companies, the Chinese government
directly invested in the railways. The main source of capital was the governmental loans and funds.Local gentry also invested
in these projects but the role of foreign loans taken by the government was immense. The government owned and managed
the railways unlike Government of India. With the setting up of the Board of Posts and communications in 1906, the railways
became the responsibility of specialized government agencies . Moreover, the main source of income of the government was
passenger traffic and not freight traffic. This reflects the opposite nature of Railway management and development in China.
This model reinforces Thorner’s assumption. However, if we study this system closely we observe a built in depressor.
Government management impeded the growth of railways in China. Due to politics, administrative decentralization and
political instability, the railways were built at a very slow pace and were inefficient. Strict provincial demarcations proved to be
a retarding influence not only on governmental railways, but on private efforts as well . At the end of 1952 the Chinese railways
consisted of 17,570 miles of tracks while India had doubled the mileage and surpassed this number in 1890s. Therefore what
this paper suggests, only in counter factual terms drawing from the Thorner’s work that if India’s railway had been a state
enterprise the same retardation could have happened.On the eve of independence, India could have had unsatisfactory
economic development not because of the railways but because of inadequate railways.
Hence, we can conclude by arguing that Railways in India revolutionized the overland means of transportation both in
spatial and temporal terms. The initiative for railway building was external to the Indian society. The capital and equipment was
British. The Colonial state conceptualized the railways as an apparatus of rule and a 'military machine’. The railways had both
intended and un-intended consequences. As intended, it stabilized the colonial state by centralizing its administrative and
military machinery. It integrated the Indian economy, which accelerated the de-industrialization process but also had a positive
impact on the agricultural sector.The railways structurally transformed popular religious practices such as the Pilgrimage. Our
survey establishes that the nationalist argument is ill-founded but we cannot deny that the per capita living standard and
industrial growth in India remained very low. The social and cultural integration of India led to Nationalism, which was one of
the un-intended consequences of the railways.
We have also studied the similarities and divergences between the Chinese and Indian system of railways and we can say
that the Chinese system is the mirror image of the Indian system.It could be concluded that the semi-private and semi-public
nature of Indian railways retarded out economic growth but it is equally possible that state ownership and management would
not have produced 40,500 miles of railways in India which now has expanded to 74,330 miles and acts as the backbone of
the Indian economy.
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CHITI OF BHARAT: CHANGING CONTOURS &
EMERGING CONCERNS
SIDDHESHWAR SHUKLA*
ABSTRACT

P

andit Deendayal Upadhayay coined the term ‘chiti’ to represent the soul of a nation in a specific reference to Bharat. He
established that the Chiti of Bharat is Dharama but not the religion. In the course of historical circumstances all those in
conformity with ‘chiti’ are included in the national culture. Thus ‘chiti’ determines the direction in which the nation is to
advance culturally.
The nation creates several institutions like the State, educational institutions, social and professional organizations,
panchayats etc which protect and conserve the Chiti besides passing it to the next generation. According to Deendayal an
individual is member of several such institutions and plays ‘multiple group loyalties’. He rejects the western theory of conflict
between the State and individual and opined that such conflict, if exists, is a sign of decadence and perversion. In the same
tone, he cautioned against supremacy of the State and proclaimed that the supremacy lies with the Chiti of the Nation i.e.
Dharma.
In this entire concept of chiti, individual plays the most important role. What if the loyalty of individual is influenced by the
perverts or enemy/ rival country/ countries? What if such individuals/ groups outnumber those representing the Chiti of the
nation? This research paper makes an attempt to investigate into the challenges being posed to the Chiti of Bharat by
decadence and perversion.
Keywords: Chiti, National Culture, Perversion, Decadence, Nation, the State , Other Institutions
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INTRODUCTION
Bharat is a new nation but very old civilization (Pandey, 2016). By the initial decades of the 20th century India represented
almost entire Indian subcontinent but after 1947, India represents a geographical territory which falls under territorial
jurisdiction of the State of India. Thus as a new nation, India came into existence on 15th August, 1947.
Which path India should follow as a young nation? As the makers of our constitution had firsthand experience of freedom
movement, they picked up good traits from every available ideology and drafted a constitution with for the Nation by keeping
the philosophy of Bharat at the core. In the early decades of independence, the western educated political class dominated the
narrative and went on making experiments from communalism to socialism to capitalism.However, gradually the ruling class
was dominated by the people who did not had firsthand experience of the freedom struggle but boasted of having seen their
fathers and forefathers fighting for the Nation. Furthermore, only winning elections became touchstone for success in politics
and ideologies were compromised by all and sundry (Upadhyaya, 1965, p.3). In this background, the great philosopher and
politician Pandit Deendayal Upadhyaya propounded the ideology of ‘Integral Humanism’ to give a direction to the Nation in a
series of four lectures 22nd - 25th April, 1965 in Bombay now Mumbai. The concept of ‘Chiti’ of Nation is crucial to his
ideology. According to Deendayal whatever is in accordance with our nature or Chiti is approved and added on to the culture.
These things are to be cultivated. Whatever is against Chiti is discarded as perversion, undesirable and is to be avoided
(Upadhyaya, 1965, p.25). According to Deendayal, besides constituting the Sate for her protection, the Nation creates several
institutions like education, business, Panchayats and interest groups etc to conserve the Chiti and inherit it to the next
generation. Thus an individual citizen is member of several institutions of the nation and plays ‘multiple group loyalties’ (ibid,
p.27). He rejects the western theory of conflict between the State and individual and proclaimed that such conflict, if exists, is
a sign of decadence and perversion and not of nature or culture. In the same tone, Deendayal cautioned against supremacy of
the State and proclaimed that the supremacy lies with Dharma or Chiti of the nation (ibid. p. 30). He emphasized that the State
is not the sole representative of the Nation and the contract theory can be applied to the State, but not to the Nation (ibid. p.
29).
What if the individual or groups express disrespect to the national culture and Chiti of the Nation? What if such groups
demand/ enjoy patronage of various institutions of the Nation including some arms of the State? What if the individuals/ groups
expressing decadence become stronger than those representing the Chiti of the nation? This research paper makes an attempt
for critical investigation into these issues which are of prime concern for any nation including Bharat. The researcher has used
descriptive research design and content analysis for data collection in the study. In the research paper the published news
items of last two years have been selected with purposive sampling method for content analysis to present a critical inquiry
into the challenges, if any, being posed to the Chiti of Bharat in under the principles of Integral Humanism propounded by Pandit
Deendayal Upadhayay. Furthermore, secondary sources have also been used to substantiate the study.

CHITI: MEANING AND CONCEPT
Pandit Deendayal Upadhayay explained the concept of Chiti in his 3rd lecture on Integral Humanism delivered on 24th April
as part of his four lectures on Integral Humanism in Bombay (Mumbai) from 22nd - 25th April, 1965. According to Deendayal
every group of persons has an innate nature. Similarly, every society has an innate nature, which is inborn, and is not the result
of historical circumstances. This innate nature of the society constitutes ‘Chiti’ of the Nation. He further clarifies that the Chiti
of the Nation is like soul of a human being. It’s is not affected with historical circumstances. Thus Chiti is fundamental and
central to the nation from its very beginning. Chiti determines the direction in which the Nation is to advance culturally.
Whatever is in accordance with Chiti is included in national culture ((ibid. p. 24-25)).
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He proclaimed that if there is any standard for determining the merits and demerits of a particular action, it is this Chiti
(ibid. p. 25). Family, Community, Trade Union, Gram Panchayat, Janapada, the State and such other institutions are various
arms of the Nation and even of mankind (ibid. p. 26). The State is brought into existence to protect the Nation, and to produce
and maintain conditions which the ideas of the Nation can be translated into reality. The ideals of the Nation constitute Chiti,
which is analogous to the soul of an individual. It requires some effort to comprehend Chiti. The laws that help manifest and
maintain Chiti of a Nation are termed Dharma of that Nation. Hence, it is this Dharma that is supreme (ibid. p. 30). Swami
Vivekanand had also opined that the national character of Bharat is Dharma. He further explained that the national character of
USA is business, UK’s politics and France’s aesthetics.
Deendayal Upadhayay had categorically rejected the English word ‘religion’ as translation for Dharma. The English world
‘religion’ is not the correct translation for Dharma (ibid. p. 31). He himself used ‘Dharma’ in English language as well and
defined it as - the Laws of Life. “All those principles which bring about harmony, peace and progress in the life of mankind are
included in this term Dharma…..The principles of Dharma has to be adapted to changing times and place (ibid. p. 31). Thus
it seems that it was his dream that the English world accepts the ‘Dharma’ in its dictionary as ‘religion’ was not able to reflect
the true essence of the word ‘Dharma’. Rajiv Malhotra has also argued that Dharma cannot be translated as religion. He has
also identified a couple of more words in Sanskrit language which should be used as such in English language as the words
being used as translation do not represent the real meaning (Malhotra, 2011). Today, we see Oxford Dictionary has included
several local cultural words from India but Dharma - one of the most ancient and philosophical word to represent should of
India is ignored (Pal, 2017). It indicates that the West is still to come out of colonial psyche and Indian English needs to be
decolonized. Furthermore, it is surprising that several countries including USA and Australia have developed their indigenous
English to include their cultural elements and philosophy but India is still following the British English (UK) of which it was once
a colony. India may have achieved political independence but the process of intellectual decolonization is yet to take off.

IDENTIFIED ELEMENTS OF THE NATIONAL CULTURE OF BHARAT
Indian civilization is the oldest civilization of the world with oldest literature in the form of Vedas and ancient most cities in
the form of Mohenjodaro and Harappa. Now the evidences of Saraswati civilization are compelling the historians to revise their
dates once again (Shukla, 2017). Therefore, the culture heritage of India is huge and still in the process of compilation.
However, India is a young nation born on August 15, 1947. In the present study, the researcher has focused on three important
elements of the national culture.
“It was, indeed, a way of life, which recognizes liberty, equality, and fraternity as the principles of life and which cannot be
divorced from each other: Liberty cannot be divorced from equality; equality cannot be divorced from liberty. Nor can liberty
and equality be divorced from fraternity. Without equality, liberty would produce the supremacy of the few over the many.
Equality without liberty would kill individual initiative. Without fraternity, liberty and equality could not become a natural course
of things. - Dr. B. R. Ambedkar on preamble of the constitution on Constituent Assembly on 13th December 1946. Thus
Ambedkar is very clear in keeping the concepts of liberty and equality within the ambit of fraternity the Nation to prosper (CSI,
2017).
The makers of the Constitution of India, perhaps, could not have imagined a situation where citizens disregard the national
symbols and openly express disrespect to the National culture. They had allowed right to expression and peaceful protest
against the State and provided them rights to elect a government to run the State on a fixed interval. It was in 1971, the State
had to enact a law for punishment on insult to the national honour (PINHA, 1971). Subsequently, Fundamental Duties were
added along with Fundamental Rights in the Constitution of India through an amendment in 1976 (COI, 2015, p. 25). The first
two clauses of the Fundamental Duties are (a) to abide by the constitution and respect its ideals and institutions, the national
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flag and national anthem and (b) to cherish and follow the noble ideals which inspired our national struggle for freedom.
Thereafter prohibitory rules and penal actions were also introduced for perverts if they disrespect the national symbols.
The preamble of the Constitution, which reflects its philosophy, provides liberty of faith and worship (COI, 2015 p1). In
fact ‘having faith in one’s religion and respecting others’ is the very nature of Bharat. It’s the Dharma of Bharat. However, the
concept was introduced in the preamble of Indian constitution through a foreign word - secularism; in 1976. Furthermore, it is
necessary for the very existence of a nation that her citizens represent the nation at all the platforms and stood with it against
the enemy nations.
Defining that nation Deendayal says, “When a group of persons live with a goal, an ideal, a mission and look upon a particular
piece of land as motherland, this group constitutes a Nation. If either of the two - an ideal and a motherland - is not there, then there
is no Naiton” (Upadhyaya, 1965, p. 24). An individual is also an instrument in bringing forth the soul of the Nation’s Chiti. Thus,
apart from his own self, an individual also represents his Nation. Not only that, but he also mans the various institutions that the
created for the fulfillment of the national goal (Upadhyaya, 1965, p. 25).Thus individual is very important in conserving,
representing, protecting and defending the Chiti of the Nation besides handing over it to the next generation.
Thus the identified elements of national culture in this study are - (a) respect for national symbols (b) having faith in one’s
religion and respecting others and (c) supporting the State against enemy.

CHALLENGES TO THE NATIONAL CULTURE
The incidents of openly disrespecting national song - Vandematram; were alarmingly high in the period under study. Even
the elected public representatives either refused to recite the national song in the meetings of the house kept on sitting at their
place while national song was played (“Aurangabad”, 2017) and protested against the national song (Rai, 2017). In such a
case, the Supreme Court ruled that reciting the national song Vandematram could not be make mandatory as it was not
mentioned in the constitution (“No Concept”, 2017). However, the court was silent on the people who protest while some
recite the national song Vadematram. A class of intellectuals from politics to editorials of the newspapers opined that ‘nobody
could be forced to sing Vadenmatram (Aiyar, 2017).The students of NIT Srinagar were lathicharged for changing Bharat Mata
Ki Jai because those opposing it were more in number (David, 2016). Here students of Kashmir were changing pro Pakistan
slogans while those from other states of India were chanting pro India slogans. The institute is run by the Central government
but the student shouting pro India slogans were beaten up mercilessly by police with the involvement of teachers and later on
faced discrimination (Shekhar, 2016). The individuals and groups showing decadence and perversion went on to derive a
philosophical ground from their religion to defend their behavior. This ground was framed into arguments and served as many
times some individuals or groups refused to recite - Bharat Mata Ki Jai (Long Live Mother India); declaring the slogan as unIslamic (Ali, 2016). The intellectuals in other institutions again defended this decadence on the name of freedom of expression
(Thampu, 2016).These intellectuals in the other institutions of the Nation criticized and warned the State for taking any action
against them. They advocated the decadence as right of such individuals and flayed all those who want them to chant the
slogan but did not say even autter even a single word against in the criticism of such decadence and perversion.
Does shouting slogans against Vadematram while some people are chanting the song, not violate their rights to chant it
peacefully? If it amount to worship, as Islamic extremists have explained it, why don’t they respect the right to worship of some
individual. Surprisingly, the intellectuals have accepted the argument of Islamists that Vandemantram and Bharat Mata Ki Jai is
worship but rejected to accept the argument that an individual or group should not be disturbed during worship. This violates
the sole of freedom of faith and worship which has been guaranteed by the Constitution of India and was introduced through
a foreign word - Secularism (COI, 2015, p.1). These intellectuals in other institutions are supporting violation of sole of
secularism. It was perhaps due to this Deendayal has called the ‘Secular State A Fallacy’ much before this foreign word was
introduced in the Constitution of India (Deendayal, 1965, p.36).
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The narrative of individuals in the other institutions of the nation is based on the presumption that the number of persons
who want to sing Vadematram is more than who don’t want to sing. Therefore, the minority shall not be forced to sing. What
if the number of persons in a gathering who don’t want to sing the national song is more than those who want to sing it? It’s
not a mere hypothesis. We have witnessed it in NIT Kashmir and throughout the Kashmir valley. What if such people dominate
in each and every state? The experiences in Jammu and Kashmir are enough to establish that the State including the judiciary
have failed to protect the rights of persons to chant Bharat Mata Ki Jai and sing national song; who want to do so willfully.
Vandematram was sung with pride by heroes of our national freedom movement across the religious beliefs but within seven
decades the Nation is witnessing a situation where some individuals are not only refusing to sing the song but also protesting
to disrupt the singing of the national song and chanting of the great slogan.
The disrespect to the national anthem is also wide open in our society. On a Public Interest Litigation (PIL), the Supreme
Court made it mandatory to play national anthem in cinema halls but soon it was pushed back to make it voluntary (“No need”,
2017). The arguments were again given that ‘national anthem’ and patriotism can’t be forced (Thampu, 2016; Balraj, 2017).
Going a step further some Madarass’ (Muslim religious educational institutions) in Uttar Pradesh even violated an order of the
State in pursuance of the High Court and did not recite national anthem calling it against their religious beliefs (Kumar, C. and
Raju, S. 2017).Earlier, the disrespect to the national flag was largely confined in Kashmir where people were openly seen
disrespecting the national flag of India and showing respect to the national flag of Pakistan. Now, incidents of chanting Pakistan Jindabad (long live Pakistan) are increasing during political rallies in western Uttar Pradesh (Sahu, 2016). During
election of local bodies in Uttar Pradesh pro Pakistan slogans were raised in several cities and cases were also registered
(Sidharth, 2017). In the period under study there were several instances of decadence and perversion against the identified
elements of National culture.
The Indian version of secularism - freedom of religion -is basically following one’s own religion and respecting other’s
(Bhanu, 2017), but the narrative in India in main stream media was highly discouraging. The news reports on Roza and Eid
invariably received appreciation of media (“7 Places”, 2016) the news reports for Diwali were mainly on pollution (Cracker
Ban, 2017) and on Holi it was waste of water (“Water Wasted”, 2016) were highlighted primarily for wrong reasons. Even
during Navratri Goddess Durga was insulted and abused (“Delhi University, 2017). There is no restriction in Hinduism on meat
consumption except with an exception to the cow family. In a shocking incident in Kerala, a cow was publically slaughtered
only because the central government had issued a notification to regulate cow trade in the country. The severed head was
paraded in the town, meat cooked and distributed publically. The entire incident was boasted as mean of peaceful protest and
video graphed (Babu, 2017).
The individuals and groups were also seen protesting against the very existence of the nation and supporting enemy nation
(“No Regrets”, 2016). Furthermore, entire opposition stood by with such elements on the name of freedom of expression
without having a second though. The entire opposition politicians came in support of such students in the campus of Jawharlal
Nehru University, New Delhi (Jeelani, 2016). In this incident even the government was left alone to fight against decadence
while other institutions of the State were seen arguing in favour of anti - national activities including the divisive slogan - Bharat
Tere Tukde Honge (We will break India into pieces). In the media reports of the study period, several such incidents against the
national culture were also reported from Kerala, West Bengal, Jammu &Kashmir, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Assam and other
parts of the nation.

EMERGING CHALLENGES TO THE CHITI OF BHARAT
The State is one of several institutions, an important one, but it’s not above all others…Other institutions have declined in
their effectiveness, while the State has become dominant to such an extent, that all the power are gradually being centralized
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in the State….. We had not considered the State to be the sole representative of the Nation. Our national life continued
uninterruptedly even after the State went into the hands of foreigners (Upadhyaya, 1965, p. 25). In the above study we also
observed that primarily the State was fighting against decadence and perversion. The narrative were also created that the State
was only authorized to take action against individuals showing disrespect to the nation culture and people and other institutions
of the nation have nothing to do in the matter. It seems the State is being cornered and left alone to fight against decadence
and perversion besides fighting against the crime. The findings of the study suggest that the other institutions of the Nation like
educational institutions, panchayats, NGOs, media, intellectuals were primarily fighting against the State to ensure patronage
to such individuals and groups.
In the course of their life the citizens of a nation learn certain things to identify decadence, perversion and anti-nationals.
Refusal to say Bharat Mata Ki Jai (Long Live Motherland), Vandematram, refusal to respect national flag, refusal to recite
national anthem, shouting anti -national slogans - Bharat Tere Tukde Honge (We will break the Nation in pieces) and shouting
slogans to support enemy nations like Pakistan Jindabad are considered perversion and such individuals are suspicious if
not guilty. According to Deendayal the Chiti of the nation decides the direction of national culture but here we say the national
culture is being disregarded at all the levels. This is not done by illiterate people but by educated and those who have excelled
in their life. In their endeavour to rise against the State, such prominent individuals have gone upto the extent to disregard and
disrespect the national culture and even harm the Nation. The State is often alone in fighting such forces as other institutions
of the State are either negligent or become irrelevant or providing patronage to such individuals and groups. This disrespect to
the national culture is against the Chiti of Bharat. Furthermore, respect of the perverts for the enemy nation has directly linked
them with the Chiti of enemy nation. This is gradually leading to a situation ‘nation within nation’ wherein some people don’t
have respect for the nation; some even have respect for the enemy nation. Does this constitute a new ‘enemy chiti’ within the
Chiti of Bharat? In his departure note the founder of Pakistan Mohammad Ali Jinnah had advised to the Muslims in India to live
here as the citizens of Pakistan (Ashraf, 2016). In the earlier decades of independent India such perversion and decadence
was rare but now such individuals and groups are becoming more and stronger, vociferous and direct.
In the above study, some individuals living in the territory of India were found representing the Chiti of Pakistan on the name
of religion. The number of such people and their groups are increasing by the day. What if the number of individuals
disrespecting the national culture of Bharat becomes more than those voluntarily respecting the national culture? Is India
approaching towards imminent danger? There is urgent need to carry out diagnostic researches on this issue.

RECOMMENDATIONS
As a Nation, Bharat is facing a very crucial situation. Deendayal has proclaimed that those nations whose life centered in
the State were finished with the end of the State. On the other hand, where State was not believed central to his life, the Nation
survived the transfer of political power (Upadhyaya, 1965, p. 29). Since almost entire power in centered in the State, the State
is being held solely responsible to fight against perversion and decadence while the other intuitions are almost inert. The State
is now further being narrowed down to the government and government being narrowed down to political executive; in terms
of shouldering the responsibility to protect national culture and the Chiti of Nation. In such circumstances the State primarily
the political executive has been left alone to fight against enemy at the border and also perversion and decadence within the
territory of the Nation. Therefore, there is urgent need to implement the philosophy of Integral Humanism propounded by Pandit
Deendayal Upadhayay. On the basis of the above study, the author presents following recommendations for policy formulation.
1. The State is one of the most important institutions of the Nation designed to protect the nation from enemy and fight
perversion and decadence. Therefore, the power of the State should not be compromised as long as it is in confirmation
with the Chiti of the Bharat i.e. Dharma (not religion). All the arms of the State - Executive, Legislature and Judiciary; should
share the responsible to protect the Chiti of the nation and national culture.
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2. The responsibility to protect the Nation can’t be left alone on the State. There is great need to strengthen the other
institutions of the nation to conserve national culture and Chiti and pass it to the next generation. This is continuous process
and should be done with sustained efforts.
3. There is great need to create new institutions to protect the national culture and the Chiti of the Nation from decadence and
pervasion and the institutions created by them.
4. There is great need to codify some specific do’s and don’ts for each and every citizen of the nation so that the individuals
expressing perversion could be easily identified as ‘suspect’ by citizens. Such suspects shall face trial in the court of law
and punished irrespective of their stature in society. If they are not punished, the reasons shall be recorded and
communicated to the people in way that it codes are honoured.
5. The number of individuals in conformity with national culture and Chiti of the Nation should be identified through rigorous
examination, empowered and promoted in all the walks of life.
6. The State and the other institutions should engage themselves in decreasing the decadence and perversion by bringing
more and more individuals in the line of national culture and the Chiti of the Nation.
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JOINT FAMILY: THE ANCIENT INDIAN WAY!
DR SADHANA SHUKLA*
ABSTRACT

T

he concept of joint family in India is as old as Indian civilization but it has undergone numerous changes with the passage
of time. In a common parlance joint family is group of people belonging to same lineage living together under one roof
but it is not as simple as it appears if we look into its every nitty-gritty because to keep the institution of joint family
running is really a big task that we witnessed in a widespread manner even till recently. People from five to seven generations
used to live together will all its comforts and hardships together. Family itself means living together and prefix 'joint' is a modern
usage. But this important institution of the Indian society is disappearing with the passage of time. The concept of joint family
was governed by certain stated and other non-stated principals. In a joint family people from five to seven generation of the
same lineage used to live together with the family headman taking care of concerns and needs of every member of the family.
Every member of the household was depended on him but duty of other members of the family was equally important and
outlined as even servants were offered food before the family headman in certain treatise. In certain other text unmarried sister
was dependent of her sister-in- law. The joint family tradition is mentioned from Rig Veda to epics and even to edicts making
it so important for the society. It had not only guaranteed financial security but also was a protection from any other danger.
But evils, greed, ego and clashes and growth of Budhdhism and Jainism have been sought as the reason for the disintegration
of joint family.
Key Words: Rig Veda, Smriti, Sutras, Ramayan, Mahabharat, Budhdhism, Jainism, Maurya period and Gupta period

INTRODUCTION
There is a famous adage that change is law of nature and any society change with the passage of time however it becomes
a matter of debate whether change was for good or bad. Indian society has been undergoing a major churning in the last
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millennia and role of family especially joint family does not remain untouched from the global exposure. If we take just one
aspect of joint family like upbringing child then its role has both been positive and negative. From Vedic period to later on the
role of joint family has not only existed but also played an important role. Activities of the members of the joint family had
certain meaning. People of the ancient Indian society used to dine, pray and live together but institutionalisation of joint family
started disintegrating with urbanization and community living which has transformed into the nuclear family. This phenomenon
has not only impacted urban household but rural household alike. If it broke values of the joint family for urban households
then it impacted rural economy with agriculture landholding getting smaller with the next generation impacting overall economic
well being of a family. There is a clear mention of joint family in many ancient Indian literatures but how it transformed a study.
An Individual and society are two wheels and family is axis to connect them and keep them moving. Family has always
been the basis of social life from ancient times to even present today. As per ancient Indian treaties, a person is part of the
family from birth to death. Parents, spouses, siblings and offspring constitute a family. Predominantly joint family had been the
lifestyle of ancient time. Joint family system was such an arrangement where people from several generations right from greatgrandfather, grandfather, father, son, grandson, great grandson, mother, sister, wife, brother and nephews used to live together
under one roof which is well documented in many ancient literature. And there were religious as well as economic sanctions
rather grounds for joint family. Every work of a household in the ancient was performed jointly while Yagna and hawan are to
be performed together. Joint family was a necessity for the agriculture work for the requirement of more manpower and also
for the animal husbandry. Serving the guest was considered to be the religious duty of the joint family and any guest was not
of any individual but of the family.

TRADITION OF JOINT FAMILY DURING VEDIC PERIOD
The tradition of joint family has been carried on and was very much present during the Vedic period but changes started
showing up in it from time to time. There was a patriarchal joint family during the Vedic period and members of the joint family
during the Vedic period followed patriarchal traditions. Members of the joint family were more or less the same as of the earlier
time like son, grandson and brothers of the father who used to live under the administration and protection of father. He was
head of the family therefore he controlled the family wealth and most importantly authoritarian control over rest of family
members. During Vedic period, family members up to three-four generations used to live together that included parents,
spouses, siblings, offspring and even their progenies later on. They all were included in the family which is extensively
mentioned in the Vedic literature. Worship of God together by the joint family is mentioned in Rig Veda that says Vedic Arya
used to sit in Yagyashala in the morning, afternoon and in the evening together therefore there was unity among the members
of the family. It clearly signifies community worship increases Sanghshakti therefore worship should be done at public place
collectively. The above mentioned facts tell about ideal form of the joint family. At one place joint family is mentioned in Rig
Veda with sons and brothers1 being part of it. In another instance in Rig Veda, father of Maruts, the Rudra has been asked for
comfort (sukh) in life and the Sun God has been prayed not to separate sons and grandsons with the clear meaning of
extending the base of joint family to take on (destroy) the enemy2.
Rig Veda further explains that Surya (The Sun God), Vayua (The Air God) and Agni (The Fire God) are siblings. Dhulokastha
Surya Jyestha, Antariksham Vayu Madhyam and Prathisth Agni Kanisth. Dhu and Prithvi (the Earth) are their parents. The elder
among them -- the Sun God -- having rays of seven colours were considered to be having seven sons. The Sun God is known
as Vishwapati for his quality of nurturing the entire world. The world will be destroyed, if there is no Sun. The brother in the
middle is Vayu which is all pervasive (up to 200 kilometres above the surface of the Earth). There is no place without air. The
third and the youngest brother is the Fire with radiant back. Its flames depicted as the back of Fire which is illuminating or its
back posses purified butter (ghee) too to keep it illuminating. Ghee is offered to the fire during the yagna therefore they are
called Ghritapristha3. Joint family is metaphorically but most beautifully depicted with the help of Vedic Gods in the above
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mentioned tales where mother father, brothers and sons are jointly mentioned. This makes it clear that the way Surya, Vayu
and Agni are responsible for running this universe similarly with the cooperation in the family, the joint family moves on. So
this is the beautiful and the best depiction of the joint family. Rig Veda also mentions at one point that people living in a joint
family as the all wealth brawny and valiant people who face the enemy together telling about the very being of joint family4.
This makes it clear that unity has the strength. Above mentioned explanation also tells about the joint family for the fact that
living together in one house with mutual coordination had very much prevailed. Rig Veda even personifies day and night as two
women living together in coherence and with affection5. It is said that the two absolutely contrary character of women day and
night are continuously wondering to give people light in the day and then rest in the night. One of the women -- the day -- is
of fair complexion while the night is of dark complexion. Both these accomplish works of people. Responsibility of the day is
to provide light while responsibility of the night is to provide rest. One of the women rear children of the other. Child of the day
is Fire while child of the night is Sun. The Sun is born from the womb of night but reared by the day and the Fire is born from
the womb of the day but reared by night. Hari is the name of the Sun as it takes away essence. Son of the day that is fire is
very illuminating. Similarly every woman should live together with love and follow the tradition of married life to serve everyone.
This is reflected in the present analysis. It is mentioned at another place that two women of different nature called Usha and
Ratri real a child called Agni living at the same place6. This basically informs and depicts women living together and
cooperating with each other. Besides all this, a joint family with son-in-law and brother-in-law is also mentioned in Rig Veda7.
Rig Veda mentions people living jointly and happily that tells about joint family8 making it clear that living in the united society
or joint family gives not only sense of security but pleasure as well. It is also mentioned at a place in Rig Veda that all brothers
living together in one house affectionately indicates about existence of the joint family9. It is said in Rig Veda that beautiful Usha
and women personified as night live together and the time when both of them meet is called 'Naktoshaskal' and this is the time
when yagna starts and Naktoshas is called mother of all Yagna10. This makes is clear that during the Vedic period all women
of the joint family participated in yagna which signifies them being part of the joint family.

EXTENDED JOINT FAMILY IN OTHER VEDIC TEXTS
Rig Veda also mentions the joint family with son-in-law and sons of daughters11. At another place joint family is mentioned
with brotherly and friendly relations12. At a place in Rig Veda, daughters of the Sun God have been worshipped by people to
bestow upon children13 to them. At another instance in Rig Veda while marriage was solemnized by the priest while blessing
bride-groom he says, "You live in this house only; don't go away and enjoy the entire life playing with your sons and
grandsons14." It is also said that bridegrooms are blessed to win over father-in-law, mother-in-law and sister-in-law to live a
life like a queen. These sayings testify the fact that there was joint family during the Vedic period in which mother, father,
brother, sister, husband, wife, son and daughter used to live and their subsequent family too. At another occasion, it is
mentioned in Rig Veda depicting Ratri and Usha living together as a family to explains about the joint family15. Joint family is
mentioned with son, grandson and even cow in it in another description in Rig Veda where it is explained that a person could
rid of its sin of this birth and earlier births by having son, grandson and cow in the family16. There are different adjective used
in Rig Veda for big houses like Prathu, Sampratya, Mohi, Brihant (Brihat), Uru, Deerghand Gambhir which also tells about joint
family where all members of the family had lived17 together.
Atharv Veda mentions husband and wife living together and it is said that the way Ashwin God always live together and
never get separated similarly men and women must live together during the Grihastha Ashram. The way wind plucks fruit from
the tree but it is just able to cause tremor in grass similarly man who destroys enemy must behave with women softly. He
should have tough behavior with women and women should also have the softness like grass bearing in mind that despite the
fact that even during fierce wind blowing grass remains unaffected, whatever difficult situations comes the family should
remain intact. There is a very beautiful depiction of joint family in Atharv Veda in which it is said that every member of the
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family should behave with each other the way cow behaves with its newly born calf. However, amid all nice descriptions of
joint family in Atharva Veda, Bhratravya (nephew) has been held responsible for the disintegration of joint family.

JOINT FAMILY IN BRAHMAN LITERATURE
Brahman literature (texts) extensively talks about the joint family. It is said in Aitraya Brahmin that sister of husband who
is progeny of same parents were dependent on their sister-in-laws despite the fact that she was born to different parents. What
it means is that sisters of the husband used to live under the same roof after the marriage of brother and fulfilling all the
responsibilities was of his brother and sister-in-law.
Satpath Brahman mentions son, brother and relatives of the King, which was indication of joint family of the contemporary
time that included son, brother and other relatives used to live together in a joint family. During this period, father was head of
the family and he used to live with his sons and grandsons but when demand for division of property started increasing which
was an assault on predominantly patriarchal joint family and transferring property to the elder sons was explanation of joint
family which is visible in the contemporary literature. Brahman literatures mention other members of the joint family which are
called Bhratvya who were sons of brother of father and they were accepted as enemies which later on became the reason for
disintegration of joint family18. Satpath Brahman mentions joint family up to three-four generations19. Gopath Brahman and
Satpath Brahmin mention that sons were depended on their father during childhood but it was other way round when they get
old and were dependent on sons which was example of joint family20. Upanishads to mention families were living jointly. The
term Kula was meant for the bunch of the same family telling about the joint family. Chandogya Upanishad and Mundak
Upnishad use term Mahashala for the house which was the abode of various member of the same family21. Individual effort
was enough to keep the family united. It is said in Brihadranyak Upanishad that husband is dear to wife and wife is dear to
husband similarly concern of every member of the family for each other keeps them together22. It is mentioned in Chandogya
Upanishad that father, mother, brother and sister were members of the family23.

JOINT FAMILY DURING THE TIME OF SUTRA
Joint family was also visible during the period of Sutras. Gautam Dharmsutra mentions about the joint family up to five to
seven generations24. There have been provisions of marrying a girl in a family with seven generation from the father's side
while five generation from mother's side. Vashishth Dharmasutra25 and Aapastamb Dharmasutra mention joint family up to four
generation from the mother's side while six generation from the father's side. Gautam Grihasutra and Paraskar Grihyasutra tell
enough about the joint family in which several other members make it just ornamentally important26. It is mentioned in Gautam
Dharmasutra that guest, unmarried girls, ailing members of the family, pregnant women, sisters, old persons and slaves to be
given food first27. These facts are indicators of the joint family. Aapstamb Dharmasutra mentions providing foods to daughter,
old men, ailing persons and pregnant women first. Above mentioned details indicate about joint family and make it clear that
joint family took care of the responsibility of frail old men and also played important role during ailment of a family member
and also fulfil the needs of everyone in the family. Sutra literature says that people from the three generations in the joint family
used to live together and the oldest person of the family was head of the family28. It is said in Aapastamb Grihsutra that equal
distribution of property among sons was right and giving more property to elder son was against the provisions of texts29. So
to say joint family was present in the Sutra Period however disintegration started due to distribution of property.

THE ERA OF EPICS AND JOINT FAMILY
During the Mahakavya (epic) time, the concept of joint family was present which was very well presented in Ramayana
and Mahabharata epics. Grand old man of Mahabharata, Bhishma Pitamah tells the duty of a household person that head of
the joint family must perform his duties towards brothers, sisters, sons, daughters, wives and other family members including
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servants and must readily face anger and criticism of the family members30. All this is clear indication of joint family. At
another place a joint family with son, grandson and great-grandson is mentioned in Mahabharat and it is said that by having
son one becomes world conqueror, grandson gives immortality and great Grandson gives ceaseless happiness31. Ramayan
too has several instances where joint family is mentioned.

ROLE OF BUDHDHISM AND JAINISM IN DISINTEGRATION OF JOINT FAMILY
During the sixth century BC due to emergence of Budhdhism and Jainism joint family started disintegrating because focal
point of the family became Bhikshu and Bhikshuni instead of husband or wife. Mahavagya and Jatak have mentioned a few
instances of joint families where family members got indoctrinated into Budhdhist order leaving father or husband sad32.
Therigatha mentioned that married women were not allowed to join Sangh without the permission of her husband and there
was a provision for her to remain in the household till her husband was alive33. But Therigatha and Pachittiya inform that
sometimes daughter-in-laws used to enter Budhdhist order due to atrocities of mother-in-law which too disintegrated joint
family34. If Budhdhist texts mention disintegration of joint family here and there, they also talk about ideal joint family in the
contemporary literature. Budhdhist literature talks about joint family with mother, father, son and daughter-in-law35.
The oldest member of the family was head of the family and after the death of the father eldest son had to take up the
responsibility of the family. It is mentioned at one place that if father dies it was grandfather who took care of the responsibility
of his grandson. Mahavagya mentions about a family with mother, father, sister, brother where there is an instance of
information being sent to son about father's ailment36.

JOINT FAMILY DURING MAURAN PERIOD AND ARTHSHASTRA
Mauryan period once again established the ideal of patriarchal join family. It is endorsed by the Arthashastra of Kautilya
where son does not have any right over property as long as father is alive37. Stone relics of Ashoka also mention about joint
family with mother, father, son and grandson38. In the Sanchi relic of Ashoka grandson and great grandson are mentioned39.
Arthshastra mentions about elder son getting property in distribution of property which provides the understanding about joint
family40. Talking about joint family,Kautilya says every member of the household used to live in every part of the house it
means everyone has his own space and newly-wedded women used to live with the parents of her husband41. At one place
right to property for son and grandson is mentioned42. Arthshastra mentions about joint family up to four generations including
son and grandson and right to property of members of the joint family. Kautilya did not accept anyone's right over property as
long as father was alive.
Maurya and Gupta periods too give testimony to the presence of joint family. Panini calls head of the family as Grihapati
who has all the responsibility of the family43. There was patriarchal family. Panini talks about joint family under which great
grandfather, great grandson, children of brother-in-law (husband's brother) and sister-in-laws, nephew and maternal uncle are
mentioned44. Panini mentions at a place where father and grandfather have been shown living together in joint family45.
Patanjali in Mahabhasya talks about big joint family living together. It is said in Mahabhasya head of the family and his wife
used to look after the family46. According to Patanjali, sisters of the mother (matrisvasa-pitrasvasa), brother of mother and his
wife (matul-matulani or matuli), father's grandfather and grandmother and mother's grandparents too were included47. Bharhut
relic of the Sunga period mentions of three generation48.

SMRITI LITERATURES TOO HAVE MENTION OF JOINT FAMILY
Gupta period talks about ideal joint family which is explained in detail in Smriti literature (Dharmshastra) and contemporary
literature. Narad Smriti mentions that mother, father, son, brother and cousins all lived together in a single house and they all
consumed the joint wealth of the family49. Yajnavalka Smriti explains about a joint family that included children, married and
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unmarried daughters, old people, pregnant women, sick people, servants, husband-wife and guests in which it was explained
that it was the responsibility of the couple to dine only after every member of the family had had their food50. Manu says that
head of the family, and his wife should have food only after relatives, members of the family, Brahmins and servants were given
food51. This makes it clear that contemporary joint family included father, grandfather and great grandfather. Yajnavalka Smriti
tells the importance of joint family as it was important to attain heaven to have father, grandson and great grandson in the
family and to maintain the role of women was very importantly outlines52. Yajnavalka Smriti talks about 'Avibhakta Kutumb' that
is joint family. It included all such men who have the same male lineage and along with then their wives and unmarried girls
are included . Yagyavalka Smriti mentions five and seven generation of mother and father respectively that proves in a joint
family member up to five and seven generations used to live together. According to Brihaspati Smriti, family is such a
homogenous group whose food was cooked in the same kitchen. It is also said that when it was divided not only kitchen was
separated place of worship was also divided which was otherwise joint .

CONCLUSION
Above mention detailed study about the joint family makes it clear that joint family was the deep rooted institution in the
Indian society. And right over the family property was not for the present generation but also has the claim of the present, past
and future which tells the very existence of joint family.
As a conclusion, it can well be said that during Vedic period there was ideal joint family well in place but disintegration of
joint family started in the post Vedic period due holding nephews (Bhatravya) mainly responsible for it. But the institution of
family was majorly hit during the period when Budhdhist and Jainism was at its zenith in India. This was further disintegrated
during Sutra period (6th century BC) but during the Maurya period joint family was re-established once again and continued
up to Gupta period. The institution started shrinking if not completely disintegrating.
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BODY IMAGE DISTURBANCES THROUGH FITSPIRATION ON
INSTAGRAM: A STUDY OF SOCIAL MEDIA EFFECTS
SAKSHI GROVER ARYA*
DR SHIKHA RAI**
ABSTRACT

S

ocial media platforms influence a lot of facets in the users’ life. In fact, many of the social media users turn to these
platforms looking for inspiration on various counts. And one of the recent additions to this list of inspirations is ‘fitness
inspiration’. This is known as Fitspiration or simply Fitspo. In the social media parlance it is an online trend which aims
to inspire viewers towards a healthier lifestyle. This is achieved by posting images of fit and ‘thin’ looking people usually
engaged in some form of exercise. These images promote the socio cultural norms of ideal beauty amongst both women and
men. These can be a catalyst for increased Body image dissatisfaction or disturbances (BID). These dissatisfactions can lead
to a lot of other health related issues and problems, like, self-harm, eating disorders etc.
Looking at this scenario the question that arises is this - Are social media platforms really helping to inspire people to be
fit or are they simply becoming a tool that inadvertently leads to body image dissatisfactions in people?
This secondary research gathered data on the online fitspiration trend leading to body Image Dissatisfactions. Using a
methodical selection process, data from 8 studies was systematically reviewed. This data included in detail the objectives,
theoretical framework, findings and results. The mined data was then analysed according to the postulates of Social
Comparison Theory and The Uses and Gratification Theory. The study conclusively proved that consuming fitspiration content
leads to Body Dissatisfaction and Body Image Disturbances amongst the consumers. It also leads to sexualization,
objectification, upward and downward social comparisons.
Keywords: Social Media, Instagram, Fitspiration, Body Image Disturbances, BID, Fitspo
______________________________________________________________________________
*PhD Scholar, School of Journalism & New Media Studies, IGNOU, New Delhi;
** Assistant Professor, School of Journalism & New Media Studies, IGNOU, New Delhi
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INTRODUCTION
The phenomena of body image disturbance (BID) has seen a significant increase over the years.BID can lead to several
other problems related to health and lifestyle such as anorexia, compulsive exercise, eating disorders, depression etc. A
number of studies have investigated the relation that BID has to various media forms. With the advent of internet and easy
access to information the issue has become one of significant importance.
The 2016 report by the Internet and Mobile Association of India (IAMAI) said that 66% of the total Internet users in urban
India are active users of various social media platforms. (“Social media in India”, 2016).Social media significantly influence
the lives of users and provide inspiration on different aspects. One of the recent trends to join this list is ‘fitness inspiration’,
known as Fitspiration or simply Fitspo.It’ san online trend that aims to inspire viewers towards a healthier lifestyle through
images of fit and ‘thin’ looking people usually engaged in exercise and maybe supplemented with inspirational quotes.
Fitspiration has given rise to new concepts like thinspiration, which have several negative connotations, as it promotes
socio cultural norms of ideal beauty for men and women. For example, when viewing images of men they “conform to only
one body type that of a medium build with a high degree of muscularity. This is consistent with the current beauty ideal for
men” (Thompson and Cafri, 2007). Looking at this scenario there is a need to understand if social media platforms, such as
Instagram, are becoming tools that inadvertently promote trends that may lead to body image disturbances in people?

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM
Body Image disturbances are a significant health issue in our society. Body Image is how one feels about their body and
disturbances occurs happen when someone feels negatively about it and tries to make significant or even non-significant
changes to it. These could be ‘routine behaviors’ like changing the hair coloring, style, way of dressing, etc. The problem arises
when these are ‘non-routine behaviors’ like excessive exercise, crash dieting, health supplements or surgery.
With the rise in social media usage the trend of image dissatisfaction has increased due to an upsurge social comparisons
due to the messages that one sees on these media. Keeping this in mind, there was a need to study the effect that the social
media trend of fitspiration has on the users. This research aimed to analyse this through a secondary data analysis.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
In order to develop an understanding of the matter under examination, various research studies on the subject were read
and analysed. Some of the key points that emerged from this review of existing literature on the use of Social Media, Body
Image Disturbances and Fitspiration are listed in the following paragraphs.
An American research took a content analytical approach to study the relationship between social media fitness subculture,
fitness content and its effect on male and female body image and ideals. Using the postulates of social comparison theory the
researcher analysed the existing literature to identify the connection between Marketing of Fitness in various American Media,
the influence it has on Men and Women’s body image and how social media played a role in it. (Norton, 2017)
Using a media psychology approach, the researchers of another study tried to understand the trend of fitness images on
Pinterest. Assuming that social media is a popular mechanism for communication and that it leads to increased social
comparison amongst individuals and thus negatively affect their psyche, they conducted an online experiment with US
women.Studying the link between social comparison on social media, and extreme weight loss behavior, they argued that
people who follow more fitness boards on Pinterest are more likely to indulge in extreme weight loss inducing activities.
(Lewallen & Behm-Morawitz, 2016)
On similar lines, another study on Instagram explained that the medium is a ‘de facto channel’ for social media users to
log their athletic activities. Using semi-structured interviews with sports enthusiastic women, the researchers observed a
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significant impact of fitspiration content on the self- esteem of female youngsters. (Goldstraw & Keegan, 2016)
Another study on social media use for fitness amongst adolescents, identified behaviours that predicted the consumption
of three types fitness related media content on social media platforms. Adolescence being an age where a lot of impressions
are formed, the overflow of fitness, health and dieting content on social media has a significant impact. Using a survey with
15-29 year old social media users, the study observed that teenaged girls were the dominant consumers of fitness related
content on social media. (Carrotte, Vella & Lim, 2015)
A survey study with Australian high school students investigated the development of body image concerns amongst
female teenaged social network users. Studying a sample of 15-16 year old school goers the researchers identified their
internet consumption pattern, time spent on social media and body image concern development. It was concluded that over
75% of the sample had active Facebook profiles on which they spent more than 1. 5 hours a day,had significantly higher body
image concerns than the non-users. (Tiggemann & Slater, 2013)

OBJECTIVES
The over-arching aim of this study was to identify the existing studies that deal with the concept of Fitspiration and Body
Image Disturbances.
Specifically, through this study the researcher wanted:
■ To identify the components of fitspiration content on social media
■ To understand the effects of fitspiration on the consumers
■ To identify avenues for more research on fitspiration.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Stemming from the idea of body image disturbances created by various forms of media, several studies have researched
Fitspiration to understand the impact that it can have on social media users. The premise of these studies rested on the Social
Comparison and Objectification theory. Several other theories like Social Cognitive Theory, Cultivation Theory and Spiral of
silence have also been used as the foundation for studies on body image disturbances. The current study used the postulates
of the following theories to study BID through fitspiration on Instagram.
Social Comparison Theory
Social Comparison Theory, a theory of Social Psychology was first developed by Leon Festinger in the year 1954 and
published in the Journal of Human Relations.
Since the foundation of the initial theory there have been a lot of advancements in the Social Comparison theory. These
led to the development of various concepts like, self - evaluation, self enhancement and various social comparison models like
Proxy model, Triadic model, and the Three-selves model.
Media has always been a tool for social comparison. With the advent of new media this has become even more relevant.
Social Networking Sites provide easy access and plenty of material for users to indulge in Social Comparison. This can either
be upward or downward comparison. An upward comparison is when a person compares himself to another who is better
than him and a downward comparison happens when he compares himself to someone who is worse than him. (HQ, 2017)
Uses and Gratification Theory - Social Media
The basic premise of the Uses and Gratification Theory rests on the fact that media consumers are active users and not
just passive receivers as postulated by some other theories. It suggests that the audience actively uses various media to gratify
different needs in their lives.
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With the advent of smartphones, internet and social media, the uses and gratification approach has taken on new
dimensions. These are the latest tools that are used for need gratification. Social media not only fulfills the mass
communication needs of the consumers, but also their interpersonal needs. (“Uses and Gratifications Theory | Businesstopia”,
2017).
In a 2013 study, the authors identified ten uses and gratifications for social media. These include social interaction,
information seeking, convenience utility, expression of opinion, information sharing, surveillance/knowledge about others, etc.
(Whiting & Williams, 2013). These would be used for the current research study.

METHODOLOGY
To meet the objectives of the study a systematic review of the
existing literature on the topic was undertaken. Using online research
databases a keyword search of titles, abstracts and full texts was done
to gather studies. The keywords included for the study were - ‘body
image disturbances’ ‘fitspiration’, ‘social media’, ‘Instagram’ and
‘thinspiration’. Research studies from the year 2017 that met the criteria
of the search were included for analysis. Studies that used secondary
data or dealt with BID through other media forms were excluded and all
duplicate entries, theses, dissertations and articles were removed(Figure
1). The data thus obtained was systematically analysed according to the
postulates of Uses and Gratification and Social Comparison theories on
the basis of their Objectives, Findings, Theoretical Framework and
Conclusions.

DATA ANALYSIS
After a detailed study of the research studies a several concepts were identified, such as Objectification, Eating Disorders,
Substance Abuse, Propagation of body ideals, Body Image Disturbances, etc. This analysis is presented below and Table
1explains the same in brief.
Using objectification theory, the authors of one study did a content analysis of the fitspiration content on Instagram, Tumblr,
Twitter and Facebook. The content tagged #fitspo was retrieved and studied by two people using a codebook. The study
revealed that the highest amount of fitspiration content was posted to Instagram. The researchers also did a comparison male
and female centric content and concluded that most of the fitspiration content featured women and most of the content
subjects were youngsters. Posts with women displayed the full body with significant emphasis on the buttocks and was more
sexualized in comparison to male centric content. Content with female subjects did not show the faces while male subjects
had their faces visible. (Carrotte, Prichard & Lim, 2017)
Another study did an experiment with fitspiration images on Instagram and concluded that when women were showed
fitspiration images on social media they exhibited less self-compassion. The findings also suggested that exposure to
inspirational fitness quotes along with the images may benefit females’ body image and they show better body satisfaction.
(Slater, Varsani & Diedrichs, 2017)
A similar study conducted an experiment with content from Instagram and Google and compared thin and athletic images.
The researchers concluded that any exposure to thin body images resulted study found that exposure to any kind of body ideal
images, whether thin or athletic, led to self-comparisons and led to increased dissatisfaction. Viewing athletic images
increased dissatisfaction as it presented viewers with a hollow and achievable promise - with enough time and effort the goal
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was possible, which set up many women for failure. Also, these images did not lead to any behavioral change. (Robinson et
al., 2017).
Another UK study analysed the content of fitspiration posts on Instagram and argued that this content featured people,
diets, exercise and texts and the people shown were thin and muscular. This led to the promotion of the current “socio-cultural
ideal” for an attractive person. The men were muscular while women were thin and objectified. The content encouraged users
to replace their existing bodies with new and better ones even if required pushing oneself beyond their limit, thereby sending
across a negative message. (Deighton-Smith & Bell, 2017)
Using a comparative analysis of fitness and travel image posts by women on Instagram, a study revealed that women who
post fitness images aimed for thinness and those who post travel images aimed at muscularity. Even though the fitness image
posters were more likely to suffer from problems like - disordered eating and compulsive exercising, both groups of women
had traits of body dissatisfaction. There was an increased emotional negativity in women posting fitspiration content. (Holland
&Tiggemann, 2017)
In an experimental study in Australia, the researchers examined the effect fitspiration imagery on female youngsters. They
concluded that exposure to such imagery led to increased body dissatisfaction and negative moods. This trend showed a
marked increase in women with tendency of self- objectification. (Prichard, McLachlan, Lavis & Tiggemann, 2017)
A study conducted in England used a content analytical approach to study fitspiration, thinspiration and bonespiration on
Instagram and Twitter. This analysis revealed that while thinspiration and bonespiration content showed extreme thinness with
protruding bones, the fitspiration content also showed muscles and had less visible bones. This showed an increase of body
dissatisfaction and negative moods in consumers. (Talbot, Gavin, van Steen & Morey, 2017)
A study in Ireland used a similar approach to study pro-anain comparison to thinspiration. Three fourth of their study
sample included pro-anorexia images and the researchers concluded that using multiple tags with images made them easily
accessible leading to an increased social comparison and self-dissatisfaction issues. (Ging & Garvey, 2017)
Author, Year

Theoretical Framework

Findings

Research Method

Sample Size (N)

Social Media Sites Tested

Carrotte, Ivanka, Lim, 2017

Objectification

Most Content - Instagram, Comparison Males & Females, Young Adults,
Sexualized

Content Analysis

476

FB, Instagram, twitter, Tumblr

Slater, Varsani, Diedrichs,
2017

Social Comparison

BID, Negative Mood

Experimental;

160

Instagram

Robinson, Prichard,
Nikolaidisa, Drummond,
Drummond, Tiggemann,
2017

Social Comparison

Body Dissatisfaction

Experimental

106

Instagram

Deighton-Smith, Bell, 2017

Objectification Theory

Objectification, Promotes Beauty ideals

Content & Thematic Analysis

CA = 1000 TA = 400

Instagram

Holland, Tiggemann, 2017

Eating Disorders Inventory

Body Dissatisfaction, Promotes Thin ideals

Survey

203

Instagram

Prichard, McLachlan, Lavis,
Tiggemann, 2017

Objectification Theory

Disordered Eating, Compulsive Exercise,
Body Dissatisfaction, Negative Emotions

Experimental
152

FB, Instagram

Body Dissatisfaction, Negative Mood, SelfObjectification

Content Analysis
734

Instagram, twitter

Thin Ideal Promotion

Content Analysis

7560

Instagram

Talbot, Gavin, Steen, Morey,
2017
Ging , Garvey, 2017

Clinical Approach Feminist
Analysis

TABLE 1: DATA ANALYSIS

DISCUSSIONS

After analyzing the data obtained from all the selected research papers, there were a few common points that came to light.
Sexualised and Objectified Imagery
Objectification through sexualized imagery was common in fitspiration and thinspiration content on Instagram The pose,
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mannerism, focus on buttocks and presentation of the female body without faces led to a sexualized objectified effect.
Comparisons by users to such images often led to self-objectification and which turn progressed to several other self-image
related problems.
Body Dissatisfaction and Negative Emotions leading to extreme behaviors
Social comparisons can lead to negative emotions amongst viewers.Increased exposure to fitspiration content with thin body
ideals leads to increased body dissatisfaction, negative emotions and extreme behaviors such as compulsive exercising, eating
disorders, dieting, substance abuse, etc. Constant exposure to a societal norm and then falling short of that ideal tends to a
negative viewing of oneself.
Social Interaction, Surveillance and Information Seeking
The fitspiration users in most studies agreed that they actively looked at content posted by others to get information on fitness,
lifestyle, exercising, eating, and being thin.
Effects in Youngsters
Instagram has a number of young users who get easy access to fitspiration and thinspiration content which can increase
already existing problems - body dissatisfaction, self-image issues, social comparisons, eating disorders and other compulsive
behaviors.

FINDINGS
While analyzing the data and evaluating the findings, there came across a few points that can be explored and used for further
research purpose on the topic. These are listed below
Male Centric Studies
Even though one-third of the fitspiration content is male centric, there is a dearth of studies that study the effects of such
content on males. Even though some studies deal with comparisons between males and females, but the main focus remains
on female centric content. Also, another important avenue would be to study the effects amongst male teenagers, young adults
and college goers.
Related Concepts
With fitspiration several related concepts, like thinspiration, bonespiration, fitspiration, etc. have cropped up and there is a lack
of studies on the same even though these are extremely detrimental for one’s health and life.

CONCLUSION
After analyzing all the gathered data, it can be conclusively said that consuming fitspiration content leads to Body
Dissatisfaction and Body Image Disturbances amongst the consumers. It stands true to the postulates of Social Comparison
Theory and Uses and Gratification Theory. It can be positively said that viewing fitspiration leads to sexualization,
objectification, upward and downward social comparisons which can either lead to self enhancement or body dissatisfaction.
Of the various Needs fitspiration content over social media actively gratify social interaction, information seeking, information
sharing and surveillance needs. In various studies the respondents agreed that they sought out fitspiration content over social
media in order to garner information and look at what others are doing.

LIMITATIONS, SCOPE AND SUGGESTIONS
The current research study only took into account the papers that dealt with body image disturbances due to viewing of
fitspiration content on Instagram. For further research, this scope can be expanded to include studies on other related
concepts. Also, there have been no studies on the fitspiration effect in the Indian context. This was a major limitation of the
study, but it can also be considered for a primary study in the future.
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RAMENDRA NATH VERMA*
ABSTRACT

M

edia plays a key role in advanced communication through transmission of knowledge, providing forum for discussion
of issues, teach ideas, capabilities for a better life and generate a base of consensus for stability of the state. From
the initial steps of the introduction of the media in India many efforts were made to exploit their potential for
development purposes. Nowadays television in India is also used as a medium for social education, weapon against ignorance
and awareness among the people, through is difference programs like Educational Television, Countrywide
Classroom,Teleconferencing, social media etc. Experiments in Satellite technology has been conducted in recent years to bring
about Social change and development New Technologies have also been put to serious use for development communication.
New technologies like mobile, website and internet are interactive in nature. Interactivity, instant feedback and persuasion
capability are used to rope in common person into the process of development. Nowadays government websites and call
centers that give immediate information or answers queries to development concerns.
Development communication has been followed by every media, both traditional and digital. However, sadly enough, it had
been put into more theoretical use. Its possibilities, people’s change of demand and opportunities have not been done to its
limit to get an overall achievement.
Key Words: Media, Communication, Development, Technology

INTRODUCTION
Communication is a two way process where messages flow both ways. Communication also refers to that use of different
forms of media, such as print, electronic media (radio, television), new media etc. These media are used as an empowerment
tool, i.e. it is used as a tool to facilitate and encourage the participation of people in developmental activities. Different mass
*PhD Scholar (Journalism and Mass Communication) Sharda University, Greater Noida
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media is used to effectively communicate knowledge and information to people for developmental purpose.
Development communication is “an element of the management process in the overall planning and implementation of the
developmental programs” Thus, development communication can be said to be an identification and proper utilization of
appropriate expertise in the development process that will assist in increasing the participation of the people for whom it is
meant, even if it is at the grass root level.
Development communication thus can be said to have two primary roles, i.e., (a) transforming role, as it seeks social
changes for a higher quality of life. (b) Socializing role,by seeking to maintain some of the established values of the society.
The role can be discussed as following:
A)
B)

Development communication is used for transforming role by bringing in social change in a way that will bring a higher
quality of life. Here communication acts as an instrument to achieve these objectives.
Development communication also tries to maintain the established values of the society by playing a socializing role. In
playing these roles, development communication seeks to create an atmosphere for change as well as providing
innovation through which society may change.

Development communication process is however successful only with the presence of a few key elements in the
approach.
These are:It should be responsive, should wing on feedback, should be innovative and creative, should be sustainable and
continuous, independent validation. For a successful development communication policy it is necessary to identify the core
areas of development. The core areas of development are Agriculture, Fisheries, Animal Husbandry, Food, Security,
Communication, Irrigation, Public works, Employment, Environment, Ecology and Education.
The past few decades have seen tremendous growth in the digital media industry in India. Studies continue to predict a
double digit growth for the sector. This is likely to be around 15%. One major reason for this impressive growth has been the
steadily growing purchasing power of Indians. The primary factors which determine the growth of the sector is the choice of
content the user has and the accessibility. The quality of user experience is also another very important factor in this regard.
In India unlike other countries, traditional media has not been disrupted fully by technology. But piracy is a major challenge
that the industry is facing. Piracy laws in India are not stringent enough. Besides they are unable to cope up with the rapidly
changing technology. This is leading huge losses for the media and entertainment industry. However in spite of its challenges
the sector is growing rapidly. So if you are planning a career in this industry, it is the right thing to do in the current scenario.
In this blog we will try to make you aware of the great potential the industry has to offer for your rapid career growth.
According to studies by renowned Consulting groups the Indian media and entertainment industry which is currently at
around $18 billion. It is expected to grow to $100 billion by 2025. So the industry is pegged to grow by more than 5 times.
With this expected growth, you could have a booming career in the sector as well. Each of the verticals of the sector has
attracted large investments from major players of the industry. Newspapers are now looking for digitization. Cinemas too have
seen a major shift towards large spending. There are few states that Tamil Nadu which has a cap on the price of movie tickets.
But in other states the movie tickets are highly priced. This is why major investments are being made in the multiplexes too.
The advent of DTH operators has also brought great changes in the television sector too. The plethoras of channels show
different programs on different subjects. This would mean that the scope of conducting such varied programs have
substantially increased too.
Apart from the traditional media channels the web based digital channels are booming too. Thus Youtubers are become
celebrities almost overnight. All in all, the scope to grow in the sector has been growing in a big way.
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INDIAN MEDIA AND COMMUNICATION
The Indian Media and Entertainment (M&E) industry is a sunrise sector for the economy and is making high growth strides.
Proving its resilience to the world, the Indian M&E industry is on the cusp of a strong phase of growth, backed by rising consumer
demand and improving advertising revenues. The industry has been largely driven by increasing digitisation and higher internet
usage over the last decade. Internet has almost become a mainstream media for entertainment for most of the people.
The Indian advertising industry is projected to be the second fastest growing advertising market in Asia after China. At present,
advertising revenue accounts for around 0.38 per cent of India’s gross domestic product.
The Indian media & entertainment sector is expected to grow at a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 13.9 per cent, to
reach US$ 37.55 billion by 2021 from US$ 19.59 billion in 2016, outshining the global average of 4.2 per cent. The industry provides
employment to 3.5-4 million people, including both direct and indirect employment in CY 2017.
Over FY 2016-21, radio will likely grow at a CAGR of 16.1 per cent, while digital advertising will grow at 30.8 per cent. The
largest segment, India’s television industry, is expected to grow at a CAGR of 14.7 per cent, while print media is expected to grow
at a CAGR of 7.3 per cent.
The number of newspaper readers in India has increased by 38 per cent between CY 2014 and CY 2017 to reach 407 million.
India is one of the highest spending and fastest growing advertising market globally. The country’s expenditure on advertising
is expected to grow at 12.1 per cent to Rs 68,334 crore (US$ 10.59 billion) by the end of 2018. Mobile advertisement spending in
India is estimated to grow to Rs 10,000 crores(US$ 1.55 billion) by the end of 2018.

RECENT DEVELOPMENT/INVESTMENTS
The Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
inflows in the Information and Broadcasting
(I&B) sector (including Print Media) in the
period April 2000 - September 2017 stood at
US$ 6.86 billion, as per data released by
Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion
(DIPP).
The Indian digital advertising industry is
expected to grow at a Compound Annual
Growth Rate (CAGR) of 32 per cent to reach
Rs 18,986 crore (US$ 2.93 billion) by 2020,
backed by affordable data and rising
smartphone penetration.India is one of the top five markets for the media, content and technology agency Wavemaker where it
services clients like Hero MotoCorp, Paytm, IPL and Myntra among others.
After bagging media rights of Indian Premier League (IPL), Star India has also won broadcast and digital rights for New Zealand
Cricket upto April 2020.

GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES
The Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) is set to approach the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Government
of India, with a request to fastrack the recommendations on broadcasting, in an attempt to boost reforms in the broadcasting sector.
The Government of India has supported Media and Entertainment industry’s growth by taking various initiatives such as
digitising the cable distribution sector to attract greater institutional funding, increasing FDI limit from 74 per cent to 100 per cent in
cable and DTH satellite platforms, and granting industry status to the film industry for easy access to institutional finance.
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MEDIA SCENARIO
An index for radio, TV, print media and telecommunications is presented in Box 2. A quick overview indicates:
● Radio having the maximum population reach (97.3%) followed by television (425 million)
● The unmatched reach of Doordarshan (350 million), especially in rural areas, despite the rapid increases in
satellite television reach (70 million).
● The very low reach of print media, thanks to a literacy rate of 64% for men and 39% for women, characterised by
an almost exclusively urban, educated readership profile.
● The low access to telephones (13 per 1000) and email
● The flagging fortunes of traditional and folk media, street theater
Some key factors to bear in mind is that despite the leapfrogging in satellite television, and the significant trends in that
brand of programming, the majority of the population has access only to All India Radio and Doordarshan, which are merely
trying to catch up with the private channels. A second factor is that much of this analysis indicates trends mostly among
English and Hindi programmes - the predominant languages of the media discussed - to the exclusion of 25-plus other
languages and dialects in the country.

THE MEDIA IN INDIA: KEY FEATURES AND LANDMARKS
All India Radio and Doordarshan were state owned until 1997 under the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting; primary
declared aims of promoting the social objectives of the nation such as literacy and family planning.
1960s-1990s: Government efforts at using radio and TV for development communication have met with varying degrees
of success. Major projects include rural radio forums for agricultural development (1967), SITE (75-76), and the Kheda project
(1976-1989) and the 1995 GRAMSAT experiment using radio for training of women panchayat (local village level governance)
members. These large-scale projects to meet core development needs yield valuable lessons on the software, hardware and
organisational management needs of such efforts.
1981-1985: Rapid increase in the number of TV transmitters from 21 to over 400, and a corresponding commercialisation
of Indian television by the mid-80s.
1984-85: Launch of India’s first major prosocial soap opera Hum Log (We the People). The much-studied 156-episode,
17-month series promotes issues such as family planning and education for the girl child. This coincides with the rise of the
middle class as a dominant force in the country, with an increase in film-based entertainment programming, private
sponsorship and consumerism.
1985-90: Doordarshan outpaces radio and print media as the first choice for advertising, hiking its ad rates thrice between
1985 and 1988. By 1987, there are at least 40 serials on air. A media boom sees an increase in the number of publications,
and a preponderence of TV and cinema-based reporting.
1990: The Government of India initiates an economic reform process, heralding an era of privatisation and liberalisation.
The Prasar Bharati Act is passed, delinking broadcasting from direct government control. The act is notified only in 1997.
1991: The Gulf war creates an unprecedented demand for cable television among Indian viewers wanting to follow the
CNN coverage of the war. The demand for cable television continues after the war ends.
May 1991: Launch of satellite television in the form of the Hong-Kong based Star TV with its 39-nation footprint. Star TV
transforms the face of Indian television, with its multiple channels and aggressive market-driven entertainment programming.
Other private channels follow such as Zee TV, Sony TV, Sun, and Gemini. Doordarshan’s revenues are fast depleted.
February 1995: A landmark Supreme Court judgement ruling declares that “ airwaves are a public property. They have to
be controlled and regulated by a public authority in the interest of the public and to prevent the invasion of their rights.” The
judgement outlines autonomy for Prasar Bharati and opens broadcasting to private players.
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1996: A Broadcasting Bill is drafted which is an apex legislation on broadcasting. The Bill subsumes the Prasar Bharati Act of
1990 by spelling out autonomy for the Broadcasting Authority of India (to replace the role of the Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting) to regulate public and private broadcasting. The Bill also lays down guidelines for granting licenses to satellite,
terrestrial and cable broadcasters to establish and operate radio and TV channels to the “highest techno-commercially acceptable
bidder.” It is yet to be tabled in Parliament.
1998: the Prasar Bharati Act is passed by the lower house of parliament, with an amendment that the Broadcasting Authority
will be overseen by a 32-member parliamentary committee. The broadcast media stands poised on the brink of autonomy, awaiting
the President’s signature.

BROADCAST MEDIA
Radio
The number of radio stations has increased from about 100 in 1990 to 209 in 1997, and the land area covered from 84%
to 91%. However, despite its tremendous reach and the fact that it presents the best option for low-cost programming, radio
has been treated as a poor relative for over two decades. Listenership has either dropped or reached a plateau. In some cases
listenership has risen, although very negligibly, in some urban areas, thanks to the recent time allotment to private companies
on five FM stations. Film and other popular music constitute the main fare of such stations, contributing to an increase in
commercial time and ad revenues from Rs. 527 million in 1991-2 to Rs. 809 million in 1995-96.
Some efforts have been made to use radio for social change, as in the case of the state-supported radio rural forums for
agricultural communication in the 1960s, or to promote adult literacy in the 1980s. More recently NGOs have helped broadcast
programmes on women and legal rights, emergency contraception, and teleserials advocating girls’ education. But it is clearly
a medium waiting for a shot-in-the-arm.
A key need in India is for local broadcasting that reflects issues of concern to the community. In this regard, some
communication experts believe that an increased and accelerated commercialisation of radio will eventually drive down the
costs of FM radio sets, thus facilitating local radio. The increasing devolution of political power initiated through the 73rd and
74th amendment to the constitution in 1988-89 has also set a climate conducive for the empowerment of communities and
local governance. A key area requiring attention, therefore, is advocacy for community radio and the provision of training to
NGOs and communities to use this medium for articulating their concerns, as one Bangalore-based NGO is currently doing.
Television
The number of private television channels has increased from none in 1990 to more than 50 this year. Entertainment
constitutes about 51% of the total programme content, even though some channels such as Star Plus follow CNN’s example
in delivering “news on the hour, every hour.” News and education constitute a mere 13.3% and 9.6% of programme content.
However, in a bid to give themselves a halo of social responsibility, some channels broadcast programmes with a veneer
of public interest: soaps that incorporate socially relevant themes such as women’s education and empowerment, interactive
talk shows on whether smoking should be banned, and open forums with government representatives responding to audience
queries on human rights abuses or consumer rights.
These programmes combine varying degrees of social value with commercial appeal in a competitive market. The open
forums, in particular, have played an important role in familiarising the public to the political and legal system and in building
a demand for political transparency and accountability.
Another genre, that of the “edutainment” pro-social soap continues with serials such as Tara which dealt with the life of a
strong-willed woman. However, while the first Indian edutainment soap Hum Log (1985) transfixed much of the nation (to a
lesser degree in the southern non-Hindi speaking part of the country) the audiences for subsequent edutainment serials have
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been comparatively smaller. There is no longer the captive audience of the mid-80s, and there are several competing channels
and soaps to choose from. These include reruns of long running tele-serials of the late 1980s such as the Ramayana and the
Mahabharata which enjoy cult-like status.
An emerging trend - and one that also reflects the current programme focus of development agencies - is the targeting of
specific segments of the audience, in particular, young adults (children and youth in the age group of 10-29 years constitute
about 40% of the population). Urban, middle to upper class youth, especially, constitute a key target group for private channels.
Music channels such as MTV and Channel V, which rank among the top ten favorite channels, feature VJs who are popular
role models for a young generation (One such popular VJ coos: “Being fit is cool; not smoking is cool”).
Cashing in on this trend, UNAIDS, India initiated in 1996 a collaboration with Channel V for an on-air and on-ground
campaign for HIV/AIDS awareness. The collaboration includes training and sensitisation of VJs on issues relating to HIV/AIDS.
In another effort, the Ford Foundation, India funded a BBC training for radio and television producers on reproductive and sexual
health. The six project proposals shortlisted for additional funding, all of which target children and youth, are in entertainment
formats of musicals, talk shows and animation.
Print Media
Given national literacy rates as low as 51%, the very limited reach of newspapers and magazines, and the distinctly urban
educated readership profile, the role of print media has been defined more in terms of information dissemination and advocacy.
The picture is a lopsided one: circulation figures are rapidly increasing as are advertising revenues, but this is especially true
of English publications (refer Media Index, Table 2), which account for 71% of the total ad revenue of members of the Indian
Newspaper Society.
A key feature of these publications, unfortunately, is the increasing preponderance of glossy, ad-friendly film and TV-based
reporting. That the sole trendsetter in this increasing corporatisation of the fourth estate, the Times of India, also ranks 10th
among the top-selling newspapers in the world, is no coincidence. Given the increasing costs of newsprint and production,
and the pressure of market imperatives, newspaper houses have followed the piper in carrying ad -friendly fluff at the cost of
more serious development and health reporting. Leading dailies have over the last few years dropped their special sections
devoted to development and health. The low literacy rates and high production costs have also stymied the possibilities of
smaller alternative publications that could potentially reflect the concerns of the development sector.
The Internet
Recognising that access to information and information technologies play a key role in development, especially given the
constraints of the mass media, groups of non-profit documentation centers in the country have developed communications
systems such as Indialink and Dianet that are focussed solely on development issues. By providing connectivity to grassroots
NGOs and emphasising the documentation and information from within the country (refer case description Democratisation of
Information), these efforts have facilitated greater grassroots involvement in development and South-South dialogue. However,
the extremely low access to internet - there are a mere 90,000 internet subscribers in the country, bringing the density to below
decimal points - is a key hindrent.
A World Bank funded project for National Agricultural Technology envisages a similar democratization through the
establishment of “information kiosks” in rural areas (refer interview with Kiran Karnik). The proposed project sees the
expansion of public pay-phone offices that have mushroomed all over the country, including rural areas, into centers with
computers for the inputting and accessing of data relevant to rural populations.
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Traditional Media
Traditional folk media forms, once a favorite for communication efforts, are today precariously placed. Some agencies and
NGOs continue to use street theater, magic, puppetry, traditional folk dances and melas (fairs) especially in rural areas. Some of
these efforts are hugely successful in awareness creation, social mobilisation and in facilitating interpersonal communication.
However, the absence of funding and technical support, their inherent fluid structure and the difficulty in monitoring and evaluation
have rendered them near-relics in today’s environment. So much so that one Bangalore-based NGO, while using such traditional
folk forms, also feels compelled to address the basic survival needs of folk artistes such as provision of basic wages, training,
pensions and other schemes.
Development Organisations: Responses. The current media trends indicate three broad areas of need in terms of social change
communication:
● increasing the quantity and quality of media reporting and programming on development issues;
● creating a demand for these programmes;
● creating and facilitating media space for such materials
The efforts of most development agencies and NGOs are focussed primarily on the first area, increasing media coverage on
specific subject areas. Workshops and fellowships for information dissemination and upgrading of knowledge continue to be the
stock-in-trade strategy, and have yielded positive results, especially with print media. But they do not address the need to
institutionalise these efforts. How effectively stories and programmes on diarrhoeal control or microcredit will survive in the media
marketplace continues to be a hazardous guess.
But the marketplace is defined by demand - and it was precisely to increase the demand for quality, need-based programming
that a Delhi based-NGO established media Viewership Forums. Through these forums audiences from both lower and middle
classes are taught media literacy, recognise their rights as media “consumers” and are beginning to demand better, socially-relevant
programming (refer case description Media Education and Literacy). In a country which has never really had exposure to, or
experience with, public service broadcasting, such as effort is critical.
A significant breakthrough was made in creating a public space for social communication in the mid- 1980s with the
establishment of the Doordarshan-affiliated Lok Seva Sanchar Parishad (LSSP). The LSSP-Doordarshan mandate was to promote
the production and airing of programmes and spots on social issues. Further, a Ford Foundation grant to Doordarshan promoted the
production of programmes and spots on issues such as the status of women, legal rights, education, environment. The close LSSPDoordarshan link ensured - for a while at least - that this worked. However now with the imbroglio over media deregulation, the
status of the LSSP is in limbo.

CONCLUSION
The study discussed the importance of development communication in communication process. But how much effective have
development communication been, is a question that arises in our mind. This is because, even after the omnipresence of media in
our society; there is a vast difference between the rich and the poor in most developing countries.
The main obstruction in the path to development is that the scope of information is not available to everybody and that the
development brought through development communication should be equally shared by all section of the society. Opening up of
different mass media is necessary so that common people have easy access to them. Availability of information will open up new
avenues of development.
In Indian context, mass-media expert functions in a manner as if development communication is a favour they are doing to
common people. Development communication sadly is not given its due importance to a large and developing country like India.
Politicians and bureaucrats still believe that different economical and infrastructural projects under taken by the government is
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enough to eradicate poverty. Development communicator of our country laid more stress on the projects undertaken by the
government rather than communicating these information to the mass.
India, despite the communication and information technology revolution, there does not appear to be a commensurate change
in the lives of millions of the poor. Indeed for the poor the promise of the new information age - knowledge for all- seems as a distant
star.
With the advent of electronic media it was thought that the print media will loose its importance, and ultimately perish. But, this
never happened. Print media with its features and advantages not only competed with electronic media but is still a favourite among
many, specially the educated class who are info-holic, prefer interpretation and love reading in their leisure hours. However, print
media has become highly commercialized, and social responsibility has taken a back seat. Today a key feature of print media,
unfortunately, is the glossy reporting. With the increasing cost of news -print and production, and the pressure of market
imperatives, news paper house has started and is following the trend of carrying ad-friendly fluff at the cost of more serious
developmental reports. There have been trends of leading dailies over the past few years to drop their special sections devoted to
development and health.
The government controlled media has been more or less toeing a centralized form of communication. AIR (All India Radio)
during its initial days formulated its community policies in Delhi and got it translated to various languages for broadcasting. However,
in this process it never looked into regional variations of the problems, and the necessity of customizing the messages was not felt.
Hence, spending so much transmission time on such issues and messages could never give positive result.
Community radio, an important weapon to development has not been enough importance and popularity. Community radio can
help in development of local area by upholding their problem or disseminating information locally. Steps have not been taken by the
government to popularize this form of radio to support and influence communities to set up these. Rules have not properly been
framed to regularise the contents of private channels. Plans should have been drawn in a manner to strictly promote development
through radio channels which have not been done.
The state controlled television, Doordarshan, which has a very wide coverage area too has its program designed in the same
fashion and hence suffer from the same affliction as that of radio. Here, programs are prepared without keeping the target audience
in mind. Development communicator fails to prepare development messages and programmes that can inform as well as entertain
its viewers. A good development communicator is one who can pass on development message without bringing in boredom. But
broadcasters in television have often failed in it. Projects like SITE and Kheda though initially successful could not be continued
throughout years later. Educational TV or Country Wide Classroom projects are more successful on pen and paper than practically.
It failed to meet its targeted TRP points. Programmes like Gyan Darshan, though educational and informative in its approach,
butlacks efficiency in its presentation. School and college goers who are most used to private satellite channels are rarely even
aware of these programmes.
Development communicators should try to popularize these programmes. This can be done by being more interesting and
attractive in its approach and bring variety in choice of subjects. Use of more colours, picture and info-graphic can make the
presentation styles more acceptable. In such a condition it is necessary for a developing country like India, to most urgently rethink
their communication policies and research priorities to address the information problems and knowledge gaps in social
development. Development communicatior should try in applying communication technology for economic and social changes.
Problems that lie in the path should be found out and highlighted. This should include both government policies and other different
policies that initiate faster social development to match and sustain the momentum of economic progress.
Given, the current media scenario, and the needs of the development sector, it is necessary for a development communicator
to develop a regulatory framework that shall under the umbrella of public service broadcasting shall include state owned media as
well as non-commercial broadcasting. This will encourage non-profit institutions such as community organizations, local bodies
and NGOs to participate in development communication. Media education and literacy to create demand for better, need based
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media stories and programmes are necessary. This is important to attract readers and viewers and to pass the development
messages among the common mass, for which the programmes are undertaken. Decentralisation and provision of training for
communities is necessary for local broadcasting like community radio. Putting communication resources in the hands of
community is a way to achieve success in developmental projects with the use of mass-media.\

RECOMMENDATIONS
Given the current media scenario, and the needs of the development sector, the following recommendations can be made:
● Develop a regulatory framework that defines public service broadcasting to include not only state-owned media but all noncommercial broadcasting. This would empower non-profit institutions such as universities, community organisations, local
bodies and NGOs to participate in development communication. This was suggested in a privately drafted, more holistic,
alternative to the current Broadcasting Bill, the Prasar Sewa Bill, which was drawn up by a group of communication and media
experts in 1995. This draft bill suggests that there should be three streams of broadcasting - public service broadcasting funded
by the state, market-driven satellite broadcasting including cable, terrestrial and satellite services, and community service
broadcasting by autonomous citizens groups, universities, trusts and NGOs to make more programmes reflecting local realities.
However, the draft bill has not been taken into consideration.
● Media education and literacy to create demand for better, need based media stories and programmes
● Decentralisation and provision of training for communities to enable local broadcasting and community media. Putting
communication resources in the hands of the community is a sine qua non for participatory communication.
● Sensitisation and training of media professionals from print, radio and television (the broadcast media are often excluded from
such efforts) in social development issues
● Strengthening linkages between media trends and communication investments of development organisations
In the absence of a concerted effort by media analysts, NGOs, donor agencies and the public to support need-based, socially
relevant media, the current waves of, and I borrow a phrase here, the “LPG mantra”* will drown the impulse for a media with a
conscience. The oft-cited cliché then, of the dichotomy between India and Bharat,** between the cyber-savvy Indian elite and the
monsoon-dependent farmer, will unfortunately ring true
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WOMEN IN MEDIATED VIRTUAL WORLD:
EXPLORING THE DYNAMISM OF SELF PRESENTATION
DR. BIDYARANI ASEM*
ABSTRACT

S

ocial communication is the key to human civilization. It is through social interaction that people construct their own
image to present their identity in the social environment. Owing to development in information, communication and
technology, the new form of interactive communication platform which finds huge popularity among the public in the
contemporary digital media age is the social networking sites (SNS). Social networking sites (SNS) such as Facebook, Twitter,
Myspace, LinkedIn, Instagram, etc. which allow active audience participation in the creation, distribution and consumption of
messages have become a global phenomenon and people are increasingly using these sites to reveal their self and present
their identity before the public. When it comes to its usage, women are no less than their male counterparts. The present paper
analyzes the case of women and their self presentational behavior exhibited through the social networking sites. Through a
wide array of literature surveys, the paper tries to explore how women construct their self image and present themselves before
the public in the virtual world. It is observed that female users of social networking sites focus on constructing identities that
emphasize their sexuality, light-heartedness and beauty.
Keywords: Social communication, digital media, social networking sites, self image, self presentation, virtual world.

INTRODUCTION
Human communication is a vital element for all the social processes in the society. It is through communication that human
relationships are formed, maintained and nurtured. It is in this regard that communication at the societal level is a necessary
attribute for human survival. As human beings are social creatures, on a day to day basis, people consciously and
unconsciously communicate through their primary and secondary groups. One of the basic modes of such social
*Assistant Professor Vivekananda School of Journalism & Mass Communication Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies,
Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University, Delhi
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communication is through interpersonal and group communication. People interact and discuss through a chain of
communication network relays and thus socialize with each other. Hence, social communication is an important aspect of
human society.
The advent of the new technology - internet has changed the way people communicate and socialize. In the contemporary
digital era, the social media platform has been playing an active role in enhancing the socializing tendencies of human kind. Social
networking sites (SNS) such as Facebook, Twitter, Myspace, LinkedIn, Instagram, etc. which allow active audience participation
in the creation, distribution and consumption of messages have become a popular medium for socialization among people
nowadays. Through such computer-mediated communication, a virtual community is formed by the social network of individuals
having a shared interest or mutual goals. SNSs are virtual communities where users can create individual public profiles, interact
with real-life friends, and meet other people based on shared interests (Kuss & Griffiths, 2011). Virtual communities, just like the
physical social communities provide information, support, friendship and acceptance between strangers (Wellman, 1999).
Rheingold (1993) defines a virtual community as “social aggregations that emerge from the [Internet] when enough people
carry on those public discussions long enough, with sufficient human feeling, to form webs of personal relationships in
cyberspace”. SNSs offer a certain degree of virtual interaction and communication among its online community members to
create a mediated virtual world. These mediated online virtual worlds (though not connected as an avatar in a 3-D computerbased world) connect their own community members irrespective of time and geographical dimensions. Many internet users
today have become very prone to such online virtual worlds created by the SNSs for a variety of purposes ranging from social,
professional to personal. People in virtual communities do everything people do in real life - “exchange pleasantries and argue,
engage in intellectual discourse, conduct commerce, exchange knowledge, share emotional support, make plans, brainstorm,
gossip, feud, fall in love, find friends and lose them, play games, flirt, create a little high art and a lot of idle talk” (Das, 2008).
When it comes to the users of the SNSs, women are no less than their male counterparts. Several studies have even found
that women tend to use SNSs more than men. Through social networking sites, women have created a place for connecting
themselves to community members for a variety of purposes. The present paper analyzes the case of women and their self
presentational behavior exhibited through the SNSs. Through a wide array of literature surveys, the paper tries to explore how
women construct their self image and present themselves before the public in the virtual world.

SELF PRESENTATION - A KEY TO SOCIALIZATION
One purpose of human communication is to become a part of the social world. People take part in the creation of a
collective social environment through varying ways of socialization. The urge to socialize is an important attribute of human
society from time immemorial (Pillai, et. al., 2011). Socialization, which is a complex phenomenon, is the accumulated product
of all our social experiences. Robert Merton (1957) defined socialization as the process by which people selectively acquire
the values and attitudes, the interests, skills and knowledge - in short, the culture - current in groups, to which they are, or
seek to become, a member. In the process of socialization, an individual learns how to interact with others and become a
member of the society.
One common aspect of key to socialization is through self presentation of oneself in the society. People construct their
own identity and present their self in the society in order to find a unique place for themselves in the society. Self presentational
tactics form an integral part of the social interaction process (Schlenker, 1975). This is the most initial stage for in the process
of socialization. According to Schlenker (1980), there are two motives that govern self-presentation. One is instrumental,
where we want to influence others and gain rewards and the second motive is expressive where we construct an image of
ourselves to claim personal identity, and present ourselves in a manner that is consistent with that image. This overall pertains
to an individual’s socializing tendencies.
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In view of the self presentational tactics exhibited by people, Cooley (1902) in his famous work Human Nature and Social
Order in 1902 gave the concept of looking-glass self which states “I am not what I think I am and I am not what you think I
am; I am what I think that you think I am.” This means that ‘identity’ or ‘self’ is the result of other peoples’ perception of
ourselves. Often, we try to look and evaluate ourselves on the basis of how other people perceive us in the society. How we
often project our social behavior and the way other people react on our personal information and behavior is the basis of our
assumptions of our ‘self’ through the SNSs. This is how people rate themselves through self presentation. Thus our self image
can be seen derived from our social context itself.
Self presentation, which is the basis of socialization, is a behavior that attempts to convey some information about oneself or
some image of oneself to other people (Baumeister & Hutton, 1987). According to Leary (1996) it is “the process by which people
convey to others that they are a certain kind of person or possess certain characteristics”. So, self presentation is a way of
managing the impression of oneself and people often practice such behavior in social networking platforms such as Facebook,
Twitter, MySpace, etc. Leary (1996) introduced several self-presentation tactics in everyday life such as self-descriptions, attitude
statements, nonverbal behaviors, social associations, conformity and compliance, aggression and risk-taking. These tactics were
involved in direct and subtle self-presentation, which aimed at conveying impressions of an individual to others.
Mead (1934) in his Mind, Self and Society entails that individual selves are the products of social interaction that arises
through the process of social experience and activity. The individual defines his or her own behavior with reference to the
generalized attitude of the social group(s) they occupy and this is how a personal identity in the full sense of the term is
attained. According to Mead (1962), the generalized other is the major instrument of social control for it is the mechanism by
which the community exercises control over the conduct of its individual members. With rising levels of socialization and
individuation, more and more people, and more and more aspects of the self come into play in the dialectic of self and
generalized other (Voelz, 2010, p. 131). Users of social media often tend to socialize virtually through varying forms of identity
construction and presentation.
In the The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life (1959), Erving Goffman pointed out that when an individual comes in
contact with other people in the social environment, that individual will attempt to form, control or guide his or her impression
before others by changing or fixing his or her setting, appearance and manner in carefully planned ways. Through self
descriptions, attitude statements, dress, body posture, etc., an individual stakes claim to particular personal and social
attributes and thereby delineates a particular public image, or “face” (Goffman, 1967). The self identity projected and presented
by the individual in the society serves as a basis of social interaction and entry to social life. In SNSs, users tend to present
themselves to their so-called friends and community members through personal photographs, likes, preferences, opinion, etc.
to convey their desired image in order to receive support from other users.
Self presentation is quite necessary for the smooth functioning of social interactions (Leary, 1996). It enables us to know
the socializing tactics and motives of people. “Self-presentations become more important when people want to achieve
something, such as improving or initiating relationships, doing well on a job interview or obtaining sympathy. It is important
for facilitating communication that we take care of how we look, smell and behave” (Zarghooni, 2007). The type of public
image presented on the social networking platform defines how a person wishes or expects to be treated in social relationships.
The person expects to receive favorable social evaluations from other people in his social environment on the basis of the
quality and quantity of the personal information displayed before the public.

WOMEN AND THEIR VIRTUAL SOCIALIZING TENDENCIES A LITERATURE SURVEY
When it comes to the users of the internet for social networking purposes, women users are heavy competitors of their
male counterparts. According to the latest Pew Internet Project’s Research (2013), female users of SNSs outnumber male
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users. It is found out that women in general are more likely to use SNSs than men (Tufekci, 2008). To be more precise, other
studies have also found out that women are more likely to use SNSs such as Facebook (Acquisti & Gross, 2008; Joinson,
2008) and MySpace (Lenhart, 2009; Salaway & Caruso, 2008; Caverlee & Webb, 2008). According to a research conducted
by Sysomos, a Toronto-based social media analytics company in 2009, female users of Twitter are slightly higher than male
users - fifty-three percent over forty-seven percent.
One of the primary aspects of women using SNSs in regard to virtual socializing trends is supported by the fact that
females use it mostly for maintaining existing relationships - finding their old friends and keeping in touch with the existing ones
(Mazman & Usluel, 2011). This is also supported by Tüfekçi’s (2008) study which shows that females are more likely to use
social networks to keep in touch with friends either living nearby or in other areas. Women’s behavior online is less
transactional and more relationship-driven (Hoffman, 2008). Accordingly, Hoffman predicts that women spend more time on
social networks building relationships, communicating with friends, and making new friends. Also the study depicts that
married women use social networks to share pictures and treat their network profiles as family home pages to share with
friends and relatives because they use social networks to be social.
When it comes to identity construction on SNSs, college women update their profiles (82%) and post pictures (46%) more
frequently than do their male counterparts (65% and 35%, respectively) (emarketer.com, 2008). Raacke and Bonds-Raacke’s
(2008) study depicts that women are more likely to change the appearance of their profile as a whole. One reason of women
changing their profile image more often is to emphasize friendship in the images they choose to display (Nazir, 2012). Strano
(2008) demonstrates that women tend to change their profile image more often because women are trying to represent a
multitude of social relationships and activities, instead of a more static individual identity. This study also found that women
are more likely to describe themselves as smiling in their profile image to say that their image makes them look attractive,
happy and fun-loving. In another study (Manago et al., 2008) on MySpace, women work harder on profiles to impress others,
especially in terms of physical beauty.
Siibak’s (2007) finding that women are more focused on displaying an idealized image of female beauty on dating sites
also suggests that women may change their profile image more often in an effort to better approximate a beauty ideal. Siibak
found that female users were more likely to display a profile photo of themselves smiling than men (65% versus 24%) and
more likely to choose a photograph at a close personal range, showing only the head and shoulders (28% versus 15%). In
addition, Siibak reports that women tend to display themselves in more seductive poses and wear clothing that emphasizes
their sexuality. Overall, it seems that female users of social networking sites focus on constructing identities that emphasize
light-heartedness and beauty.
Maintaining the cultural norms and ideologies of some societies, female users of Facebook, women do not use their real
photos in profile pictures (Nazir, 2012). It relates to the invisibility of women in public sphere and their desire to associate
themselves with their ideals as Cinderella, Fairy, Cats, etc. Looking at Facebook IDs through gender lens, the study revealed
that its women who, somehow, like to have IDs not on their own names but on varying nicknames and also that they acquire
names which symbolize some traits of them. For instance, women would often put the pictures of flowers, natural scenery,
dolls, cute babies, female celebrities, fashionable accessories as their profile pictures to denote their inclination and
preferences to certain ideas and things.
An investigation into the role of emotion in public MySpace comments found that women both give and receive stronger
positive emotion (Thelwall et al., 2010). Research shows that women use many emotions in presenting and expressing their
self keeping in view the fact that their role in the society is to maintain face and to keep the conversation going by the use of
emotions (Nazir, 2012). Tüfekçi’s (2008) study depicts that women post their preferences about movies, books, and religion
more often than men suggesting that women are more concerned in human interest activities in their socializing tactics. So,
this reveals how women present themselves with the feminist traditional views even in SNSs (Martinez & Wartman, 2009).
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In the presentation of self in the virtual platform, the age factor among women users also counts a lot. Women of younger
age are more prone to reveal themselves on the social platform than do older women (Barnes, 2006). According to the 2011
Pew Internet Project’s Research, social networking sites are most popular with young adult women under the age group of 1829 where fully 89% of those who are online use the sites overall and 69% do so on an average day. This takes into account
the fact that college going and young working professional women are the prime users of SNSs who seek more socialization
through online. This may again be corroborated with the fact that they mostly are unmarried and so they seek more online
friends and company.
In the process of virtual socialization among women, privacy concern is also one of the dominant tactics exhibited by
women users of SNSs. Research shows that females don’t disclose themselves to people they don’t really know because of
social pressure and traditional social roles associated with women (Bölükbas & Yildiz, 2005; Fallows, 2005). Similarly,
Mazman, Usluel & Çevik (2009) found that social influence on the decisions of females is higher than personal decisions.
Sheehan (1999) also found that women tend to be more concerned about online privacy than men and are very protective of
their online privacy. This suggests that females tend to hide their identities and personal information to keep their privacy in the
virtual world.
Self presentational behavior is any behavior intended to create, modify, or maintain an impression of ourselves in the minds
of others (Schlenker, 1980). The literature reviews suggest that women have created the SNSs as a platform for deliberately
managing their impression and favorably presenting themselves among their virtual friends so that they remain intact with
them. This is one way of exhibiting socialization traits in their virtual social environment.

VIRTUAL LIFE AS A PLATFORM FOR SELF DISCLOSURE
AMONG WOMEN - A DISCUSSION
Self disclosure has become the primary domain of virtual life. Self-disclosure has been defined as any message about the
self that an individual communicates to another (Cozby, 1973; Wheeless, 1978; Wheeless & Grotz, 1976). Women have
already come out of their traditional traits of concealing themselves from the world. The digital media has already started
creating a virtual life where women can easily create a social life without the limitations of space and time factor. A college
going girl, a working professional or a housewife can easily form a social virtual environment within their own domains through
the social media platform. Hence, mediated virtual world has become a highly behavioral phenomenon among women all
across the world.
In the process of virtual socialization, the amount of information disclosed in the internet public forum by women is
immense. Uploading personal photographs (mostly which emphasizes sexuality and feminine beauty at a close range)
frequently, posting emotional updates, expressing likes and preferences about certain things and ideas are popular
socializing tactics used by women in order to form favorable image about themselves in their virtual world. In the process
of free flow and unlimited information exchange, users of SNSs often fail to think that the personal information posted on
these sites is a clear form of publicity. In social networking sites, personal information provided on the profiles such as
date of birth, hometown, religion, marital status, mobile number, the type of profile image, frequency of changing profile
image, status updates, photos uploaded, views and comments, likes and preferences, etc. may reveal a lot of private
details about the user.
Issues of private affair becoming public have become a trend in Facebook and have also its bitter consequences.
Especially among teenage and young adult girls, negative consequences of excessive self disclosure leads to instances
such as molestation, rape, murder, etc. In one of the recent news report in Times of India (dated 13th February, 2012), a
15-year old girl posted on her Facebook page complaining about the chores she has to do at home saying that she should
be paid for it. Her father, in a bid to teach his disgruntled and disrespectful daughter a public lesson, made a video titled,
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Facebook Parenting: For The Troubled Teen which is exclusively dedicated to his daughter and uploaded it on her daughter’s
Facebook page. The video shows the angry father pointing his pistol on his daughter’s laptop lying on the ground and
shoots nine rounds into the laptop.
In one way or the other, the internet culture has made women self disclose about themselves consciously or
unconsciously. It has indeed become a platform to facilitate socialization in the contemporary era. “People in virtual
communities use words on screens to exchange pleasantries and argue, engage in intellectual discourse, conduct commerce,
exchange knowledge, share emotional support, make plans, brainstorm, gossip, feud, fall in love, find friends and lose them,
play games, flirt, create a little high art and a lot of idle talk. People in virtual communities do just about everything people do
in real life, but we leave our bodies behind. You can’t kiss anybody and nobody can punch you in the nose, but a lot can happen
within those boundaries. To the millions who have been drawn into it, the richness and vitality of computer- linked cultures is
attractive, even addictive” (Rheingold, 1993, p. 3).

CONCLUSION
The greatest fear about human being is to remain in isolation. In the contemporary globalized world where work and life
have become engulfed in the busy world with lesser scope of human interactions, the digital media have come up to the rescue
of human life. The digital social media platform has provided the scope for a mediated virtual life where people can form
communities and still socialize. Social networking have become a mediatized personal process of display of identity and
socializing. The current trend is that women who constitute larger user of the social networking sites have exhibited different
tactics of socializing through the virtual platform.
The extent of self presentation of women in the mediated virtual world ranges from maintaining relationships to expressing
varied personal emotions. Women preferably like to present themselves attractive and happy through their photographs and
status updates. Women also symbolize themselves with their favorite traits through their profile ID names and pictures
depicting their human interest tendencies. The general tendency of self presentation among female users of SNSs is that they
focus on constructing identities that emphasize their sexuality, light-heartedness and beauty. Overall, women present
themselves with the feminist traditional views even in the virtual life exhibited through SNSs.
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ABSTRACT
“What’s interesting about the shift from an industrial age to a technological age is that we keep inventing new media:
movies, records, radio, television, the Internet, and now e-books - and one of the things that is most interesting about the
invention of a new medium is watching it reinvent itself as it penetrates the culture.”
— David Gerrold

T

he family home is presently a key site for the reconciliation of media communications, broadcasting, computing and
video. Together, these advancements are influencing the household TV screen the focal point of a developing media
culture. There are numerous inquiries and concerns which emerge from these progressions. Satellite and digital TV,
smart phones, smart TV and interactive video and computer games are as of now part of the regular day to day existences of
kids and youngsters. After an uncertain period, the local PC showcase has taken off and, as of now attracting in the most
attention, the Internet is turning into a reality for youngsters - at school and, progressively, at home. New media has come to
play a prominent role. The perception of the public about media has changed from an information provider to an information
seeker too. Especially the younger audience is the most influenced and has access to the diversified and high quality media
content. This paper understands the perspectives of young people and their families and the impact of modernization on youth.
New media is beneficial for youth in the field of education but at the same time affecting negatively on study of youth. The aim
of this paper is to determine the tools of new media used by youth and the degree of dependability of users on new media. It
is also important to study the impact of new media on youth and how new media as a tool has helped in the development of
youth. This study revealed that the media has both positive as well as negative effects on today’s youth. The media has brought
* Research Scholar, University School of Mass Communication, Guru Gobind Indraprastha University, New Delhi
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the people all over the world very closer. We have to take the positive aspects and use it for good purpose. The media and
public should help to drive away the negative effects of the media. This research topic is immensely important for the society.
Our nation, India has been declared as the nation of the youth and the future of the nation is incomplete without means of
accessing information. So, we can say that New media is Sway on Minds of Youth.
Key Words: NEW MEDIA, YOUTH, MULTIMEDIA CULTURE, INTERACTIVE MEDIA

1. INTRODUCTION
Media is present omnipresent in one form or the other. The watching of TV programme, the listening of music, the
computer games, the internet sites visited by youth have a lot of impact on their lives. Additionally, the evolving technology
penetrating into the lives of the youth in no time proves to be a major factor contributing in the incline towards the media of
youth. With the advancement of technology and internet the time spend by youngsters is increasing fundamentally. The
impression of youth in a socially build network impacts them a lot as there is an expansive collection of connections of youth
with the new media. Numerous investigations and researches has been conducted to study the association of media with
youth, many grounded in inter disciplinary research mainly the behavioral, social and mental impact on youth. An earlier
investigation came up by the brain researcher investigated on youngsters.
1.1 NEW MEDIA
New Media is the catching term in the 21st century characterized by web and innovation of pictures and sound. The new
media is transforming and developing consistently and so is the meaning of its word. New media has a quality of on- request
access to content when and where required may it be a computerized gadget or a mobile phone. Another vital benefit of new
media is the “democratization” of the content in terms of distribution, creation, dispersion and utilization of media content. The
main difference between new media and conventional media is the digitization of the substance into bits. For example:
Wikipedia, an free online encyclopedia provides advanced content, pictures, videos with web links, whereas Facebook is a
social networking model in which people connect globally in no time.
1.1 a SOCIAL DIMENSION
The capability of new media reaching far and wide breaking the stagnant information pools is praise worthy. In fact the
new media is described as network of networks that replaces the traditional relationships in to the fresh ones. Now the
traditional media outlets also rely on new media sources for numerous things like information and data. One of the articles in
the French Newspaper Le Monde focused on the evolution of political blogs to assess the emerging trends and opinions across
Europe. At first instance new media encourages an average person to engage in political, cultural and economic action.
Secondly, the old style data agencies and outlets are considered to be secondary not primary source for many. Thus new
media has now become the new primary source.
The new media has enhanced the exchange of ideas and images thus widening the artistic and educational horizons. In
21st century the new media users has lot of opportunity to make connections and overcome the conventions and closed
opportunities.
1.2 YOUTH
“Youth” is the period of transition. According to United Nations persons between the age group of 15-24 years is
considered under Youth. But it is a fluid category than a fixed age group. Youth is said as person leaving compulsory education
to the age he/she finds his first employment.
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According to Baiserman and Magnuson (1996) Youth is a cultural symbol, a population group, an age category.
Swami Vivekananda in the first speech at the first parliament of the worlds religion in Chicago addressing the young
population said “Be not afraid of anything. You will do marvelous work, the moment you fear, you are nobody. Be a Hero and
always say ‘I Have No Fear’.
1.3 YOUTH AND NEW MEDIA
As the reach and penetration of internet is increasing day by day it is becoming more and more important to know how
this new medium is affecting specially the Digital Natives. The new media researchers are more balanced. Sonia Livingstone
a well know social science researcher reported from UK that kids are at “risk” from new media as they have confronted it in
their daily lives offline. But the main focus is that those risks will actually materialize into harms as they are exposed to harmful
content in this new digital space.
The new media influence can be seen in the emergence of video gaming either on internet or on home consoles.
Psychiatrists identified that these video games can be addictive and may lead to mental disorders. Sara Prot a researcher in
psychology and behavior from UK summarized research that 8% of youngsters exhibit the symptoms of potential disorders.
She further studied that playing video games can increase the aggressive behavior and thoughts in laboratory settings and how
much influence this can have on actual violence outside lab remain contentious. In a recent review by Akaira Sakamoto of
Ochanomizu University on effects of internet on aggressive behavior and pro social behavior in adolescence enlighten that there
is an inverse relationship between both of them the youngsters those who are less exposed to video games are more socially
active whereas those who are spending more time on games suppress their social life.
On the positive side, many researches has been done to study how much good can both medium the traditional and new
media can provide to educators and health sciences researchers. Kathryn Mills of University College London pointed out the
positives related to internet said that even Socrates doubted the learning by writing as it can reduce their need to develop
memory and reasoning skills.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 MEDIA AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF IDENTITY
Role of media and its identity in everyday lives of people in the present society holds utmost importance. Researchers
viewed that the period of Identity formation is mainly the childhood and adolescence age (Buchingham, 2008). Survey based
research has evidences showing that new media has a pivotal role in the youth lifestyle which plays important role in the
identity formation. The research further shows that 9 out of 10 teenagers aged between 12 to 17 years of age are fully wired
as compared to 66% of adults (Lenhart, Madden & Hitlin, 2005). Youngsters consume more and more media thus embrace
multitasking, but not by spending more time (Roberts, Foehr & Rideout, 2005).
The 21st century generation spends maximum time with media as compared to other activity, exceptionally sleeping. Thus,
children are in the Vanguard of revolution in terms of technology and culture (Heim, Brandtzeg, Kaare, Endestad & Torgersen,
2007).
2.2 YOUTH AND E COMMERCE
E-Commerce in India is growing at a faster rate and expects to show tremendous growth in the coming years. The
total revenue in the E-commerce industry increased 60 times in past 5 years between 2010 and 2015. The internet users
are under 10 million who buy online in India and 150 million users are ready for E-Commerce or 75 million households
are getting ready for this emerging trend. One of the biggest advantage of E-commerce among youth is the potential to
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help them earn a living in such a developing country like India. A strong base for E-Commerce will result in high margins
in businesses which in turn result in steady growth for investors. The computer mediated business process leads to
mechanization of job in turn results in raising output per worker and increasing employment opportunities. E-Commerce
encourages employment in business and various industries for producing software and related applications. Youth gets
motivated to become successful entrepreneurs in e-commerce industry especially those with specialization in engineering
and technology.
The data shows that 57% sales in the e-commerce sector is from small towns whereas rest from eight metros. According
to the data by IAMAI and IMRB International the market in India is 81,500 crore in 2014 comprising of 61% from trailing sector
sharing 41% of total revenue and 20% shared by apparels, footwear and personal items. Increasing number of smart phones
and internet services has resulted in giving India a place in top 20 developing countries stated by Global Retail Development
Index (GRDI). Social media also has rooted itself as E- Commerce. Social media sites like Facebook, Twitter, Google etc are
now part and parcel of everyone’s life.
2.3 YOUTH AND SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media the new form of media is evolving rapidly and penetrating into the lives of people. It not only helps in
socializing within peer and family but creating communities and encouraging people to be part of it. The way how youngsters
communicate and search information has changed drastically because of this new form of media i.e Social media.
Communication platforms like Facebook, Twitter, Myspace, YouTube, LinkedIn and many blog platforms are mushrooming.
With the help of applications on Smart phones related to photography and video, the media can be created, edited and shared
instantly. The new advancement in technology helps sharing and communicating things instantly as opposed to sharing
physically without technology. The long term effects of this technological boom is yet to be answered and for this the parents
of this new generation has to be alert for the positive and negative impact on them.
Five aspects of the utilization of online networking:
● Not numerous limitations on creatively conveying everything
● Easy approach to share data
● Informal support of other’s work
● General comprehension and regard of other individuals’ types of articulation
● an elective method for socializing
Constructive outcomes of Social Media on Youth:
There are numerous ways online networking can be utilized by youth. It isn’t only a road for socializing; children and young
people can interact, connect, and learn (Chau, 2010). Informal communication gives an elective method to get students keen
on learning with another and beforehand traditional medium (Rosen, 2011). It can likewise help with “homework and gathering
ventures” (Clark-Pearson, O’Keeffe, 2011).
Despite the fact that online networking isn’t only utilized for social collaboration, it is an essential part of young people’s
lives. Online networking gives a road to them to remain associated with peers they have met through school, sports groups,
church, and so on (Ito, 2008). Social networking can likewise enable modest young people to have a more non-threatening
approach to connect with peers since they aren’t communicating eye to eye (Rosen, 2011).
It additionally gives a chance to youngsters to associate with other people who share a similar intrigue (Ito, 2008). Online
networking destinations can give a place to young people to share their interests in craftsmanship, music, recreations and web
journals with others (Clark-Pearson, O’Keeffe, 2011).
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The teen years can be a testing time, and informal organizations can be places for adolescents to swing to for help and
support while experiencing testing encounters (Nielsen, 2009). Young people who utilize Facebook have been appeared to
show more “virtual sympathy” (Rosen, 2011). Social networking can be a positive and to some degree simpler route for
teenagers to become more acquainted with and end up accepting others from “diverse background” (Clark-Pearson, O’Keeffe,
2011). And additionally giving social help, online networking destinations can likewise give medical help. Youths can without
much of a stretch and namelessly look for medicinal counsel (Clark-Pearson, O’Keeffe, 2011).
Children and young people are fit for affecting their groups and even the world in stunning ways. Online networking gives
them an assortment of approaches to rolling out positive improvement. A few examples are actualizing fundraising campaigns
and getting engaged with “political occasions” (Clark-Pearson, O’Keeffe, 2011).
Negative Effects of Social Media on Youth:
In spite of the fact that there are numerous positive effects of online networking, the negative impacts on children and
young people are additionally various. Online networking can influence the emotional wellness of youngsters. The level of
impact, as per research, appears to go up as adolescents’ utilization goes up. Their level of happiness can diminish, and their
probability of getting into inconvenience or being discouraged can build (Rideout, 2010). Additionally, adolescents who utilize
Facebook have a tendency to be more narcissistic, reserved, and aggressive (Rosen, 2011)
Numerous types of cyber bulling is additionally an issue and can prompt the casualties encountering misery and
nervousness. Cyber bulling has likewise been the reason for some suicides in youngsters (Kowalski, 2009).
It is sufficiently awful that there are young people who are victims of negative remarks by peers, however numerous are
victimized by outsiders also. Numerous youthful online clients are lured by online sexual stalkers (Ybarra, 2007).
On account of youths and their parents being worried about the above mentioned dangers, more youngsters think about
privacy issues (Young, 2009). One issue concerning security issues is that numerous young people are uninformed of the
protection strategies on the web-based social networking sites they utilize (Cox, 2007).
Much number of youths are impacted by the powerful advertising they see via web-based networking sites, and it strongly
impacts their purchasing habits. A large number of them don’t know that they are individually focused in light of the fact that
the sites monitor their habits and socioeconomics. These youngsters and their parents should know about how they are
focused on so that smarter decisions can be made around their ways of spending money (Clark-Pearson, O’Keeffe, 2011).
Likewise with pretty much everything, social media ought to be utilized as a part of balance. Studies have demonstrated
that teenagers and even college students who are on Facebook in excess have bring down grades (Rosen, 2011).
2.4 YOUTH AND DIGITAL REVOLUTION
The 2017 World Population Data sheet was published, with focus on Youth. The World Population in 2017 is of 7.5 billion,
(in 2050 we will be 9.8 billion) with 107 births for every 1,000 women aged 15-19 in least developed countries, 16 for each
1,000 in more developed. World Youth (aged 15-24 years of age) in 2017 is of 1.2 billion.
Projections demonstrate that the most populous nations, in 2050, will be India (with 1,676 million people), China (with
1,343 million) and Nigeria (with 411 million people). The highest fertility rates, in 2017, are in Africa, in the nations of Niger,
followed by Chad, Somalia, Democratic Republic of Congo, Angola and Mali.
With the growing population, more occupations, skills, training and opportunities will be needed to match the demand,
subsequently adding to the economic development of the nations. Seeing a huge potential of youngsters, their eagerness to
learn, to contemplate and to get associated by means of Whatsapp, Instagram, Twitter and Facebook are Hubs for social
exchange, multicultural understanding, shared regard and opening attitudes and doors for opportunities.
In an interest report, The Economist addresses the future of work and the need to adjust to the new wave of digital
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revolution, the rise of more tech employments and Artificial Intelligence. All industries The Economist proceeds from the music
one to the hospitality, passing via cars and infrastructure, are forming their businesses in a more virtual manner, having the
capacity to associate with people, places and to get jobs done in a lesser time, not so much resources but rather more
effectively.
Few examples identified with Digital Revolution are:
UNESCO supports Open Educational Resources, demonstrating any sort of instructive materials that are in public domain
or presented with an open permit. The idea of these materials implies that anybody can legally and openly duplicate, utilize,
adjust and re-share them. Open Educational Resources (or OERs) range from textbooks to cirrcula, syllabi, classroom notes,
assignments, tests, projects, sound, video and animation. By sharing information, free access to data enables individuals to
educate themselves, contributing to the improvement of training over the globe, and particularly vital for developing nations,
As free information is fundamental human right, OERs make it workable for individuals of any age and backgrounds to learn
more about their general surroundings and access the tool they have to enhance their lives and livelihood. UNESCO’s work has
centered around sensitizing ministries of education, teacher training and other educational establishments on the advantages
of OER through strategy and support dialogs with contribution of key associations.
As the education and jobs are digitized so the need of strong internet and mobile connections are needed for ensuring good
delivery services and results. The International Financial Corporation runs a program called Mobile @Frontier and Broadband
Development where they support organizations and mobile activities to extend their networks and upgrade administrations to
reach every single geographic zone and populace gatherings, particularly in challenging working conditions, for example,
frontier and post-conflict areas.
Education and Jobs are what drive the economic, social and political mainstays of a society. Voices from civil society, and
also private and public sectors, NGOs and global associations are bringing issues to light of the key significance of open and
free information and flow of thoughts, news and pictures for all, to better the shape of future of today and tomorrow, adjusting
to the new wave worldwide working, faster associated, better employments, better life conditions, new plans to fabricate an
all the more understanding, caring, peaceful and multicultural world, where the Joy of Learning new things regular is
unstoppable.

3. ANALYSIS
3.1 DIGITAL MARKETING
Digital marketing is developing at a fast pace in India as well as throughout the world. While all other industry are struggling
with a growth rate of 5-10 %, Digital Marketing is booming high with a growth rate 30% last year and estimated growth for
year 2017 is 50% and growth rate will not be stagnant in the following years.
The increase in internet users day by day as a result the e commerce industry is also booming. The companies have
already started focusing on digital marketing instead of traditional marketing. Customer engagement over the social networks
and the penetration of internet gives evidence that digital marketing is a must for any business to flourish.
The survey shows that 34% companies have already engaged in Digital Marketing strategy in 2016. 72% of marketers
believe that traditional marketing model is no longer so effective and sufficient moreover Digital Marketing will help the
company to increase revenue by 30% by 2018.
Government Digital Literacy scheme and numerous others factors results in rise of internet users in India. Online Shopping
is also growing at a quick pace especially in metros and mid town levels. The employment demand in Online Marketing is also
increasing thus opening opportunities for young people providing high career growth.
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As we can see from the chart, the size of digital advertising market in India was Rs. 1,140 Crore in 2011 and it has able
to achieve a considerable growth and was pegged at Rs. 3,575 Crore in 2015

While the total media spending in 2013 was USD 5.56 Billion it is expected to rise to USD 8 Billion in 2019 whereas digital
advertisement spending rose from USD 0.57 Billion it is expected to reach USD 2.17 Billion. The mobile internet ad spending
from a measly USD 0.30 Billion is expected to rise to USD 1.23 Billion by 2019
3.2 E-COMMERCE
India’s e-commerce industry shows an upward development direction and projected to exceed US and will be
considered as second largest e-commerce industry in the world by
2034 after China. Indian E-commerce industry is relied to grow at a
Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 30% to achieve US$ 56
billion by 2023. The Indian internet users are expected to increase at
a CAGR of 15.6%, which means 700 million by 2020 as compared to
450 million in June 2017.
The rising penetration of internet among youth and better economic
performance is the main key. The Government of India’s approaches
and administrative system further propel growth in the sectors.
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The above picture pegs e-commerce market size at roughly USD 2.5 Billion and is expected to rise to USD 56 Billion
by 2023

The Mobile Phone users in India has grown and touched Billion figures. The recent report by TRAI indicates that the mobile
phone users in India recorded at 6.71% year over year growth. In 2016-17 saw the incline towards 4G services. The internet
users in the country on 31st March 2017 stood at 422.19 million as compared to 342.65 million on 31st March 2016.
5.3 YOUTH IS SOCIAL

The above bar graph clearly states that age group between 20-29, the youth is clearly present on social media at a
staggering 68 million subscribers up to the day’s most important.
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6. CONCLUSION
Social Media greatly impacts the society. Findings reveal that youngsters use these social media sites takes it on to the
entire distinctive level and go to different limits with it. The Youth is coming up with these innovations and think association
with this media is a primary tool for communication. Every new generation is growing up with this new technology at their
fingers. Media is a powerful instrument and can be used for children’s education, learning, curiosity, creativity and
communication. But children are losing their creativity in the light of the fact that everything they think is right before them. The
teenagers these days cannot avoid their electronic gadgets for long periods as they are moving towards slaves and attached
to online networking. The research briefs that this technology is taken by grated by numerous people and can result in
unneeded problems in their lives. Dependence on these advancements is regular all through society and makes wider range of
issues to emerge. The users on these sites are more inclined towards anxiety, loneliness and depression just from being
depended on social networking and absence of human contact.
However, on the other side use of media shows improvement in knowledge, increased retaining power, spatial awareness
and enhancement of problem solving skills. The online applications related to academics used by students and youngsters
show better performance in examinations but balancing the real and virtual world is very important. The new media is
contributing to the better analytical growth and the youth is more confident towards the challenges. The control over anxiety
and better focus towards aims are also seen among youth.
Nonetheless, Parents are the best guide for their children’s media choices by teaching themselves about the structure the
modern media take by observing media youth consumption and reviewing media before discharging to them. The careful use
of media blocking advancements can block the media to view inappropriate content. A need to deepen our understanding both
conceptual and empirical is how changes can take place for a better world.
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SHEWETA GAUR*
ABSTRACT

T

his research paper’s main focus is on the role of media in women empowerment. It is an attempt to analyze the status
of women by analyzing various indicators like social, economic and decision making power. After independence,
Government of India took several initiatives, programmes and policies, apart from constitutional and legal safeguards for
the empowerment of women in the country. Governments, educational institutions, non-governmental organizations are
responsible for the prevention of all forms of discrimination against women. Besides all of them, the responsibility of the mass
media is also big in this issue, because effect of the media is very large in the dissemination and interpretation of a lot of
information, knowledge, innovation and the news. Today, the media constitute a big part of our lives. Almost everyone benefits
from the mass media. Actually, it’s a really big power to announce our thoughts and our goals about empowering women. This
paper is mostly based on secondary data and observations. An extensive literature review is done on women empowerment.
At the end of the paper, major suggestions have been given for media to boost women empowerment in India.
Keywords: Women, Women Empowerment, Media, Gender, Society, Television

INTRODUCTION
Media is known as the fourth pillar of a democratic country. Media has the power to pressurize and criticize on drawbacks
of democracy. It is active in bringing unity among the masses and is backbone of the nation. We can say media is a mirror of
society and it is considered to be the most important tool of society in the modern times as it has power to reach to the large
audience by mass communication and create an impact wherever it can reach, which has now become far and wide. Media
reports are reflection of what all is happenings in the society and it influences the social cultural of the people. Media has
immense power to influence the masses and communication, IT revolution has further increased its importance. The role of
*Research Scholar, Faculty of Media and Mass Communication, Pacific Academy of Higher Education and Research University, Udaipur
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media has become very important in shaping present day’s society. Nowadays media is the part of the life as we watch shows
on television, music on the radio, the books, magazines and newspapers. Media educate the people to preserve the cultural
traditions and values of the past and to create new values and new goals so that the process of social change is smooth and
orderly. It educates people about the current issues and influences the public’s opinion. The common people rely on media to
know what all is happening in the society.
The media at large has been instrumental though not to the degree desired in supporting the movement for women
emancipation by focusing on the neglect and marginalization of the position of the women in society. Yes, communication is
extremely important for women’s development and mass media plays a significant role. It is to be distinguished that growth
of women’s education and their entry into this business through employment has contributed to the growth of media. If media
can be powerful agent of change, it can be an equally powerful agent of oppression. It is without a doubt a dominant medium
for advocacy of gender equality and the status of women. Yet the media can also reinforce stereotyped images of women and
their roles in society.
It is undoubtedly true that empowerment of women can be made possible by education through mass media. Education
is the most important tool for women empowerment. No society can socially, economically, politically and culturally progress
without the active participation of women as stated by the philosopher and emancipator of Indian women, Swami Vivekananda.
“There is no change for the welfare of the world unless the condition of women is improved. It is not possible for bird to fly on
wing.” He has rightly emphasized. “If you do not raise the women who are a living embodiment of the divine mother, do not
think that you have any other way to rise.” Here the media played a big and important role for educating the women and
empowered women by creating awareness among the people. Media has reached more audience with the help of cinema,
newspaper, radio, TV and Internet. Nowadays all these resources are mandatory for spreading awareness. The use of new
technologies is to increase the women’s self-expression and decision making ability through the media is a way of empowering
women. The powerful role of media helps in women empowerment and decreasing the gender discrimination.
Objectives of the study
● To identify the concept of women empowerment.
● To examine the impact of media on women empowerment.
● To evaluate the powerful and positive role that the media can play in the empowerment of women.
● To give recommendations and suggestions to boost women empowerment in India.
Research Methodology
This paper is a descriptive study in nature. The secondary data and information have been analyzed for preparing the paper
extensively. The secondary information have been collected from different scholars and researchers, published books, articles
published in different journals, periodicals, conference paper, working paper, blogs and websites.

CONCEPT OF WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
Women empowerment is a mixture of two words ‘women’ and ‘empowerment’ The very word - ‘woman’ (old English
wifmann) etymologically meaning a wife (or the wife division of the human race, the female of the species Homeo) sums up,”
says the “Encyclopedia Britanica,” “a long history of dependence and subordination.” and Empowerment is defined as ‘action
of empowering, the state of being empowered’ by The Oxford English Dictionary. The term empowerment itself encloses the
word ‘power’. The word -empower means ‘to give power to’ or ‘to enable’. The idea of ‘power’ is at the root of the term
‘empowerment’. Power can be understood as operating in a number of different ways:
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Power Over: This power involves an either/or relationship of domination/ subordination. Ultimately it is based on socially
sanctioned threats of violence and intimidation, it requires constant vigilance to maintain, and it invites active and passive
resistance;
Power To: This power relates to having decision-making authority, power to solve problems and can be creative and
enabling;
Power with: This power involves people organizing with a common purpose or common understanding to achieve
collective goals;
Power within: This power refers to self confidence, self awareness and assertiveness. It relates to how can individuals
can recognize through analyzing their experience how power operates in their lives, and gain the confidence to act to influence
and change this. (William et al, 1994)
Empowerment particularly includes control over resources and ideology.
According to Sen and Batliwala (2000) it leads to a growing intrinsic capability greater self confidence, and an inner
transformation of one’s consciousness that enables one to overcome external barrier. This view mainly emphasizes on two
important aspects. Firstly, it is a power to achieve desired goals but not a power over others. Secondly, idea of empowerment
is more applicable to those who are powerless- whether they are male or female, or group of individuals, class or caste.
Kabeer Naliagive definition on women empowerment that “Empowerment can be defined as a process by which those
who have been denied the ability to make choices- i.e. those who have lost power to make choices- acquire such an ability
particularly in the areas of strategic life choices- e.g. livelihood, whether and whom to marry, whether to have children.”
Srilatha Batliwala define women’s empowerment as thus the process, and the outcome of the process, by which women
gain greater control over material and intellectual resources, and challenge the ideology of patriarchy and the gender-based
discrimination against women in all the institutions and structures of the society’.
Sinha (2004) refers to the empowerment of women as a process by which women acquire due recognition on par with
men to participate in the development process of the society with human dignity. Empowerment of women will enable a greater
degree of self confidence, a sense of independence and capabilities to resist a discrimination imposed by the male dominated
society.
According to Cambridge English Dictionary ‘empowerment’ means ‘to authorize’. In the context of the people, they have
to be authorized to have control over their own lives. When applied in the context of development of the particular segment of
population, the women have to be ‘empowered’ to have control over their own lives to better their socio- economic and political
conditions.
Thus, women empowerment can be interpreted as totality of empowerment including political, social, cultural, and other
dimension of human life as also the physical, moral and intellectual. Empowerment of women unlocks the door for
modernization of any society. Women especially in rural areas possess the least proportion of these resources and are
therefore dependent. Thus, the question remains about who will empower them and how to empower them? Ideally speaking
no one empowers any one and the best way is ‘self empowerment ‘. However, this segment of population is handicapped both
structurally and culturally to empower themselves without any outside help and affirmative action by the state and others. This
is not the condition of only the rural areas, uneducated women even most of educated women also depend on male members
to get permission to use their authorities even in domestic matters.

INDICATORS OF WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
Eleven indicators of women empowerment are: (i) mobility (ii) decision making power (iii) autonomy (iv) economic security
(v) freedom from domination by the family (vi) political and legal awareness (vii) participation in public expenditure or income (viii)
self image(ix) reproductive right (x) exposure to information (xi) participation in development programme (Biswas: 1999).
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NEED OF WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
During evolution, when human beings dwelled in caves, men went out for hunting and women guarded the house to take
care of the basic needs of the family from preparing food for nurturing and nursing the off springs. Thus, down the centuries
women have been stereotyped in this very role and have paid a heavy price for it.
Right from their childhood, women are taught to be submissive and to confine their ambitions to an extent that her
very existence hinges on the clemency of men. As Manu said that “a woman in childhood is responsibility of the father,
in adulthood has to be dependent on her husband and in old age she should depend on her sons. Thus woman’s world is
confined to these men, with no scope of her own development and subsequently loses the power to make choices
of her own.”
There is continued inequality and vulnerability of women in all sectors economic, social, political, education, health
care, nutrition and legal. As women are oppressed in all spheres of life, they need to be empowered in all walks of life. In
a modern society, there is an urgent need to empower the women folk in order to let her overcome the inferior status and
lifelong discrimination met out to her over the ages. ‘Empowerment is the initial phase of women’s liberation, freedom, and
equity as well as long range goal of women’s political participation. It is the first step in a long journey towards the
formulation and realization of human rights and responsibilities that transcend gender role stereotypes and the
objectification of women and men.
Today the women come out from their house for a job but still they don’t know about their rights and they are not the
decision makers. Apart of empowering they are working in dual shifts, first for job and second at her home for household work.
If working women are thinking that they are empowered, it’s not true because still the women don’t have either the right or the
power to spend the money. Women have to take permission from a male member for spending her salary or taking any small
decision. That’s why women should be given all the opportunities to use their potential and unshackle themselves from social,
economical, emotional and psychological bondages.
Empowerment is a process aimed at changing the nature and direction of systematic forces, which marginalize
women and other disadvantaged sections in a given context. A large segment of Indian womanhood still suffers
deprivation and discriminatory attitudes. It is necessary to mobilize the vast women power, if the country has to progress
in all walks of life. Empowerment of women is a long and difficult process which is to be promoted with full public support
and this could be successful only when those women living at the lower strata who have been suppressed by the male
dominated society taking undue advantage of their lack of education and poverty can rise up to claim their rightful place
in their own society.

MEDIA AND WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
Today the empowerment of women has become one of the most important concerns of 21st century. But practically
women empowerment is still an illusion of reality. We observe in our day to day life how women become victimized by various
social evils like domestic violence, dowry system, sexual harassment, no education for women, female infanticide, prostitution
etc. Women are facing problems in every sphere of life whether it is employment, access to health care or property rights. The
attention required is still not being paid to the issues that concern this section of population. The media plays a very
constructive role in today’s society. Media is the most powerful tool of communication in emerging world and increased the
awareness and presents the real stage of society. In this decade of knowledge and awareness there is a huge and grand role
of media , it is all around us when we watch television , listening to radio, read books, magazines and newspaper, everywhere
we want to collect some knowledge and information and a part of this media has to present a very responsible role for our
society. If media can be a powerful agent of change, it can be an equally powerful agent of oppression. It is without a doubt a
dominant medium for advocacy of gender equality and the status of women.
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When we talk about media we cover all the part of mass media. According to the data of Zenith Optimedia in 2012 and
2015 (fig- 1), television viewership is more than the other medium of communication so the role and responsibility of TV is
more towards the social issues and in research we find out the women spend more time on TV as compare than other medium.

Figure-1
Communication media is the most popular means of women empowerment. Over the years the message of women
empowerment has passed through media. There are positive and negative trends visible in the media concerning
empowerment of women. A judicious mind is required to understand the message in the media properly. Recent Hindi films
claiming to portray the aspirations of the urban Indian women have ended up endorsing titillation, sexual abuse and patriarchal
stereotypes. In real life, women have displayed confidence and success in being single, unmarried and even single mother
while reel women still experience fulfillment only when they get a man and helplessly abused by the man (The Statesman, 26
October, 2003).
While the visual media is still endorsing the traditional image of women, the print media is showing some empowering
trend. The survey of newspapers conducted by Ammu Jospeh and Kalpana Sharma (1994) over almost a decade has indicated
a noticeable decline in clearly sexiest writing. Simultaneously there has been a marked increase in coverage and analysis of
variety of women’s issues, a generally liberal and reforms minded approach, has benefited the coverage of women’s issues
in the print media. Women are treated as a weaker sex in the society and realizing the importance of the women in the society
to improve the status of the women the government had to formulate many schemes and polices such as Stree Shakti ,
Myrada, SGSY , etc for encouraging women for their development. All these policies and schemes are published in the
newspapers & magazines so that women must gain awareness on the same. As well as published news related to health,
hygiene and nutrition for women, women laws and rights so that the women educate themselves by the articles and news
published in the newspaper. As compared to motivational news the rape, violence news ratio is more in the newspapers.
Today radio, print, TV and films are not only the source of information even boom in new media the internet is also playing
very important role in sharing ideas, knowledge, information. Internet is used as public diaries, many websites and platforms
are directly related to women. A blog is a medium, where women and anyone can share ideas and can discuss on public issues
related to women and development. Social Media is a tool of women empowerment. Social media uses and users are
increasing day by day. With social media people are connected to each other. Face Book, Twitter and Blogging are driving a
stronger wave of awareness about the women empowerment. With the help of social media, we can run a campaign related
to women crimes and issues. Social media could allow the women to increase their self expression and this lead social change.
There are some news published newspapers and websites related to women issues.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1. In the era of globalization and with revolution in means of communication and information technology, the media’s role has
become more crucial for women empowerment in India. The Indian media now must focus on women issues in a decisive
way as their role is detrimental for women empowerment in India.
2. It is essential that media should devote a good percentage of their programmes to create awareness among women and
the society at large, give information about women’s rights and machineries for their all round development .
3. They should set goals for their future and strive to achieve them with courage and conviction. More developmental news
should be aired through the medium of radio and TV.
4. On special days like Women’s Day and Mother’s Day, the media should give more focus on women oriented news. Apart
from it, the ratio of news related to women empowerment is less so media has to be unbiased with the days and promote
more news for women development.

CONCLUSION
Mahatma Gandhi very aptly said “if you educate a man you educate an individual, but if you educate a woman you educate
an entire family”. So education is also one of the prime needs of women towards their development and empowerment in the
society.
Today TV is an effective medium for knowledge and information but in rural areas most of the women use it for
entertainment. Review of reasons of women’s low status and less empowerment in society explains that in most parts of the
world, customs, mindset of society, lack of religious knowledge, discriminatory legislation (Awan, 2012) and gender
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discrimination (Alam, 2010) are main reasons for less empowerment of women. This results in women’s low status in society.
To deal the situation, women need to be confident that they are equal to men. Lower class women or specific caste women
are still not aware of their rights due to lack of information and education. Still women are abused and dominated by the male
member(s) of the family.
Today the media is focused on their high viewership and readership. Even the media use violence and rape cases for
increasing the readership. We can say that media is on the way of yellow journalism apart of mission. Researchers have found
out that the media doesn’t play its satisfactory role for development and growth of the women. Only 4% women empowerment
news and views published in newspapers which is very less in amount. And the main focus of this news is on celebrities models, fashion, Bollywood and Hollywood actors for commercial gains. Women sports news stands second thereby ignoring
the achievements of outstanding sportswomen representing the state or country at various national and international levels.
Social issues like violence published more than women education, women and girl child health. We can say that today social
media is a very effective medium for conveying the information and raising the voice of women in different cases like “Delhi
gang rape, Vasant Kunj”, “Me too campaign”.
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Book Review
OP Sharma

SARDAR PATEL: UNIFIER OF MODERN INDIA

T

he East India Company commenced territorial acquisitions in India with the
Battle of Plassey in 1757. Queen Victoria assumed direct control of the subcontinent in 1858, after the Indian Mutiny. Emaciated by World War II, the
British were forced to leave the country in 1947, in the wake of the Independence
movement and the fear instilled in them by the Indian National Army of Netaji
Subhash Chandra Bose. Besides, strong resentment against the British was
brewing among the armed forces. However, independence was not without the bitter
after-effects of the 'Divide and Rule' policy of the British regime. They left the
country communally divided as Hindustan and Pakistan, and further Balkanisation
of the country by forming 'Princestan' with an assortment of 554 Princely states.
These States were scattered all over. Spanning the subcontinent, they comprised
two-fifth of the area, and a quarter of the population.
Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel as Home Minister in the Interim government of Nehru,
headed the States Department, successor of Britain's Political Department. He had
Author: RNP Singh
the Herculean task in his hands of salvaging the nation from the post-Partition
Ppulisher: Vitasta
Price. `795.00
mess. This book presents a gripping account of Sardar's endeavor to unite the
fragmented post-partition India against heavy odds. After the lapse of Paramountcy,
neither the Princes, nor India or Pakistan, could claim it. The princely states were sovereign territories. The princes could
individually or collectively, decide if they wanted to stay independent or join either India or Pakistan. The time was beset
with great uncertainty.
The Standing Committee of the Chamber of Princes had several meetings. They even sought advice of the British
Political Department on some issues. At their Bombay Conference on 29 January 1947, the Princes resolved that the
*The writer is senior journalist and political commentator.
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Constitution of each state, its territorial integrity and the succession of its reigning dynasty, shall not be interfered with by
the Indian Union, nor should the existing boundaries of a state be altered except by its free consent. Bhopal as Chancellor
of Princes Chamber who wielded enormous influence, was playing in the hands of Pakistan. Bhopal had started organising
the Princes into Blocks, assisted by the British Secretary of States. Liaquat Ali, Muslim League, declared that the Princes
were free to negotiate with India or Pakistan.
Patel, in an address to the Princes on 1 March 1947, administered a grim warning to them that the Freedom that was
coming may leave nothing for the Princes. On another occasion, Patel warned that "the state was no property of a single
individual. Paramountcy has lapsed… certainly not by the efforts of the Princes, but by those of the people." This had a
salutary effect on princes, barring some pro-Pakistan elements. The Chamber of Princes was playing Jinnah's role. Jinnah
tried to manipulate states like Bhopal, Jodhpur and Junagarh in favour of Pakistan. A formidable challenge confronted the
Sardar. His gracious but firm attitude towards Princes had a salutary effect. The Sardar tackled the political jigsaw adroitly
by building confidence among the princes. Results followed in quick sequence. Out of 554 states, 216 integrated into
provinces, 310 consolidated into six Unions, and five put under the Center as Chief Commissioners Provinces. All 554
states were reduced to 14 Unions and States. State forces were incorporated into the Indian Army. Patel described the
rulers as co-architects.
The Sardar faced some issues from vacillating Nehru, and the personal agenda of Mountbatten in respect to some
pro-Pak states wanting to join Pakistan. He spurned all pressures. The Kashmir issue lingered on, as it was not under the
States Department, headed by Patel. Nehru had taken it away under his direct charge to the great annoyance of Patel.
Nehru messed it up by referring it to the UNO under the advice of Mountbatten. Even Gandhi was opposed to the move,
as it was bound to get 'Monkey Justice'. Nehru was to regret it later. Nehru had to regret several other omissions for not
heeding the warnings of visionary Patel on China and Tibet. The book contains the letter Patel wrote to Nehru a month
before his death, forewarning him about Chinese perfidy. Patel ignored the advice of Mountbatten in case of Junagarh and
Hyderabad, England's "faithful ally", even though Nehru wavered for fear of "other consequences". Nehru preferred soft
options.
The account contains fascinating details of region-wise progressive integration of states. The United States of
Kathiawad comprising 222 states divided into 860 divisions, was formed on February 15, 1948. Junagarh announced that
it had acceded to Pakistan. Its Dewan was Shahnawaz Bhutto, father of PM Bhutto who was to trouble India later. Indian
troops moved in the afternoon of 8 November 1947. State's soldiers were disarmed. Bhutto left the previous evening.
Liaquat Ali didn't accept the accession of Junagarh. Mountbatten was for recognizing it as Territory of Pakistan and take
the case to the UNO. Mountbatten was kept in dark about the movement of the troops. Plebiscite was held on 20 February
1948 as promised by Patel that went overwhelmingly in favour of India. Jamnagar, entertaining pro-Pakistan views was
also suitably handled.
Jinnah had designs in Rajasthan through Jodhpur and Jaisalmer. When Alwar threatened to stay away, Patel placed
the Raja and PM Khare under house arrest against Mountbatten's advice. He killed any design Bharatpur and Alwar were
hatching among Jats. Jinnah had given a signed blank sheet to Jodhpur to write his terms. There was a plan to have a
trade agent in Pakistan. Jodhpur was advised by the ADC to consult his mother, to squelch his move. Mountbatten viewed
these as foreign territories where India had no right to act. Jinnah said that on lapse of paramountcy, the states were free
to join Pakistan or India's Constituent Assemblies. Conduct of Udaipur was admirable. Bikaner and Patiala also assured
Patel of their help.
On August 27, 1947 Nizam declared Hyderabad as Independent sovereign state, and set up a public Relations Office
in Karachi. Patel plainly told Mountbatten that Nizam had no option but to accede to the dominion of India. Nehru advised
to leave the matter to Mountbatten. Patel agreed reluctantly but kept the reigns in his hands. Unlike Kashmir, Hyderabad
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was under States Department. Patel, due to his illness made VP Menon, his confidant, a co-negotiator with Hyderabad.
Nizam banked on Nehru. Mountbatten regretted that he could not do anything for 'Britain's faithful ally'. He left India on 21
June 1948. Razakars were playing havoc with people's lives. Patel went ahead with operation Polo under Major General
Chaudhury, to liberate Hyderabad despite Nehru's compunction.
The book contains chronological as well as geographical details of shaping of the new political map of India the valiant
Sardar the chief architect the new nation. The reluctant and even the aggressive Princes came to negotiate for their Privy
Purses than negotiating for their thrones. These were guaranteed under the Constitution, later abrogated by Indira Gandhi
as part of her populist programme. The account has fascinating details of regional groupings of the princely states like
the merger of 41 states of Orissa and Chhattisgarh, as Eastern Union States, formation of Greater Rajasthan and several
such groupings.
The book, written with diligent research, deserves to be widely read. It restores the position of Sardar Patel as the
chief architect of the postcolonial India. There had been a silent conspiracy to undermine his role in building the Indian
nation. Only Gandhi and Nehru were projected as saviours of the Indian nation. Patel was consciously ignored in life and
death, by the powers that mattered. This book puts the achievement of the lohpurush (iron man) in the right perspective.
What he achieved was epochal.
The reviewer is former Governor of Nagaland.The views expressed are his own. Courtesy: The Pioneer)
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